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wheat when they sell il to millers for manufacture An authorized return of the arable land and the 

0FF1^eSKTO,Ta5 "ON, I in the country, than when they sellit for shipping. tod agricultural produce of that conn-
ONT. He believed it would be for the interest of the I try that affords to us the market for our exports,

Terms.—$1 per annum!^postage paid ; $1.25 when in arrears. Country at large to impose a duty on must be always to us a subject of «^interest.
We cannot change the address of-a subscriber unless he I wheat and flour. He would, if he had his way, I remuneration for our labors must depend,

CTiatS&on. by re- put a duty of ten cents per bushel on oom coming a ^ measure, on the demand in England, the 
gistered letter, and give their name and post office address in I -m from the States, but he presumed five cents was I g,.eat mart of the world for surplus products. 
^«rdHo^n^nKTe- contrary, all that they could demand. The importation of Vrom the agricultural returns of the Department 
are considered as wishing to continue their subscriptions. | CQrn interferei with the prices of our coarse grains I of the Board of Trade of Great Britain, we oom-

which could not be shipped. I pjie the following statistics:—The total quantity of
Our rates tor single insertionare 20cperline-^_40per I arethe opinions of Mr. Norris on a subject land under all kinds of crops, bare fallow and

S@l S)0' n°npMeil (a hne C0n8l8tB °n aU aV3 of git importance to all classes in the country, grass, in 1875 amounted, for Great Britain, to 31,-
..BÆ^peXe CardB " ; and to none more than to farmers. Were Canadian 416,000 acres; for Ireland to 15 775,000 acres

Condensed farmers’ advertisements of agricultural impie- 1 nro(iuce • admitted free to the United States, the I with a return of 92,000 for the Isle of Man, ana
°r m I question would present a different aspect from what I 31,000 for the Channel Islands-a total for the

-------  I it bears at present. The American duty on flour is 20 I United Kingdom of 74,314,000 acres, exclusive of
per cent, ad valorem, or between $1 ahd $L50 per woods and plantations, and of deaths ami moun-

must be abridged as nu-ch as possible. | barrel according to the value. On wheat ltie 20 cents tain lands. This shows a greatly increased area of
per bushel. During the past year there were im- I cultivated land within the past year, an increase 

The Legislature and Farmers I ported into Ontario, free of duty, 37,000 barrels of that has been going on continuously for some
time; more especially has this been seen for the

lature this year have been fraught with such inter- I ---------- “* lagt “even years. Every effort is put forthby, .
est to farmers that we take brief notes of them, | The Indians to Enjoy the Privileges landowners and farmers to supply the increasing

Of British Subjects. demand for breadstuffs and meal.
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Some of the measures brought before the Legis- flour.

viewing them not as party, but as farmers’ ques
tions. Appointment of analysts. We have Great Britain haa at all times acted towards the The total acreage returned for Great Britain in 
occasionally availed ourselves of the reports of in the Empire as becomes a nation bearing 1875 comprised 18,104,000 acres of arable, and
analysts published in the agricultural periodicals of ^ sacred emblem that she 'does, as her armorial 13,312,000 acres of permanent pasture. Of perma- 
England. From the writings of Prof. Voelcker beari and the Indians have in all circumstances nent pasture, there was an increase over toe pre- 
especially we have taken some valuable extracts, ed t’hemselvés true and faithful allies (we can- vious year of 134,000 acres, and of 736,000 acres
and the service rendered by him to agriculture has ^ ag t call tbem fellow subjects), and they I since 1872. The great demand for meat sad y
been acknowledged not only in Europe, but also in to Bacrifice their lives in defence produce, and their high prices, have produced a
this New World. The Dominion Parliament has, E_aland>B honor. The government now pro- marked change in English agriculture; and evident, 
in the appointment of analysts by the Government, « them into ci0Ser relationship, and to ly this increase of pasture is not at an end. Cana-
taken a lesson from the Home Government. The | upon them the privilege of being British dians will see the wisdom of such a course more
Act under the provisions of which the appoint- LubjectB. and they,it is said, are willing to enter into clearly every year.
ments have been made is entitled : “An Act to | ^ proposed relationship, and to assume the re- Of the land under tillage in 1875, there were de- 
prevent the Adulteration of Food,” and were the I lgibilitiea necessarily accompanying those voted to grain crops 11,399,000 acres; this includes 
analysts merely to prevent that adulteration, the V rivilegeB< By the proposed change they beans and peas; to green crops, potatoes included,
farmers, as well as all other classes, would reap no ^ bable to taxation as Canadians, and have 5,067,000 acres; to bare fallow, 570,000; and to
little benefit, but we hope the work will not rest ^ of voting {or representatives in the rotation grasses, 6,337,000 acres. Here, too, wc
here, but that all articles that can be subjected to 1 Le •slature and Municipal Councib. This new find the excellence of English agriculture. So far
analysis will ere long be examined and proved if elem6nt introduced into our representative institu- from impoverishing the land by successive crops of
they be genuine. There seems to be indications I ,g a matter of no light importance, and the I grain, the quantity of land devoted to the grain 
of this in the “ tariff of fees ” in which sulphur, regult wiE be awaited with much interest. To the crop is less by half a million of acres than one-half 
ammonia and sulphuretted hydrogen are enumer- 1 In(bang themselves this measure must have a most I 0f the total average under cultivation. There arc 
ated with articles of food. salutary effect. The increased responsibilities | no wom out farms, no impoverished tracts of

Before the Committee on Agricultural Interests, ^ ^ acquired privileges will, it is to be country.
Mr. Norris, M. P., who has been engaged in the d atimulate them to higher motives, and con- 
milling business and obtained his supplies from ^ ^ tor indu8try, and more independence, 
the United States and Canada, testified that th gueh be the efiects 0f the measure, it will be a 
importation of American wheat was prejudical to benefit> not to them alone, but abo to the
the interests of Canadian farmers. If the importa- »
tionof American flour, free of duty, were prevent- coun ry a arge. ,. .. n ig aD.
ed, he could afford to pay Canadian farmers more I The number of Indians in . ,
for their wheat than he now does, and though con- proximately calculated at 91’91°;^elP „
sumers in this country might, as a result of the personal property is estimated at <489,234. and 
exclusion of American flour, be compelled to pay their real estate $-,844,972; ofjhe 1" _,an popula- 
more for what they require than now, it would be tion, 7,199 are children- *0f wbom 2,105 are 
cheaper to them in the end than the American attending school- Besides good stocks of grain 
flour, because it is better. He thought that mil- and produce, they own 2,734 horses, 2,389
lers could afford to sell cheaper in the home D”^et | y(JWSj sheep and other live stock.
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The Centennial Exhibition.
Canada is making {great exertions to aid the 

great America» Exhibition. The public exchequer 
has bee» EoeraUy opened. A good display will, we 
tr” st be the result. Canada has now, as at all 
other times, done her best towards aiding her 
American cousins. We hope Canadians will be 

- fairly treated by Americans, and trust to see 
national honor and business transactions placed 

just footing than has wont to be thq.
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year of the Centennial Exposition, great t g ^ cwj: . and the straw we shall not value at all. 
expected of us; let our fruits and prod i( Wy ’haU alg0 charge 5 per cent, on a capita, per
equal, if not superior to any other nations. «bullook) 0f say £22 as a middle price, between

Hot-beds are necessary to overcome . , selling and, to make all safe, we
tainties of our spring weather, and ave mgs n charge 10 per cent, per annum on the same

I^SSSSSSh. J their simple ^^g***** * — :—

Adding up the several items as above, he finds 
the cost to be 12s Id of the fattening bullocks per 
week, and arrives at the conclusion that if the 
bullock be made to lay on 1J stone per week, or 
21 lbs. of beef at 10s per stone, there is a profit; if 
he put on only 1 stone he will be fed at a loss.

The prices charged differ somewhat from our 
prices in Canada. The price of hay is high; not 
so with the price of roots, but considering that they 
are fed and converted into manure on his own 
farm, the producer is well paid for them. If he 
raise 40 tons per acre, it will pay him for the acre
£10_say $50 per acre. None but good, well-bred
stock in thrifty condition will pay a good profit, 
but the English farmer expects his profit from the 
enriching of the soil rather than from the increased 
weight and price of the animal fattened; when he _ 
adds to these the prices obtained for his produce, 
without taking it in bulk to market, he thinks he 

is pretty well paid.

April, 1876.§ THEee
numeration to the b 
This might be a gooc 
farmers any assurai 
their labor they woi 
markets, there migl 
beets sufficient to k 
and the result of th 
as they did.
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Orchard and Garden—No. 2.

HINTS FOR APRIL, BY H. ORTI.
, Oraftiny.—The proper time for grafting fruit

trees is as soon as the sap is in motion, which com
mences first with the cherry and plum, and ending 

, with the pear and apple. The precise time, of 
course, varies with the season and climate, though 
generally the time here is from the first of April 
till the middle of May. Cions for grafting should 

? be cut in the early part of winter, so as to esfcape 
the alternated freezing and thawing; placed in the 
cellar with sand or sawdust, or buned outside, 
they will be found to be in proper condition to 

fifty different methods of 
less success, but

i1
■ t i

n
III ■

April
:

i f i»j
While through the n 
With measured step, 
Into the faithful bos 

harrow follows 1

This is a month f 
is short and we mu 
fair hour must be 
farmer who is we) 
April may congratu 
in time. He now c 
care and feeding bt 
busy time. Contii 
treatment good woi 
man has not com] 
and the seed must 
All know the value 
It should be rich ai 
it so it should b 
in such a condition 
ments. Heavy soi 
come too compact, 
the cultivator; thii 
without turning ui 
proved by the wi 
while the ground 
jurious to it. Sow 
will permit. The 
on the time it is si 
cast the seed into 
perish in conseqi 
grow, produce w< 
and a poor return

The

!
E graft. There are 

grafting practiced with
we -hall only draw attention to two methods 
ing certain that either of these will serve every 
purpose. In any form of grafting there is one 
essential point to be observed, and that is that the 
bark edges of both cion and stock meet evenly. 
Tongue or whip grafting is best when it can be fol
lowed, bringing the cion and stock into readier 
and more surface contact with each other than any 
other plan, especially in young trees, 
should be from four to six inches in length, made 

slanting cut downwards at the base and
Having

over

11,,.
I-

more or
mfeel- 4

!

m//
v>, )%;i' I The cion

'

with a
split, making a tongue as in Fig. 1. 
chosen your stock of the proper size, or as near to 
correspond to cion, make a smooth cut upwards 
and a tongue also, as shown in Fig. 2, uniting 
and stock similar to Fig. 3.

llind grafting is simply making cion as described 
for tongue grafting, without making the tongue ; 
cut your stock off square, make a cut about an inch 
long on the side of the stock, and slipping the cion 
underneath the bark as illustrated in Fig. 4. Cover 
thoroughly all the cuts and exposed edges with 
grafting wax, clay, cloth, or any substance that 
will prevent the air from getting at it.

Pruning not done last month should be attended 
This is essential to the success of your or

chard if properly done, but it would almost be 
better to let the trees run wild than to be but
chered by incompetent parties, as is too often the

ZB
Hi« •" jpiif .3.»|:i

all our seedsmen’s catalogues,
Un

management in
which are sent to all who apply for tliêm. 
cover all things mulched or otherwise protected 
from the winter about the middle of the month to 

Roses, flowering shrubs, &c.,

mcion' m
Canadian Sugar. ■m

Mr. Drummond, in his evidence before the Com
mittee on Depression of Trade, referred to. the 
failure of attempts made' to introduce into the 
Dominion the manufacture of beet-root sugar-
Some years ago he had attempted to introduce it,
but failed,because the farmers would not grow the 
beets, though hê had imported the seed for the 
purpose. He purchased at the same time a large 
quantity of machinery for the manufacture of the 
sugar, but it was not taken out of the packing 
cases to this day. He had made experiments, and 
found there was a large per centage of saccharine

:

the light and air. 
should have the dead wood taken out and hard cut 
back; this will increase the luxuriance of the foli- 

Lay out a nice piece of ground

! .5
vj

age and flowers, 
for ornamental purposes, if you have none yet; 
put a hedge around it or by the side. Make a few 
nice walks, plant some evergreens, a few orna-m

11 ' r
See that the n 

there are any, re 
post or other rottt 
rake and roll. 
April, either on a 
ing of plaster w 
The ground bears 
clover. The pro) 
for feeding stock, 
soil by absorbing 
with its abundant 
far beneath the su 
for plants; when c 
in the soil.becomi 
wrought out by tl 
of the superflue 
mained, be injuri 

Look to your f< 
down—that nom 

Good f

to. Ill
v.r

matter in tlic roots.case.
instance of the reluctanceLice on Trees.— These minute pests want look 

ing after sharply, and to unpractised eyes it is 
little difficult to discover the scale-like, minute 

Scraping, brine-washing, &c.,

This is but another 
manifested by the greater number of people to

Some years
Üa m

out of the old familiar paths, 
ago a contributor to this journal gave a detailed 
account of his experiments in the cultivation of 
the sugar beet, and his manufacture from it of a 
fair quality of sugar. The sugar was not equal to 
much that is imported and refined, but its quality 
was such as to afford convincing proof that it only 
required the suitable machinery to supply Cana
dians with sugar of a superior quality from the 

fields ; and had those experi-

move
areparasites.

beneficial. We have tried kerosene on a sick look
ing specimen, applied with a paint brush, with i

good effect.
Plains.—The great success attending plum cul

ture the past few years, and the gradual disap-
induced such a de-

■

\\ w
Vpearance of its enemies, have

mand for the trees that nurs'erymen’s stocks are _
quite limited this season. The black rust can be H^'F.'jWÊW \\ ’A-'I produce of their
easily kept under by the prompt use of the knife \ V- V vM ments of Mr. Crofts been followed up by persons
whenever it makes its appearance. Salt is a good ^I possessed of necessary capital and skill, sugai
fertilizer for the plum; to bearing trees half a peck mental treeg) fiower roots, &c.—something or other might now be enumerated among the products o 
may be applied on the surface of the ground every tQ reqeem tbe barrenness of your surroundings and 0ur country.

enhance the value of your property. | The soil of Canada is adapted for the growth ot
beets, as of all root g-ops; the yield is heavy, ana 
in other countries, as, for instance, France and 
Belgium, its cultivation has been found very re
munerative. The sugar manufactured returns a 
good profit, and the refuse from which the sacchar
ine juice has been expressed is utilized in the feed- 

An enterprising farmer in this 
that he had made an ex-

111

own

i: passers. 
breachy animal bi
do injury much g 
the fences. Theseason.

Planting may be done as soon as the ground drys 
after the frost is out, till the buds push forth. W e 
consider spring to be the best time, but in some lo
calities, on well drained soils, fall planting suc
ceeds admirably. Trees will not grow in wet soils.

It often happens through delay at station, or bad 
packing, that trees get very dry in transit. If so, 

receipt of them, the best thing to do is to bury 
them in the soil, root and branch, for a few days, 
when they will, if not too far gone, come out fresh 
and all right.

This will be a busy month, and, as the old couplet 
runs—

t I 
1

Let those now plant who have never planted before, 
And those who have planted now plant the more. meadows or new 

lands that are po 
tender, shooting 
and the root affci 
and tramp on thi 

The live stock 
milch cows and c 
and nutritious : 
them. A little 1 
to the milk will ' 
It is folly to hav 
Lambs need ca 
posure must be j 
should not be st;

What it Costs to Fatten Cattle.
1

Under this heading the Farmer (England) says :
“ Let us endeavor to arrive at the cost of fattening 
‘ ‘ bullocks under ordinary circumstances. I stoc i.
“ The cost must vary with the diet, but if the fol- neighborhood informs us
-lowing may be taken as representing a liberal périment on a small scale in the manufactur . ^
“ allowance for bullocks intended to come out in raised the beets himself, pressed t em,
“March at 6 «tone (of 14 lb.), we can soon arrive ordinary sugaring kettle converted J 
“ at the weekly cost. We shall recommend 4 lbs. sugar. The quantity of good, grant 6
“of linseed cake and 6 lbs. of meal, 56 lbs. of and its quality, were enough to convince inb 

Brii?ftforthMay'flowcrs!’’6'1UWUrS “roots, 6lbs. of hay with chopped straw. This conviction were needed, that the m“U “ .
So let April labors and plans bring forth fruit and [ " will probably not be given at first, but be worked l might be carried on m this country wit
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weeks. Sow in drills, and hoe between them 
Allow no weeds to take root. For

manuring, 
as needed.
early sowing and for table use through the summer 
and fall, the best variety is the Early Horn. Long 
Orange is a good variety, much larger than the 
Horn, but not so tender.

Parsnips, the best vegetable we have for winter 
and cultivated as the carrot, but

hort, every animal on the farm needs good food 
and unceasing care, 
said, “is the best manure.” So is it with his eye. 
His presence everywhere, his constant watchful 
ness, 
and well-favored.

Compost heaps and all piles of manure need to 
be turned. Manure will be needed for the root 
crops, and should be well composted. See that the 
outlets of drains and watercourses be not choked 
with mud or sand. No water whatever should be 
allowed to lie stagnant on or in the soil.

A few early potatoes may be planted late in the 
month.
liable to perish in the ground, should be selected 
for the earliest crop. Let them have a sunny 
aspect and dry soil. Plant but a few now; they 
will, you may expect, need protection from the 
June frosts.

For soiling, sow oats and peas. They will come 
in for cutting after the fall rye, and better soiling 
for your stock you cannot have. Even if your 
cattle feed on pasture, some such food cut and 
given in addition will be found of great use.

!numeration to the beet grower and manufactured. 
This might be a good ground for co-operation; had 
farmers any assurance that for the products of 
their labor they would have fair play in our own 
markets, there might be a co-operation to raise 
beets sufficient to keep a manufactory employed, 
and the result of this one stimulate others to do 
as they did.

lb., or
wt-> or 
6s per 
at all.

ita, per | 
etween

“The farmer’s foot,” it is

wiH keep all the animals in his care thrifty

$:
afe, we If

use, are sown 
should have heavier and deeper soil. It is very 
productive and rich in nutriment. The best way
to preserve them for late spring use is to allow 
them to remain in the ground as they grew. You 
may cover lightly with tope of turnips, beets, Jtc., 
but we have found no protection necessary.

Peas should also be sown as early as the state of 
the weather and condition of the soil will permit. 
The earlier the first crop is ready for use the better} 
and you can have a regular succession of crops 

•through the season. Carter's First Crop and 
Daniel O’Rourke are among the good early va
rieties.

16 same 
ich bul- 
vages— April on the Farm.

While through the neighboring fields the sower stalks, 
With measured step, and liberal throws the grain 
Into the faithful bosom of the ground :

harrow follows harsh, and shuts the scene.

. m
he finds 

t if the

I !>cks per The
Potatoes of a medium size, uncut, lessThis is a month for untiring energy. Our spring 

is short and we must make the most of it. Every 
fair hour must be put to good account. The 
farmer who is well prepared for the labors of 
April may congratulate himself that he was wise 
in time. He now enjoys the profit from the good 

and feeding bestowed on his horses before the 
busy time. Continue that care. Without good 
treatment good work cannot be done. The plough- 

has not completed his work for the spring,

il»week, or 
>rofit; if 
loss. arom our
gli; not
mat they 
his own

care
Onions.—There are few crops in the garden more 

profitable, if grown for sale. The produce is from 
200 to 400 bushels to the acre. There is no little 
labor required, and from the time of preparing the 
ground till the receiving of the crop, they require 
care; but the labor is light and the remuneration 
ample, the price being from 76c. to #1 per bueheL 
For onions, it is necessary that the soil be rich and 
in a good state of cultivation. Sow the seed as 
early as the weather will permit. If sown on a 
large scale, the seeding would be done more ex
peditiously, and the seed more evenly distributed, 
by the use of a good garden seeder; but it can be 
dropped very well by the finger and thumb. Cover 
lightly, and if the soil be light and naturally dry, 
it is well to press it down with a light, wooden, 
garden roller. This will be a means of retaining 
the moisture from evaporating, and so aid the ger
minating of the seed. The drills must be of such 
a distance as to allow hoeing between, but not so 
far as to have unnecessary waste. They are to be 
kept free from weeds. The varieties of onions 
generally are : The large red onion, a heavy crop
per and generally esteemed; yellow onion, a heavy 
cropper, does not grow so .large as the red, but is 
the best onion for long keeping; White Portugal, 
more delicate in flavor than the red or yellow, but 
not so hardy—more liable to be damaged.

If he
the acre i

veil-bred •
>d profit, 
from the 
increased 
when he . |
produce, 

thinks he

Io
nian
and the seed must soon be cast into the ground. 
All know the value of a well prepared seed-bed. 
It should be rich and mellow, and in order to have Vegetable Carden in April.

In our northern clime we must defer to a late 
much of the garden work that is usually

it so it should be ploughed at such a time and 
in such a condition as will ensure these require
ments. Heavy soil ploughed in the fall has be
come too compact. To cure this stubbornness use 
the cultivator; this will make it loose and friable, 
without turning under the soil that has been im
proved by the winter storms. Do not plough make amends, 
while the ground is wet. Nothing is more in- advantage of every favorable moment, and, if we 
jurious to it. Sow as early as the state of the land can do little more, prepare the ground for seeding 
will permit. The yield of the crop depends much 
on the time it is sown ; but better sow late than 
cast the seed into a wet, cold bed. Some seeds 
perish in consequence, and others, when they do 
grow, produce weak, hungry stems and blades, 
and a poor return of inferior grain.

See that the meadows have no bare spots ; if 
there are any, re-seed them, having applied com
post or other rotted manure; having re-seeded it, 
rake and roll.
April, either on a winter crop or alone. A dress
ing of plaster will greatly improve its growth.
The ground bears no crop more profitable than 
clover. The profits are not limited to its value 
for feeding stock. When growing, it enriches the 
soil by absorbing ammonia from the atmosphere 
with its abundant foliage, and bringing up, from 
far beneath the surface soil, stores of mineral food 
for plants; when dead,its long taproots,decomposed 
in the soil, become a rich manure, and the cavities 
wrought out by them afford passage for the escape 
of the superfluous moisture that would, if it re
mained, be injurious to vegetation.

Look to your fences—see that no part of them is 
down—that none are too weak to keep out tres
passers. Good fences make good neighbors. A 
breachy animal breaking into a cropped field may 
do injury much greater than the cost of repairing 
the fences. The injury caused by breaking into 
meadows or new pastures is not much less. . Grass 
lands that are poached are greatly injured. The 
tender, shooting crown of the plant is hardened, 
and the root affected by permitting cattle to feed 
and tramp on them.

The live stock on,the farm need care, especially 
milch cows and calves. Clean house, good bedding 
and nutritious food are needed; let them have 
them. A little linseed meal, or linseed tea, added 
to the milk will be of great service to the calves.
It is folly to have young animals grow up stunted.
Lambs need care and attention; all needless ex
posure must he guarded against; and their dams 
should not be stinted of good, nutritious food. In

season
done in this month in a milder temperature. 
Spring is slow a-coming in Canada, and the cold 
breath of winter is sometimes felt even in April ; 
but the rapid vegetation after a little delay will 

We must, however, in April take
M11 • v Si

the Com- 1

ed to. the 
into the 

Dot sugar ( 
broduoe it*

and planting in May.
To have tomato plants early without the expense 

of a hot bed, we have but to use a small box for a 
substitute.

!

An old raisin box will grow more 
plants than will be needed for the use of any 
family. Fill it with good soil, rich and light, and 

the seed when the soil has acquired sufficient

t grow the 
Dcd for the 
me a large 
;ure of the 
io packing 
uents, and 
saccharine

;

sow
heat. Place it in a warm, ventilated room, and in 
such a position as to have the light and heat of the 

When the plants have acquired some 
strength, thin them if necessary. Transplant 
them, when they are grown enough to bear it, into 

cold frame, or into a larger box. 
have been transplanted from the seed bed to the 
nursery bed before final planting, are always more 
certain and thrifty. Some time in May you may 
risk planting a few, when they are to stand, but 
they will need protection from the frost.

You may sow lettuces in a dry, warm border. 
They are very hardy, 
sown, bear the winter well. In sowing, see that 
the soil is pretty dry and has parted with its winter 

No seed should be sown in a cold or wet

Clover may be sown even in sun.

1reluctance 
people to 

lome years 
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rom it of a 
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its quality 

that it only 
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[lose experi- 
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skill, sugar 
products of
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Cheese Factories.
By having the woodwork of the vats made per

fectly tight, there is no occasion for their being 
lined with tin. Besides, they will last longer than 
if lined, and wood is much cheaper than tin. We 
would use the clear steam for heating the vats, it 
being less noisy and much more convenient; and if 
the pipes are properly put in they will heat as 
regularly as the water. The holes should be put 
in the pipes in such a way that the steam will 
strike down and thus become scattered before 
coming in contact with the bottom of the pan. If 
allowed to strike the pan directly, it will bum the 
curd, which is very injurious to the curd and 
cheeses. The vats should bo made to tip, thereby 
facilitating the dipping of the curd into the sink. 
The floor of the making-room should be perfectly 
tight, and made to slope towards the lower end of 
the vats; there should be a gutter or trough set in 
the floor running past the lower end of the vats, 
and from this gutter the water, washings, etc., 
should he carried in a pipe under ground to 
the hog yard or some other place, thereby remov
ing the chief cause of such bad odors as we so 
often smell in passing along the highway in the 
vicinity of some factories. There is nothing to 
prevent a cheese factory from being kept as clean 
and sweet as any ordinary dwelling house, provid-

1

We have had them, self- 1

m
cold.
soil. Young lettuces bear transplanting well, and 
it is best to sow or plant them in such a situation 
that they will be screened from the sultry sun of 

Lettuce should have a deep, rich soil,

I
,8

•1 summer.
that the heads may be large, crisp and tender.

le growth of 
heavy, and 

France and 
nd very re- 
d returns a 
the sacchar
in the feed- 

in this

Boots will he time enough sowed next month ; 
but if the latter part of this month he fair and the 
ground in good order, it is well to sow some in this 

We need not recommendmonth for early use.
It is well known and highlythis vegetable, 

prized. It is good for the table, palatable and very 
nutritious, and, if any be to spare, feed them to 

and pigs. We have found the Bassano beet 
best for early sowing.

Carrots, for early use, are sown as soon as the 
ground is in good order. Soil should be rich and 
mellow—light soil preferable. As carrots are apt
to grow forked if the growing plant come in 
tact with manure, the fertility of the soil should 
be inherent from the previous crop, or from fall
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68 Th«made to see this matter in its true light, and put 
the same in practice, it would he the means of put
ting thousands of dollars in their pockets annually.

If the Grangers would give such subjects their 
attention, endeavoring to educate their patrons 
how to make their cows yield 500 lbs. of cheese 
for the season, instead of 300, and also howto 
raise 40 bushels of wheat per acre instead of 20 and 
25; making two blades of grass grow where one 
now grows—if they would take hold of such sub
jects as these and a dozen more that might be 
named, instead of attempting to purchase their 
own cottons, teas, &c., they would be doing them- 
selves very much more good and have a much bet
ter field of usefulness in store for them. ,

I feel convinced that the day is not far distant 
when there will be a strong demand for good dairy 
stock-stock that will meet the wants both of the 

butcher and the breeder, for all

nothing for twenty-four hours before beingkiUed, 
the rennet then carefully taken out, d
cleaned (but not washed); then turned back, with 
a little salt sprinkled on it before « so and 
then stretched on a bent stick or blown like a 
bladder. Rennets treated m this way a 
twice as much as those treated in th ordma y 
way Calves that are to be raised should hav 
plenty of new milk for a few weeks, and then th y 
may be gradually weaned from the new milk y 
gradually introducing some ^titute, such »» 
skim milk with linseed meal or boded flax seed 
Another very good thing for calves is corn meal 
slightly scorched or kiln-dried, and then made into 
porridge; the kiln-drying takes away or kills the 
muffing properties, which are present when fed 
without Aim to give them as nutritious feed as 
possible and in all cases give it to them warm. I 
shall revert more fully to their treatment during 
the summer, fall and following winter in my n . 
article..

Written for the Farmers j
ed everything is well and properly fixed and kept. 
Have a good large sink, or, what is better two of 
them. It is very important that the curd shou 
be well cooled and aired before being put in the 

We are confident that many factories spoil
The

In the spring there 
forward to by the ai 
for its lovely bloom an 
ings, than his bed of 
very simple, and the c 
but the tulip deman 
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It may be summed u 

About the first fre 
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thoroughly dug 
good proportion of 
charcoal broken 
should be well inco 

The 1

much of their cheese from this ^very thing. ^ ^
StS the factory! there should be a large 

tank for holding water for oo^B^ £jbe

Ilîried^rom^he vite to the hog yard in a good 
large pipe under ground. Put in plenty of whey 
tank roL, for by so doing and keeping the tanks
sweet and clean, you will be able to get sufficient
whey butter or oil for greasing the cheese, whic 
will be quite a saving, besides being muclV 
best for the cheese. The best tank is a large stave 
one, or two medium ones, sunk into the groun 
and covered; from these the whey can be pumpefi 
up to the hogs. Provide a good large an J
yard for the hogs, with good sieeping quarters and ^ p would endeavor to impress upon
sheltered from the storms and hot s • T“ dairymen, and that is to take great care in select-

comfort and thrift. rrocure i aairyin > . . By all means endeavor
*“ - 8011 '«t

consideration allow them to go to 
matter how

dairymen, the .
these qualities can be combined; but for the dairy 
the milking qualities must be the most prominent 
A number of the leading dairymen in the United 

turning their attention to this very 
thing, and I see nothing to prevent a dairyman 
from making himself a reputation for dairy stock 

than for those fancy Shorthorns and

ove

ver

States are spades deep, 
and leveled, and be a 

The sand
add much to” their
the very best curd knives ,. ,

suclfamdffitend using them. Don’t fad in pro- tempting the pnee. J-°» “^fiels tü the Le, Protection VS. Free Trade.

Îr JiuL the Cheapest in the end. Secure a strangers to come in and sdect t ^ ^ ^ ^ Qn either side from farmers, but we will

"i nakin8 * 8001’ 81

f The difference between a cow that gives 30 lbs. own greater profit. In our policy we mus 
of the difference bet ^ ^ ^ ^ tMy will mind tUat> next to our home market, the best

shrewd when they markets for Canadian products are to be foun
Great Biitain and the West Indian Islands. On 

two communications on the

month, 
and leaving little p 
fine roots of the bull 
stroys vermin and w 
for the food of the ; 
soot bring out the 

distinc

any more 
fashionable thorough-breds.

tulips, more 
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important of point 
colors are not brou 

’If plenty of fine ch 
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shades. At the e 
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the centre. Th
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article of cheese. ------------ -
Hints to Dairymen.

Written for the Farmer’s Advocate, by. J. Seabury. ^ ^ one
In reviewing the dairy market for the past two ^ tha(. they were not very 

months, we find there has been a slight improve- ^ ^ begt eow for ten dollars more than they 
ment in the trade, but not wliat holders have £or thoir ordinary ones, for she would pay
hoped for; and this improvement is only for the ^ amQUnt back to her new owner in six months 
finest goods-such goods as will always sell at good ^ „ dairymen would use their pencil and a
prices even in a dull market. As remarked o£ paper more, and make a few calcuiateons
former article, there has been some bad slaughter- V wouM h%ve a tendency to open their eyes; neither 
ing of ordinary and inferior goods The writer ^ they studying their own interest by not making
knows of one line of 1,500 boxes of good meaty gtr<muous efforta to improve their stock. ^
cheese, No. 3, which were soldH There is another thing which daffymien do not ^Jing the other in qffick succession,

B Home of the returns tro” Ltwo and attach sufficient importance to, and that is thebuffs ce* ^ make it very difficult to
room sales have been as low as twen y - d uge lnstances have come under myobser - g opinion on the fall crop. Much must
twenty-five shillings. I expect to Bce cheese go to ^ where there waa a fine, thorough-bred bull in «P £ weather yet to
sixty-eight or seventy shillings foi the finest be nei hborho„d, the use of which could be had dep 1 b would make
fore the new strikes the market, and hope to see be but which the neighbors thought genial weathe in thi™
2 « well doored ». W™ “>« ««” ” Z Jrrice. The ow.e, d “F-—“>• cAd»
to any extent. Low as prices are, the dairymen ^ aelling his stock for ten, fifteen andtventy mise, but ^ ^ ^ weather be ever
have really no reason to complain, knowing as they m0re than his neighbors, and yet do much j y- killed.
t .h»« prior. „« doiry 8— i. C»* « ^d J*™ ^ ^ ^ th M ZZLm -d
if not bettor than wheat. iued I would like to know in what way they Any g however, it will not do

Butter has been much the same as cheese-no ga Uvc doUara better. If by laying out seed will bring high p
fuiry but for the finest goods, and is now quoted coim ^ together with a little extra to leave ^mox '

at 112 to 114 shillings. and „0od management, you get a cow thatAs soon as the calf is dropped it should be taken =a à g ^ ^ ten dollars per year extra
from the mother and placed in an adjoining sta11 better investment can a dairyman want ’ It
or room, and not allowed to suck. Calves treated h tb^ ^ ^ bank 8tock, even with a little 
nthis wav are little or no trouble to learn to Let any one make the calculation for

drink, but It Should have its mother's nulk all the ^^df between a cow that gives 25 lbs. and 
same. This milk is C-sefitia! to the stomach of will giv0 30 lbs. per day, or an average of o
young calf. If intended for veal lt b1iou 1 I ^ {or the year, and he will find that the latter,
in a clean, warm place, and given all the m. | of & £;ur calculation, will net her owner ten dollars
will take tor five or six weeks, and then sold to the I former, to say nothing of her extra
butcher If intended for a deacon, it should be more than - - -n. *■ If dairymen could be

L. Baa. *», s«t.mSiv,.»,t«,kd ,i w=u.......
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The Weather and the Crops.
unable to say any thing definite about the

at the closeWe are
state and prospects of crops 
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OF THE PEACH BUDS.
A St. Kitt’s paper says.—“Our esteemed fnen , 

Mr. H. P. Willson, informs us that he has mm 
examination of the peach buds, and finds tna 

about one-third or one 
The buds having 

ther to Ï

ent

an
there are something like 
half of the blossom buds killed, 
been considerably started by the warm wea 
January, and then the severe cold snaps coming 
afterwards, the wonder is that they were »

that there is »

one

killed. Mr. Wilson thinks 
bility still of a good average crop.”
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ed from the atmosphere. This has been proved by 
chemical experiments. A portion of soil was ana- 

box and peas sown in it. 
and matured, that soil was

„ Th- full» da is nothing without its blanket of snow, and the

In the spring there is no class of flowers looked it fix“g their roots ready for a start. We
forward to by the amateur wlth m0r6^™8 till leave’ the consideration of the varieties of
for its lovely bloom and gorgeous shades and mark d suppose they have bloomed
ings, than his bed of ^J^^ed a^C lea^ have withTed. Tulip» must now 
very simple, and the care is small that is require ^ and pkced in a shade to dry.
but the tulip demands this little most urgently, for another
and must have it. Spring is now upon mf, and U any one wishes to ha g when
very likelf those who read this article, or many of spring this must De done
them, will have an opportunity to »oe^theirtohp» Jry.^ou^ ^ ^ ^ ^ name put
in bloom. It is an easy matter o grow P with each Tulips require a perfect rest from thisfe=*o» >» “b “ Ie'rcSe“ ,S W «tL .1,1-4 «g.™ «tiv» H

sharp frost does it no harm. The expe carelessly left in the ground to take their
.««Vie., ev» th. m„t remote m ,‘*3™* the 6»«,t v«i,tie. will tie
zones, is nearly the same regarding tn ip ■ stronger and ooarser ones become
» may be—! in the lolt.w.ng d.r-U.n , 8„ „ny „„ onrio,ity 0,

About the first frost in autumn, say the midd CXDeriment leaves a bed of tulips to take care of 
O. September in Canada, the bed should he e,^nm,«t, ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

thoroughly dug over and cleaned, and, if clay, a gtatement. Even one year much impairs
good proportion of sharp sand lime, ashes and Lhem. and the finer sorts of by-blooms, roses and 
charcoal broken very small, and soot, if possible ™ ^ tnola will not submit even to that. Let it
should be well incorporated, by trenching in two therefore, as an axiom, that all cul-
spades deep. The bed should be then wedl raked be laid down, toerefore, ^ ^ ^
and leveled, and be allowed to rest and settle o £ Md to have their perfect re-
»»«» Th'r,lte»d P«.“h« carefully dri They she,,» h.lo.hed lhl p„.b„g, or weevil, in-».

T roTtoof the bulb quickly enter. The lime de- over occasionally,and stirred m the bag or drawer of the country has prevented its being

s°0t brin6f*2;t;^ LrWorinîaTshades to the amateur or gard- N-J the

tulips, mo 7 all floriculture in this most ener. A tulip bulb never blooms twice. It dies ^ ^ bnt it requires the farmers of infested
a grea*t o£ points- for what is a bloom, if its to feed the flower, and produces from one to four to co.operate for their destruction. It is
colors are not brought out clearly, but a failure? bulbs, which will bear the next spring, and severs q{ bule service to destroy them on one farm, if they
Aplenty of fine charcoal be mixed in the soil, the smaller ones, that ^^“tive Ind in- be allowed to live and multiply on the farms ad] a^

t-efnl tulin will put on its brightest glories and sons. Some are wonderfu y p ’ cent The larvæ feed on the green peas, and by theSutitlgTiLudo, With mo,8, lovely tint, .ml cm- 1,, but they seldom the hue- «t^ ^ jry they h.„ .,..!»«! »U
TaU At the end of a month, more or less, sorts, whilst the most gorgeous are slow produ- cavity it has made in the pea, the

LeU-rotteî cw, horse or pig mknure, as can be cers. !n Canada, tulips do wel and increase, and purpic> and they change into perfect
obtained should be spread at least two inches I few blooms repay the anxiety o îe ama enr fleet’es in the spring. To be destroyed they must
deep over the bed and dug in equally and carefully, ter. They are the delight of aü our a J ^Cls be killed, either when the peas are ripe in harvest,

aP u Worked in. Indeed, a third digging is all ances, and wo have sometimes to gn Qr when about to sow the seed m spring. Put the
the better, as by this means all the ingredients are jealously from over anxious hands But suchsms water for a couple of minutes bo-
weU mixed. Beds are generally made from three are easily forgiven. If you can only get t £ore planting, and the bugs are killed. In order to
to four feet wide, and should never be so broad as not interested in flowers, you will find success a c - M11 them in harvest the seed is put into a tight
to be easily reached by hand from the alleys as far tainty in floriculture. vessel, and in it is put pulverized camphor, 2 oz.to
OQ centre This point should be carefully not- In some future communication I wil g ^ ’ I the bushel, or sulphuric ether, a tablespoonful.
cl as tramping spoils the appearance of the bed. Mr. Editor, a short account of the tulip mama that ^ selecting the variety to sow, we must have 
I do not raise the centre of my beds, as advised by raged in Europe during the seventeenth and com- ^ quality o( soil, as well as tbe purpose

but keep them level, and throw a little mencement of the eighteenth centuries. 1 be p^ceB for which we design them—the hard white being 
thin skimming off the alley on. The next thing is that were then paid for choice tulips showed a thor- ^ suited for grinding, and for the English and
the nlanting, and each variety should be planted 0ugli recklessness and temporary insanity. 1 he sum American markets.
bv itself in lines across. Make a line in the trench of §1,044 was given for one bulb—“The Admiral, | -----------
about four inches or five inches deep, and never and f500 was common enough fora pair of good
more than six in any case. In this place the tulbs root3. Even at the present timeJarf SUI™ I We notice in an

eight inches apart, and so continue cbange hands in Holland for choice sorts; but ÜF-Z5 ^ gtock regiater js to be opened for Merino sheep,
making rows a foot apart, and as straight as they to §50 is about the highest, and a good new tulip ̂  ^ Berkahire hogs. No one can doubt that the

be made. The length of the beds is a matter is 8Ure to get ready sale. It requires five years to re^ration 0f Shorthorns has had much to do
Ours are twelve and ra;ge a tulip from seed, but the chances of a fine the advancement of that valuable class of

poor indeed; and tulips must have their and the caUse of the high prices being
characteristics to command the market. | d ^ particular animals. A writer in this jour

nal suggested the registration of the most useful 
Olir Pea Crop. I classes of horses. If any Agricultural Society, or

t 4mm, from the returns in the report of the Farmers’ Club, or Grange would take up this su - v
u 8 of Agriculture we come to the conclusion ject they might be doing a good service. Why 
Bureau of Agriculture, " in our JBhould Canaila be behind? Are not ourUiccster,

country as they Britain and the United to Canada than the best Merino that ever
SUteTcÎn^an peas have the place, and come Uved. We should be pleased to hear from others
maud ’ the attention of buyers, bnngmg good on this subject. ^ ______
prices. Still we think, and we speak from experi^ valuc of thc sheep and lamb’s wool import
ance, they are well worth cultivating, particularly ^ ^ ^ Umted Kingdom from the Australian 
on light, gravelly soil. So far are th y Colonies and New Zealand last year, was £16,009,-
poverishing thesoü, that they are the meansof ^ CM with £13,821624 in 1875. The

greater part of their nutriment is absorb-
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i much bet-

lyzed, then put into 
After the peas grew 
again analyzed and found to possess more of the 
elements of fertility than it possessed when first 
analyzed. This testimony from chemistry is but 
additional proof to that of our own experience. 
We know poor, hungry soil to be sown with peas, 

to bear crops that it

a

h
:

1
i ’!

I
and the following season 
would not produce before the peas had been sown. 
Not only do peas add to the fruitfulness of the 
soil—they smother and destroy weeds.

Though peas may not bring as large a money- 
return as some other crops, they pay pretty well. 
There are returns of 40 bushels to the acre, but they 

few—let us calculate the returns at what is 
more common:-30 bushels. The N. Y Tribu»*
of March 10th reports : Canadian Peas, 2,400 bush- 
els at 97èc. per bushel. The I^don jOnt.) ^ 
Press reports peas, per cental, $1.25. lhere 
is one great profit to be derived from sowing peas, 
putting aside the marked returns. For soihng cat- 
tie there is no better crop, succeeding fall rye 
and coming in before com, than peas and oats 
mixed. It is good for all cattle, and especially for

if convenient, or
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: to come. Soft, 
Id make a great

can
of taste and circumstance, 
sixteen feet long, respectively, across the garden 
in continued sections, with a walk dividing, and the 
alleys are fourteen inches between the beds. After 

bed is planted it should be carefully leveled 
with the rake, but we do not advise patting it

one are

ay give little pro* 
character might 

ie weather be ever 
clover is killed, 

ceded, and clover 
it will not do

the
over
down with the back of a spade, as it will be press
ed hard enough in general with a coat of snow, and 
will be less liable to be raised by frosts. If 

variety of tulip is in a bed, a 
it with the name

iver,
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than onemore
tally should be placed 
of the variety. A person’s memory is in general 
very treacherous, and is useless when some hundreds 
of varieties are in cultivation. The bed is now 
complete, and yon must wait 
till the soft breath of spring invites them from the 
deep sleep to appear again. But although hid 
from sight, nature has been at work, and they 
generally show their budding and sprouting leaves 
on the surface as soon as the snow is gone. Cana
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April, 1876ADVOCATE April, 1876THExr !"A. •31:m and on no account should be allowed unrestrained 
to the younger females of the herd.

It is to be hoped that some of your observing 
readers will act on these hints, and give the re- 

When a sire, possessing the

ijti . IDairy Cattle.
A writer in the Mark Lane Express, discussing 

the most profitable stock for dairy purposes, on a 
farm where milk and its production form a part ot

A Ur. Lute, of a»* Vt, writ» . Uto. I >'“>«
to the New York Tribune on the above importent . f P<rfWt8 is patronized,
subject, one which is very much neglected throug I yidj ^ an;mai8) under the influence of liberal
out this country - treatment, can be forced to milk largely ; but as in

From the first of my farming I have raised roots the system now advocated a much more important 
of some kind to feed stock during winter. Twen- question is involved, the milking property can 
tv-five veers ago, when labor was much cheaper acarcely be allowed to take other than a secondary 
than now, I raised carrots. These I consider valu- position. Most practical men who understand this 
able to feed to young, growing stock; but the cost subject, and who have for a series of years tested 
of raising them at the present price of labor is it by actual experiment, are agreed that a cross- 
trenerally more than their feeding value. It costs I breed cow combines the two much-desired and 
from two to three times as much to raise a ton of vaiuable qualities in a greater degree than can pos- 
carrots as the same amount of the large-growing 8ibly be attained by any pure animal of the stan- 
varieties of sugar-beets or mangel-wurzels. To darJ breeds. As an example of the deep milker, 
raise roots and have them cost less than their feed- the Dutch cow takes a leading, if not first, posi- 
ing value, the labor should be done with the tion> giving milk, under the influence of good 
horse cultivator and hoe, avoiding thumb-and- feefyng> in an extraordinary quantity, and con- 
finger work. The profit or loss on a crop of roots tiding it far into the season. Her milking capa
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1 il Roots for Stock Feeding. suits in your paper.
proper and necessary qualities for one, is found,he 
ought to be kept at least five years for this special 
purpose, and if the sows let to him are over three 
years of age, their offspring will be all the better, 
in every respect.
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Clover—Its Value for Stock Feedingo
il iit

The growing of clover is an essential part of 
good farming. Clover, whatever its variety, seems 
to enrich the soil, and every variety has its own 

Whether it be the common redIII cfoverf tlmAlsike or Crimson, or the Dutch White 
Clover, each supplies to our live stock a large 
quantity of nutritious food. As a sheep pasture 
there is no grass equal to the white clover, though 
it is better pasture if mixed with a good selection 
of grasses. In every pasture there should be a 
mixture of good grasses. In the food of all ani
mals it is well to have a variety, and a variety we 
have by a mixture of grasses. For soiling, red 
clover is almost indispensable, its two cuttings 
coming in very opportunely when needed, and af
fording a healthy nourishing fodder. Some people 
think that as hay it is inferior timothy or rye 
grass. We always considered that when clover is 
sown with those grasses and saved with them, the 
hay is better than if it were only grass. A writer 
on this subject in the Ohio Farmer says:—

We do not overestimate the value when we say 
that, for animal food, the farm does not produce 
anything which equals good clover. Every animal 
on the farm, from the horse on down, will winter 
and thrive on it better thin on an equal value of 
any other kind of food. I do not refer to the so- 
called hay which is often fed or sold as clover hay, 
but to clover properly cut and cured.

We carry a lot of horses through the winter bet
ter on a given weight of clover hay, than the same 
animals can be brought through on the same weight 
of timothy hay and an additional allowance of 
four ears of corn per day; and the manure made 
from the former would be worth one-third more 
than tliat made from the latter. The cows will 
give more milk and make mere butter on good 
clover hay than if fed on the same value of timothy 
hay and an addition of two quarts of corn meal per ^ 
day The colts, calves and sheep will thrive and 
do well on clover hay when they would not hold 
their own on timothy hay. I want nothing better 
to carry a lot of hogs through a winter than clover , 
hay. Ÿour turkeys, chickens and ducks will ^ 
gather up the last leaf and head of a basket of the 
refuse from the barn floor, if it be thrown them on
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generally depends upon how the labor is performed, city js so enormous, that she recommends herelf in 
whether principally by hand or by the aid of 1 ^ eSpecial manner to those who supply milk in 
machinery. The question, “Is it profitable to raise I large quantity to public institutions ; with this 
roots to feed dunng the season that the stock is I 8ingie feature her usefulness begins and ends, as 
kept on dry fodder?’ is often asked by those who I she ia a hard feeder, consuming food in excessive 
have but little experience in their culture, or are quantity, and scarcely at any age compensating her 
about ro begin raising them. This can be 1 oWner for his trouble and outlay in feeding her. 
answered two ways, and answered correctly. I Tbe exactly opposite quality is found in the Short- 
There are a great many farmers who, every year, horn, the tendency 
raise root crops for feeding purposes, from which superlative degree 
they realise a large profit. Then, on the other un^eas ,n some exec 
side, many attempt to raise these crops, and from I to be depended on,
__ Miaonno crAn ftrallv through their own ne- I r«00ixr nhp mav mil

I

horn, the tendency to lay on flesh being in the 
rlative degree; while the milking property, 

exceptional strains of blood, is not 
to be depended on, the cow of this breed, however 

various reasons, generally through their own ne- I freeiy 8he may milk for a short time after calving, 
gleet they get small and poor crops, which costs being extremely apt to run diy long before the 
them more than the crop is worth. The cultiva- I eXpiration of the season. Whatever the alloy, the 
tion of field sugar beets for feeding purposes is I shorthorn must now be taken as the standard 
certainly not sufficiently appreciated by most breed of the Kingdom, its blood being largely in
farmers. I have experimented with the various I {u8ed jnto every herd from which a profit is

of carrots, turnips, beets and wurzels, and eXpected. Where dairy business and the breeding 
for a few years past have raised as the mam crop, I M wey as the feeding of stock are all carried on 
and with perfect satisfaction, the American Im- I together, a three-quartered Shorthorn fulfils as 
proved Imperial sugar beet. I nearly as possible the whole of the conditions

The soil most proper for field beets is a rich necessary to success in each department, as any 
W of a Zvey rather than sandy character, slight deficiency m one qualification ,s more than
loam of a clayey ras for turnips I sow the counterbalanced by the extraordinary aptitude tofiSsutil^e, lmr M cXc sro7il in fine condi- reach early maturity, which is evinced by her off- 
rion to be worked. I think early sowing is essen- spring. The breed used to somewhat check the 
tiaHnwfferto obtain the best results. Sow in running to flesh to assist the milking capacity 
drilk 80 inches apart with a machine, if you have and retain it further into the season, may be found 
drills du menés aP see(1 in rows 30 nearly in every district, often under no distinctive
inched by 18 It takes four pounds of seed, if name but that of the common cattle of the count,-* 
Swed and about one-half as much if planted, and although somewhat coarse and strong of bone, 
When the beets have been sowed in drills they will not, on that account prove the less valuable, 
should be bunched out with the hoe as soon after as their descenders will retain a portion of the 
the second pZ of leaves appear, and if there is no hardiness of constitution and free milking quality, 
the second pmr ey the plantSi as they for which features they were originally selected,
f^not wanted for transplanting, thin the bunches long after the unmistakable impress of the Short- 
te one pTant at this timeP All the remaining labor horn sire has been indelibly stamped on the out- 
can be done with the cultivator and hoe, and I line and general character, 
should be repeated sufficiently often to keep I -----
bZTl1 copy “the ffoUof^ngWitcms as the j Delicacy of Constitution in Animals.
cultivating one acre of beets 111^3 anm-e^md I A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer says :
$3; drawing manure, $4; sp f 1 <54 go. As a rule, it is the interest of farmers to raise a 
harrowing, $3, ridging land and sowing seed^dAO, that will mature rapidly. Breeds
cultivating once, punching and thmnmg phrnts, I been hurried up till a pig of eight or ten
$■7.50; cultivating five times $5 hoeing J6’ lnonths ol,i wm weigh between 200 and 300
riSedA’050 bushds “Th^ cost in laboi was a pounds. This of course has its advantages but 
yielded i,uou uuBiiei». x , I there are many serious evils to counterbalance
2 oHhe land manure,"and seed, and the whole them and these are a prime cause of the present
cost is between five and six cents per bushel, and trouble.
worth to any farmer from 15 cents to 2a cents per Hogs now lack bone to a remarkable degree, 
bushel depending on the location, the kind of They arc also lacking in hardiness of constitution, 
stock fed to and manner of feeding. Every ob- which is apt to make them victims to numerous 
serving feeder knows that any succulent food in I obscure diseases about which little is known, but 
the shape of roots fed to stock in winter, in con- which arc now classed under one common head— 
nection with this dry food, increases the appetite that of hog cholera.
and promotes health, and thereby improves their One prime cause of these diseases and delicacy 
condition. The various profitable uses to which 0f constitution is the extreme early age at which 
all kinds of roots can be applied should induce pjgs are allowed to couple and breed. If unre
farmers to grow them more extensively than they strained they will gratify this instinct at six weeks 
do at present. of age, or even less. Nearly all our choice breeds

are the offspring of parents, in almost every case, 
on both sides, of less than one year old. They 
come from pigs, not hogs, and this process has 
gone on, and bids fair to go on, till no more hogs 
will be left in the West, if this is not already the
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a cold winter’s day.

In comparing the difference in cost in feeding 
clover or timothy hay, we will estimate the timo
thy hay worth $20‘per ton, and clover hay as 
worth one-fourtli less, or $15 per ton. Messrs. 
Laws & Gilbert give it, timothy hay, for manure, 
as worth one-third of its cost, or $6§ per ton, and 

two thirds of its cost, $10 per ton. Al-

Prof. Wagn 
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1111 I

si clover at . -
lowing a herd of 20 cows to consume one ton per 
head, if fed on timothy, would cost $400, and u 

clover, would cost $300 leaving a balance in
r

fed on 
favor of clover of $100.
Value of timothy as manure.. . - f, of $400—$133.33 

a << clover ‘‘ .... § of 300— 200.00
' !■ Î $66.67Leaving bal. in favor of clover as manure.

This would leave a total difference in favor of 
feeding 20 tons of clover hay, of $166.67. But as 
we before stated, the clover hay would exceed the 
timothy by two quarts of corn per day—225 bush, 
for six months; at 50 cts. per bush., or $11—•* > 
which, added to the above, gives us $270.17 as a 
grand total in favor of clover.

The conclusion would be that the time is not far 
distant when the price of clover hay will rival, as 
it should, that of timothy hay, and the farmers 
should feed their clover hay in preference to sell
ing it, while they should seldom, if ever, feed their 
timothy hay.
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h S. T. Wood writes to the American Farmer 

“My business is dairying butter and cheese. Com
menced with Durham grades from a good milking 
stock, and made a mistake in crossing to an Ayr
shire stock. I lost size, consequently beef quali
ties; the Ayrshire is hard to milk, but gives a 
good quantity; is very hardy and a nuld article. 
I am now getting back to the Durham, and I use a 
full-bred Shorthorn. I want milk and beef quali
ties combined. The experiment of crossing the 
Ayshires 1rs not proved very successful.

Youatt says he thinks the Devon red are the 
best suited for all purposes in the west of England. 
All that is necessary to keep them up in size ana 
proof, and of a good growth, is to change the 
every two years. This is very important, althoug 
an overlooked and unappreciated principle breeu 
ins, even where the stock is most select. - 0 
should be longer used by the same grazier, or s 
degree of deterioration will ensue.

r Mr. Carpi 
endeavoring 
answer for t 
difficult tisl 
highest proi 
tions of pari 
propensity I 
ers, both as

case.
A male animal ought not to be used for breeding 

if under one year old. He ought to be selected 
for size, bone and vigor of constitution, and ought 
to serve a limited number of sows, none of whom 
ought to be less than a year old—still better if 
they are older. The boar ought to be kept up,
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The Ayrshire. I Obstructions in the Teats. Increased Demand for Good Blitter.

The Ayrshire cows are justly celebrated (Sough- I have , a one demand6 'for “butter increasing much more
out this country and Great Britain for their excel- calved last al , P , itb thick rapidly than the demand for cheese, “the hope of
lent dairy purposes. Though the most recent m quarter of the udder It was ffled with a tmcK, lies very largely in the wide-
their origin, they are pretty distinct from «'her cheesyneh^toppage ^ She'will catowithin a spread introduction of butter factories,” to which

sasf r=“,Sy™5, rksrzri,„èzI^,,hin8 to -*• sssmT'
4»'- ÜBMABK9.-yTl]e ta,ta of th. CW SS"jSS ta TÔ.Ë

The head is small, fine and clean. The face is tong various affections, which more or less impede the combination by , , t the small ones»d Itaï “the with . sprightly, y.t flow „f milk, », .tap M W. SS"““tSTSmf til Ï“
general lv mild expression. The eye is small, smart the basis of an inflamed state of the udder, une ox vv e nave no uou ot m think when the
and lively The horns are short and slightly the chief causes of these obstructions are small perhaps sooner than most persons
twisted upward, set wide apart at the roots. The tumors of about the size of a pea, which may be evils of this^tonjTo ren its couree we
neck is thin The body is enlarging from fore to felt on compressing the teats between the finger assuming t a hotter factories as likely
hind ouarters The back is straight and narrow, and thumb, and can be often moved up and down suggested the increase of butter factories as like y

broad across the loffi. The ribs are rather flat, the teat. Sometimes these entirely stop the flow toYe more remunerative than th« ["^ increase
KbSta”tih»r?„„. and »,., The hind », milk, and a, other, a,mall £ îS” "ÿl “ta .et » inoi ta Si SSi
mi art era are thin. The teats of the cow are of by much pressure. These small substancos are ever, ne very gut
medium size and set wide apart. The milk veins either what are called lacteal calculi (milk stones), product. . , ,
are always very prominent and generally well de- or tumors attached to the lining of the teats. In Among the evils connected with the factory 

, ‘ ^ I these cases a silver probe or a knitting-needle system may be mentioned the facilities for com-
veiopeo.   , , ■ niust be pressed up to the teat, and the obstruction binations to keep down the prices of milk andOn the whole the Ayrshires aie good look g, b1roken d£wn or passed into the udder, cream, aDd to influence the markets against the
but want some of the symmetry and wtit L,here they often remain without inconvenience, domestic product. Cattle breeding is also very
fatten which characterize theShorthornJ antt wmc Jt ja nofc 0£ten possible to extract them from the injuriously affected by the large dairy business,
is supposed to have built up ™ t of end of the teat, nor should this be tried, as, from The professional dairymen seldom rear calves, and
the basis of the original s*0Lk °f county o ^ irritation caused, inflammation is frequently the C0W8 aeem peculiarly subject to the epizootic 
Ayr, a county extending along the shore o and the quarter is lost. Strictures fre- abortion. On the other hand, the prices they pay
the Frith of Clyde m ^ south-western part of V exiat inthe passage of the teat, dimmish- for cowa will not justify the breeder in rearing
Scotland, and divided into three districts know .1 ^ flow of milkj or causing the same to be- cattlefor this purpose—being usually about 50 per 
as Carriek, Cunningham and Ivyieîthefirstfamoi curdy or cheesy. In these cases, a probe or cent. le8B than good steers will brmg at the same
as the lordship of Robert Bruce, the Jast to knitting-needle, as large as the stricture will bear, ageB-
production of this, one of t®™0 Thege cattle and gradually increasing in size, should be fre- in view of these facts, the suggestion we have 
dairy breed of cows in the wo ^ cabable of en. quently passed, so as to distend and keep the pas- tQ make_ in connection with the butter supply, is 

naturally hardy an , regaining con- sage open. Warts at the end of the teat are thig . Cannot farmers, having two or three hundred
during severe winters and ofea y g ,8f d. occasionally found, and are a great annoyance, not acreg of land in anyof the Western States, make a 
dition with the return P . ® i. wallons I only obstructing the milk, but, from their sore- I 11 r cows pay a very fair profit by making but-
They have been known to produce over ten gallons only ^ ^ ^ become fidgety and un- ^d reading caTvIsTln thefore part of the Reason
of milk in a day. easy while being milked. In these cases the wart .. q{ the mjlk could be taken, and by feeding the

It is the opinion of good breeders) that a high- must be removed, either with the knife, or by a c^vea (which should be on good grass) liberally 
bred Shorthorn bull and a large-sized Ayrshire cow 1 li„ature of tine silk tied around it; the latter is a ith mip feedj they may be weaned at four or
will produce a calf which will come to maturity ferable mode, as warts when sloughed off are fivg montkB B0 that in the fall all the milk could
earlier and attain greater weight and sell tor more not s0 liable to return as when excised with the I be bad £or the dairy. We think butter can be 
money than a pure-bred Ayrshire. ihis cross, kine.—Live Stock Journal. nrofitablv made by our farmers on this system;
with feeding from the start, may be sold fat at two ------ ‘ nd w0 Jare very decidedly of the opinion that
or three years old, the improvement being especi- Balky Animals. every consideration of public policy requires that
ally seen in the early maturity and the size. . entertain but one the whole business should not be subject to the

in this cross with the Shorthorn the form be- Theibraani of a horse seems to control of these factories. ^
comes ordinarily more synimetneal, wlnle thereu-, ^ougt * { the tion and only confirms If any of our readers, who are practising ap-
perhaps, little risk of lessenmg the^milking quality resolve. But if you can by any means proved methods in the manufacture of butter or
of the offspring, if sufficient regard is pmd to the h^stubborn r^alve.^ ^ give ^ a new gheese on the farm, will favor us with the results
selection of the individual animal subieet to think of, nine times out of ten you will of his experience, we shall be under great obliga-

The Ayrshire unites to a greater degree than I bave no furfher trouble in starting him. As simple tions, as we have no doubt the public will,
other breeds the supposed incompatible qualities ot j & trjck ag a little pepper does, or the like thrown Exchange.
yielding a great deal of milk and beet.—Jix. | back Qn hig tongue WU1 often succeed by turning ------

his attention to the taste in his mouth. A simple p i. ]Wea( to Europe From South
Whinnino Hor ses I remedy is to take a couple of turns of common • America.
Whipping noises. wrapping twine, such as grocers use, around A,U _

Prof Wagner,in writing upon this subject,says : the fore leg just below the knee, tight The French steamer Frigorifique, which is in the 
<< Manv think they are doing finely, and are proud enough for the horse to feel, and tie in a bow-knot. 1 dock8 at Havre, is being fitted up with special ap- 
of their success in horse training, by means of At the first check he will go gently dancing off, paratus with all possible dispatch. This steamer, 
severe whipping, or otherwise arousing and stimu- and, after going a short distance, you can get out commanded by Captain Lemaise, is intended for 
biting the passions, and then through necessity and remove the string to prevent injury to the the transport of fresh meat without any prepara- 
crushin g the will through which the resistance is tendon in your further drive. Or tie a string tioD) gimpiy by constantly maintaining a very low 
nrnmnted No mistake can be greater than this, lightly around his ear, which will serve to direct temperature in the store rooms. The whole qf^he 
nud there is nothing that so fully exhibits the hfB mind to forget his stubbornness.—Our Dumb inte£01.( with the exception of the engine-room 
-ibilitv iudgment and skill of the real horse- I Animals. will form one vast warehouse, isolated throughout
man asJ the ease displayed in winning instead of ------ the whole length by a sheet-iron partition lined
repelling the action of the mind. Although it may Coloring Cheese.—The Agr. Gazette says with planking, but having betwonthe iron and the 
bePnecessary to use the whip sometimes, it should „Th preference for colored cheese is one of the wood a layer of non-conducting substance, conswt- 
always be Applied judiciously and great care commercial infatuations we are ac- | ing 0f chopped straw and felt. Th*. quartos will
should be taken not to arouse the passions or ex- hded w)t),. These Yorkshire people, shrewd be suspended by hooks, as in a butcher shop, 
cite the will to obstinacy. The legitimate and ^g {oxes bl things generally, have a notion that 
proper use of the whip is calculated to operate ,in cheese ia not genuine for some reason or
upon the sense of fear almost entirely. The that it is not so rich as the other whereas
affectionate and better nature must be appealed to i(. .g realjy the colored cheese that is not genuine 
in training a horse as well as in training a child __that ia actually adulterated with annatto to pro- 

- a reproof given may be intended for the good duce the deep tint which they unwisely prefer. If 
of the child, but if only the passions are these d peopje were to taste just a teaspoonful
excited the object is depraving and injurious. This f an=atto, BUch as is used to color cheese with
is a vital principle, and can be disregarded m the w0 venture to predict they would eschew colored 
management of sensitive and courageous horses cheege for the future. However, this fallacy is 
only at the risk of spoiling them. I have known bei gradually extinguished.
many horses of a naturally gentle character to bc The rQan bull 2nd Duke of Collingham has gone 
spoiled by whipping once, and one horse that was u axe in bis tenth year. He was an
made vicious by being struck with a whip once I eX(;ellent heifer getter, two of his getting having 
while standing in his stall. 1 brought 1,810 and 1,000 guineas respectively at

Lord”Dunmore’s sale. Mr. Seddon, of Warwick- 
. c , son into whose hands he passed three years ago,

Mr. Carpenter says the farmers in Somerset are th^ki him now uncertain as a calf getter, tied 
endeavoring to breed the sort of cattle that u iff ^ |o fatten Without much artificial feeding 
answer for the pail, the plow and g^zmg--a \ery ^ 23 cwt (2,570 lbs.,) and was sold to the
difficult tisk, he admits, for those that are of the 50 guineas,
highest proof (exhibiting those points or co foma 1 
tions of particular parts which usually indicates 
propensity to fatten) are general y the worst milk
ers, both as to quantity and quality.
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$66.67 X. A. Willard, in his report, says:—"The dif* 
ference in the relative market value between these 
(English cheddar) and American extra fine cheese 
lias not seemed to attract so much attention as. re
cently. Dairymen are now asking the question, 
Why it is that English cheddar, which has been 
selling on an average for 72 s. per cwt.—equal to 
22ic. —should he worth so much more than extra 
fine American, which sells at 66s.—not quite 16c.

At the Rome convention Mr.
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of our currency.
Adams told the dairymen that it was because 
American cheese was not equal in flavor and long 
keeping qualities to the English cheddar. Be that 
as it may, the unvarying high price of English 
cheddar cheese in England shows that the English 
are willing to pay high prices for extra fine good#, 
and that consequently, our extra fine cheese is 
likely to advance rather than decline in price.

to sell-

-,red are the 
it of England.

in size and 
ange the bull 
tant, although 
ciple of breed- 
ect. No bull 
azier, or some

The Live Stock Journal says the Tennessee Co- 
have refused for the bull 5th Duke of flillhurst an 
offer of $15,000.

Mr. D. Peetor, Markham, Ont., has sold the 
Shorthorn bull Duke of Boston, to Mr. Kennedy, 
Kentucky.
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i il • country a few years ago some called epizootic, 

which is, like our distemper, no positive name for 
any disease, but a prefix signifying a general dis- 

among beasts, as epidemic signifies a general 
disease among the human race.

family use. Kindness, obedience and safety are 
precious jewels in the family horse. They shine 
upon their own merits. The world can see their 
lustre, and recipients of their services will learn 
their worth.—Observer in Michigan Farmer.

31 ;!;■: The Carriage Horse.'•& • »
The first breed of carriage horses of which we 

have any account were the Cleveland Bays. A 
breed that originated near Cleveland in England, 
from whence tney derive their name. They were 
a cross between the Suffolk Punch and common 
hackey or part bred horse. They were described 
by the early historians as a tall, powerfully built, 
bony animal, ranging from 15J to 16 hands high, 
and were quite enduring on the road at the rate 
they were able to travel, which was about six or 
seven miles an hour. These have been superseded 
by a higher breed coach horse that is better calcu
lated for the road, with finer form and more grace
ful movement.

I I ease

if Heaves in Horses.
By Professor Wagner.Galls on Horses.—There would be no necessity 

to cure galls if common sense were used in selecting 
a properly fitting collar. If a farmer wore a pair 
of loose shoes, constantly slipping up and down at 
the heels as he walked, he would be treating him
self as he often treats his horse, and would learn 
by experience how galls might be prevented. 
Sometimes thé collar is badly made as well as 
badly fitted. A good collar should 
smooth on the inside, and ought never to have 
anything applied to it that would interfere with its 
smooth surface. Anything of an adhesive nature 
would dry on the skin and create a sore spot.—Ex.

:
Heaves produces increased action of the flanks. 

The inspiration is natural, but the expiration re
quires two motions to expel the air. There is 
always a short cough, or grunt, and at the same 
time expels wind while coughing. Heaves are 
never found in the racing stable, where horses are 
properly fed. They are always found among cart 
or team horses, where the owners suppose they 
must feed a large quantity of coarse food or hay.

The seat of the disease is"located in the air cells 
of the lungs, causing enlargement and sometimes a 
rupture of these cells. This disease is often pro
duced by forcing too large a quantity of food into 
the stomach and bowels, and the greedy animal, 
not being even then satisfied, eats the bedding. 
He is then taken out and worked or driven hard, 
the bowels and stomach pressing on the diaphram, 

thereby not allowing the lungs to 
expand by being filled with air, and 
by this increased pressure the air 
cells are enlarged or ruptured, and 
the horse is said to have the heaves.

Much has been said by different 
authors regarding the curability of 
heaves. Some advocate one means 
and some another, among which is 
that of feeding on Western plains, or 
prairie grass, or feeding prairie hay, 
which is said to contain resin weed 
that will effect a cure.

Prairie hay or grass is more laxa* 
tive than timothy hay, and the animal 
cannot eat half as much in a given 
time of the former as of the latter, 
consequently it not only promotes 
a condition favorable to respir
ation, by stimulating the bowels,

The Hog Engaged in Farm Labor. I but does not cause the pressure upon the lungs 
XT ... ... , , that the timothy, in consequence, does. WhileNothing new, some will say, to see the hog h ha/’ decidedl^ beneficial effect in

turning up the soil; but none of our readers we !lleviatiu/heaves, there are several other kinds 
are sure, ever saw him as he is here represented, f f d ë ag ^od or better, than prairie hay 
in harness, and actually assisting the farmer in Ins f)r 1 One is cornstalk fodder. As it is the
labor. In oldentimes, he was trained to the plow * 0f saccharine matter that food contains
in some of the Eastern countries, and was prized wMch make8 it valuable, and the less compass it

The shoulder of the carriage horse should be a ff,r his good day s work. He possesses great oc ies in the bowels the better, we must arrive
little thicker, containing more bone and muscle strength m proportion to his size; but we think fa conclusion, and experience proves it to be 

ggy horse, also broader on the loin and none of young Canadians would care much to hold correct 0ne ’rt of oa£8 is equal to an armful 
heavier in the quarters, because greater weights the Plow after an animal of his class. of hay> and three pounds of corn leaves contain
are attached to them. Weights require more Horse Diseases more sugar than six times the bulk of hay. The
strength than activity. The perfect shouldered norse viseuses. cause, the cure and treatment is marked in these
coach horse will stand with his legs perpendicular Dr. John N. Navin, V. S., in reply to an inquiry words, the heaves ate produced by pressure on the 
to the ground. In walking lie will put Ins fore I in the Indiana Farmer, says : diaphram, by too much food in the stomach and
foot orward to correspond with the point of the Distemper is not a name for any particular dis- bowels, and is cured by lessening the quantity of 
shoulder. I lie exceeds this natural point of ease but is applied alike to any disturbance of the a better quality of food, to occupy the same space,
progression lie is faulty in the shoulders and will animal economy. Dr. Dodd, a very able writer If horses are turned out to grass, after a few days
prove imper ect in his paces. I he carnage horse 8ayS . << strangles is erroneously called distemper, heaves will generally disappear, from the fact that 
is most valua de for the pleasantness of his paces, horsetail, pinkeye, and many other unscientific the bowels are generally relaxed by taking exer-
his safety good temper and endurance. We can name?.>- ’Mr. Peruval, of London, the abb st physi- cise and having pure air.
judge of the comparative safety of h,s action from ol nat in E land> ’ a , « f have known it
h,s shoulders. The upright shoulder is ap (atrë les) t0 \ i pLvad all over the country 
to be sluggish in the movement and b j horses, up to eight years old, and
awkward in appearance. The slanting 6 , lit ,, I . ’shoulder forming^ the right slant in the ^ entirely escaped it for life. Just so, a man 
angle throws out the foot and gives stride, as well try to prove that measles attack only
when it swings like clock-work upon th; ^iMren below a certain age, as to try to prove
pivot of a perfect shoulder it forms the graceful thatt jangles which is highly epidemic as well as 
movement The soundness of the horseman be ! attacks horses m a state of colthood.
estimated from his feet and legs. If he has good- , lhe true fac\8 “ th® cfe ar.e>. fhat ^l1,6 hors.es 
sized, firm sinewed limbs, dry and hard to the are young, whether kept m stable or held, rarely 
touch, and open heeled feet, he may be set down escape contracting it, from the fact that they never
as sound on Iris pins. One good body will wear *ake, lfc, twice>. therefore, of course, it seldom
out two sets of poor legs. touches horses in old age. It being epidemic as

r well as infectious, the majority of colts go through
The carriagè horse should throw his feet square it before maturity, but are liable until the turn of 

out, and bring them down flat in the tread as a life, not materially differing from those diseases
matter of safety. If he stubs his toe into the among the human family that are a preventive to a 0 , n , . ___ .ground he will prove a stumbler. In examining future attack, for life, such as mealies, whooping > ?Pamsh brown* 2 OZ\V-tarot^ TZtwo tea-
the shoe if the toe be much worn while the heel is cough, etc., therefore, diseases that impregnate the resm> 4 oz- >. Slng®r> 2 oz. Mix and g
not worn, the odds are that the subject is not sure system with their influence for life, are all both sPoontuls twice a day in the teed, 
footed, and will prove unsafe for family use. A epidemic and contagious, and therefore the young “2. Vegetable tar, in mass, £ oz. ; gum camplior, 
pair of good styled, fine acting, well matched are more susceptible to their attack than those of i oz-> tartar emetic, 1 drachm. Form into a ba , 
carriage horses are seldom to be met with. There mature age. Just so among horses. one of which is to be given once a day. It proper
arc so many good qualities to be combined-,that Let me also state that catarrh fever is not infec- attention is given to feeding, this will cure e
they are seldom found in the highest form with i tious to any certain degree, but is epidemic and heaves in three days, unless very cad. 
perfect similarity in two animals. They must be ! exporatic, and may he taken ten or more times by “3. The following prescription is one 
similar in color, size, form, disposition, speed and , the same patient, either man or beast. I have very best remedies known for heaves, and will in 
endurance to make them valuable. Any vicious doctored horses for catarrh fever more than three many cases cure: Take indigo, 1 oz. ; saltpetre, 1 
habit, such as pulling, shying, stumbling, kicking j times within nine months, and have had it myself oz. ; rain water, 1 gallon; mix and give a pint twice 
or baulking, renders them nearly worthless for several times. It was the disease we had in this a day in the feed,”

j
be hard and

One with a high head well set on to a clean cut 
out neck, with fine range of body and a more lofty 
step and more prefect in their paces. From these 
Cleveland Bays, now nearly extinct, a very sujJçrior 
animal has descended, called the modern carnage 
horse.

I k

i
SÏÏ In order to increase the speed and endurance of 

this once famous breed, the best Cleveland Bay 
mares were stinted to thoroughbred stallion». The 
superior foals of these half-breed colts were re
served for stallions and again cou
pled with the same kind of Cleve
land mares. This cross culminated 
in the improved English carriage 
horse, and is now looked upon as 
an ornament to the coach and the 
finest animal of his species.

Another cross of the half-breed 
mares to the throughbred stallion 
has proved a capital roadster. After 
three or four crosses to the high 
bred horse the celebrated English 
hunter is said to have descended 
from the Cleveland Bays.

The importation of stallions of 
this class laid the foundation of the 
breed in this country . A Cleveland 
Bay stallion, obtained from the 
Emperor of France, was imported 
into Virginia by Willi tun C.
Rives. Cleveland Bays were imported" into Mas
sachusetts at an early day, afad left their mark 
upon the horse stock of New England, 
land Bay stallion was imported into'Ne 
stood on Long Island in 1830. One was imported 
into New Jersey, and they were introduced into 
several other States.

The horse meat establishment in Paris delivered
for consumption during the past year 6865 horses, 
asses, or mules, which yielded 1,249,190 kilo
grammes (2.2 lb. each).
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“The only treatment which will prove in any 
degree effective is as follows: First, give one of the 

balls : Ginger, powdered, J oz. ; capsicum, 
This ball to be given three 

nights in succession; then omit two or three nights, 
and one or two balls may be given again in succes
sion, or eight or ten drops of tincture of phos
phorus may be given in drink several times a day 
for eight or ten days. The horse should have regu
lar exercise, be watered often (small quantities at 
a time), and have straw instead of hay to eat (corn 
fodder would be much better). Under this treat-

degree e 
following 
i oz. F
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ball.
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fodder would be much better). Unde 
ment heaves will disappear.
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FAVORITE REMEDIES OF GREAT VALUE FOR 
HEAVES.
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see that in an aggregate of 86 prizes 57 were taken coughing or sneezing. Finally, the enlargements 
by Shorthorns, against 15 by Herefords, and 14 under the jaws may be rubbed daily with iodine 
by all other breeds and cross breeds, three of the ointment, tp be stopped when the skm becomes 
latter being half of Shorthorn blood. This is even very tender.
a stronger record than we supposed to exist. As A comfortable, dry box and perfectly pure air, 
the Smithfield prizes are awarded wholly on the with sound and highly nourishing diet, are all lm- 
animals as beef, it can scarcely be claimed that portant. In summer, the patients do better in the 
these awards were influenced by questions of open air, on rich grass. _ If kept in-doors, they 
fashion or pedigree. shuuld have regular exercise, but no work. Such

r ° ____ exercise should be given in a private, secluded
place; no glandered horse should ever be allowed 

Can Glanders be Cured ? fn a public thoroughfare, since a speck from his
To deny that a certain number of cases of glan- nose in snorting or coughing may cost the life of a 

ders recover, would be rather a reckless assertion human being. The need for care of bridles, buck- 
in the face of occasional instances of recoveries, ets, sponges, litter, etc., is self-evident.— Prof. 
and of the frequent recoveries from farcy, which is Lawy in N, Y. Tribune, 
but the same disease with its local manifestations 
confined to the skin. On the other hand, it must 
be acknowledged that recoveries from acute glan
ders or farcy in horses are very rare indeed, and

Advantages of Different Food for 
Stock.

The adoption of fermented instead of cooked 
food for cattle feeding, is not only making much 
way in France, but also in Germany. Perhaps 
the chief cause of the change is to be found in th 
fuel economized. It was a Bohemian agricultur
ist, M. Audre, who in 1830 first tried the plan; in 
1836 Dr. Schweitzer, of Saxony, exposed its 
advantages; since, M. Moel, professor of agricul
ture in this city, has become the most prominent 
advocate of fermented food. Instead of chopped 
straw, he employs colza pods, in alternate layers, 
with sliced turnips and beets; the mass being well 
trodden in a barrel, having a capacity of 330 
gallons; each layer is well sprinkled with water 
containing bruised oil or colza cake, and a little 
salt; the mass is left to ferment for 72 hours, and 
is then given to the animals for their noon feed.

The climate being equal, Con
tinental farmers are divided into 
two camps respecting the cultiva
tion of maize for fodder, green and 
preserved, and clover, beet, etc.
Maize requires good manuring, and 
when so treated succeeds well on 
freshly reclaimed heath land; clover 
by its dead roots enriches the soil.
In a dry summer, beet is not so cer
tain a crop as maize, and opinion ^ 
is divided as to their comparative 
yield.
that he can profitably feed hogs on 
preserved maize till within the 
three months requisite to fatten 
them, when of course they must 
receive farinaceous food. The for
age must not be given in a raw 
state, but cooked and chopped in 
lengths of one or two inches. The • 
pig likes, as a rule, to be spared : 
mastication as much as possible, j 
In some parts of France cooked 
grass, nettles, thistles, etc., 
given to pigs with one part of 

otatoes. Beet is dear, costing 13 
per ton, while preserved 

chopped maize is one-half less.^
M. d'Esterno purchased two pigs 
on the 27th tf Sept, last for 172 
francs, and sold them, fattened, 
the 12th of November following, for ^
235 francs, difference 63 francs,from |§| 
which has to be deducted their ^ 
keep, valued at 11 francs, thus X 
leaving a net profit of 52 francs for ^

6 - - For the first 22 ^
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Breaking Colts.
The winter season is a good time for breaking 

colts. They are now kept up in 
stalls, alnd are necessarily handled 
more or less. They should be 
petted, treated kindly, and taught 
that man is their'kind friend—not 

that he tikes them,

'

an enemy ;
not hates them. A colt soon learns 
to do what is required of him, if 
kindly handled. But he must be 
taught what to do just as much as 
a child. A man might with just as 
much propriety whip his child for 
not being able to read after he had 
pointed out the letters to it, as to 
whip a colt for not doing what it 

SX had never been taught to do. A 
horse is taught by its senses. He 
can see, smell, hear, taste and feel, 
as well as man can. Providence 
has given him all these senses for 
his own protection; and through 
these senses he is educated, trained, 
or broken, and frequently it is 
the latter in its worst sense.

The first point is, ti overcome 
the fear of the colt. When this 

H|t task is done, the worst is half 
|H^ acoompl shed. The next point is, 
MÜ to show him you are absolute mas- 

This can be done by kind-
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: ness as well as by force. One thing 

only should be done at a time—one 
1 thing only should be taught at a 
I time.

Accustom the colt to the bridle 
and to the saddle. Mount him iu 
the stable, where he can’t harm 
you, and show him he is not going 
to bo harmed. Ride him, and get 
him accustomed to being guided by 
the bits, and to meeting teams on 
the roads.

Put the harness on him, and 
drive him around some time before

and

?

«
i

||
44 days feeding.
days he gave them for ration 27 
pounds of cooked maize fodder, 1J 
pounds of mill refuse, and half a 
pound of potatoes; the remaining 22 
days they were fed on 37 pounds 
of maize, 9 pounds of potatoes, and 
If pounds of buckwheat, daily.—
Foreign Correspondence of the. IF F.
Journal.

Breeds of the Prize Takers "X- ^
at Smithfield.

1 hitching him to the wagon; 
when he is found to be tractable, 
finally, with a steady horse, hitch 
him to an empty waggon. Be care
ful not to hitch him to an empty 

' loa l till he learns how to draw by
degrees.

Wo have broken scores of colts 
by this plan, and never have had 

that would balk or kick or try 
to run away.
educated slowly, surely and thor- 

ghly, and then lie will always do 
all that is required of him.—Colmans Rural World.
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The London Agricultural Cazette 
contains an interesting table, 
prising all the most important 
awards of prizes by the Smithfield 
Club since its establishment in
18°7. .,Fro™n^09oftOthe8ci;bhrere not held, so that of apparent recoveries from, chronic glanders,

Î^tïîïïfin any one of the classes^ it was over-confident owner to mingle with other horses, ab]e<1 to pregent the above cngravmg, will be wel-
taken twelve times by Shorthorns °r “Durh^/’ ™whole®stoU blunders contracted corned by every one who delights in the beauties of
twice by Herefords, and once by “North Devon structwn whom ^ ^ the flower garden. It is introduced by Messrs
For the thirty-one years since 18 btP"® Considering this, together with the fact that the Euwanger & Barry, V e extensive nursery and 
haVe bthe E ^hrbe7t c^w or hefferin the loatCme, pa^nful’anl fatal disorder is commune Nyw y^. The darker hue in foliage
show.’ Of these 62 prizes 39 have gone to Short- cable to mail by inoculation, the^^good ground ^ (ormg M agrecaUe contrast to the rich va- 
horns; and three to crosses of g^-en chronic glanders. y Among the remedies riety of the more gorgeous colors of the flower gar-
Devon, Scotch and Hereford Modpt Jy which have at different times succeeded, might be den, aml thia 0ne, possessing as it docs some of the 
hom cZ-15’ to Devons, and three to Scotl mentioned a long list of tomes; but perhaps the ^ ^ t0 be found in the foliage
Polled. For the past seven grains dlily ^BmulphLe of "soda'may be added in plant, will add gna ly to the pleasures of tloricul-
been a champion plate> for’J^be J^ hfts b^n |rachm doses, twice daily. The fumes of burning ture ;n the season for out-door gardening, and will 
show, irrespective g ' with tbe single | sulphur may be inhaled at the same intervals, for , additional ornament to our window gar-
Safe-1 —«—- —».
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and better each year, pays you better. Get pure 
seed to begin with, of whatsoever kind it may be, 
and thereafter not only keep it pure, but continue 
to improve it year after year by selection.

nam County, one ; Shelby County, three ;, and 
Sandusky County, three names, one of which was 
that of a farmer who raised 61 bushels per acre.

Wiÿh these few exceptions, the yields reported 
were a few of 30 bushels or more, many of 25 
bushels, and in many cases the latter yield was 
mentioned as an extraordinary crop, 
cases the yield was reported as being little more 
than the quantity of seed that had been sown. It 
is largely the custom in Ohio to sow the wheat 
upon the cem stubble, simply harrowing in the 
seed or covering it with one plowing or cultivating. 
Where this is done a profitable yield cannot be 
looked for, even ujion the rich bottoms of that 
generally fertile State. The few large crop 
ported are without doubt raised in a diffi 
manner from this, although we have no means of 
knowing the methods by which they were grown.

It is the same in other States. Forty years ago, 
40 bushels of wheat per acre was very common in 
Western New York and Ohio, where now a third 
of that quantity is an ordinary crop, and a half of 
it a good one. It is doubtful if any other State in 
the whole country could make a better showing 
than Ohio, although the average yield of wheat is 
slowly increasing in the older States. It is on the 
way to a minimum in the latest settled of the 
Western States, California included, and will there 
be some years yet before it will reach a turning 
point.

The incentive to a better management of the 
wheat crop is a powerful one. It is the necessity 
for the means of living in comfort. A farmer who 
raises 12 bushels of wheat per acre can hardly be 
said to live; he exists, but cannot live in comfort 
upon such an income, nor can he make life upon 
his farm desirable to his children. Necessity must 
force him to improve his mode of culture, and to 
prepare the ground very n uch better 
done heretofore,

'

The Utility of Plaster as a Fertilizer.1
W e have heretofore spoken ol the means of improv- 

Every time the corn is re-sortedH ing seed corn, 
you will still be able to pick ont particular ears 
better than the others. If these be carefullly saved, 
whether it make a peck, a bushel, or more, and it 
is planted by itself, you will get returns therefrom 
far better than from the ordinary plantings, and 
the longer you continue this course the easier it 
will be to sort and save thereafter. This pedigree 
grain, whether corn, wheat, rye, barley, oats, flax 
or other seeds, when it becomes known, may be 
sold for five times the price of ordinary seeds, and 
then the buyer may make money.

From an Address by Prof. Kedzie to the Michigan 
Agricultural Society.

First—Plaster acts best in dry soils and in 
moderate dry seasons.

Second—Mt is inactive, or at least fails to give 
the best results in soils deficient in vegetable 
mold.

Third—It tends to dissipate the vegetable mat
ter in soils by promoting oxidation.

Fourth—Plaster benefits plants by directly sup
plying sulphur and lime, and by indirectly supply
ing potash and magnesia.

FifthAlt fixes or converts the volatile carbonate 
of ammonia into the non-volatile sulphate of am
monia. Its office in preventing the waste of car
bonate of ammonia in the stable and in fermenting 
manure is much more important than in fixing the 
ammonia of the atmosphere.

Sixth—It increases the development of leaves 
corresponding 

seed. The most careful experimenters assert that 
it is of no benefit to cereal crops.
* Seventh—It is markedly beneficial to clover and 
all leguminous crops.

Eighth—As plaster is of sparing solubility in 
water, a comparatively small dressing is as bene
ficial as a very large one. A hundred weight is as 
good as far as the crop is concerned to which it is 
applied.

Ninth—Since plaster is rapidly washed out of 
the soil by the heavy rains of fall and spring, it is 
best to apply the plaster to the crop we wish to 
benefit in the quantity which the crop requires, 
and at the time it is found to do most good, viz., 
in early spring growth.

Tenth—There is great diversity of views among 
farmers in regard to the influence of plaster on 
Indian cord. Although corn ranks second or third 
as a market crop, yet for use upon the farm it 
stands first in importance among our grains. All 
doubts in regard to the influence of so important 
a manurial substance on a leading crop' should be 
solved by accurate, careful and repeated experi
ments by farmers in all parts of the State.
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Vi Clover and Timothy.

The growing of clover and timothy on the same 
soil has some good arguments in its favor.

First, we premise that clover is. or should be, in 
nearly every case, the important crop, and wher
ever timothy is grown it should be entirely a sec• 
ondary consideration. There are only enough ex
ceptions to this to establish its validity as a general 
rule. Considering that we are aiming at mostly 
clover, there are very good reasons for adding a 
little timothy. If the aim were otherwise—to 
make timothy the main crop, as may sometimes be 
advisable on rich river bottoms, where hay is grown , 
for sale—the addition of even a small amount of 
clover would ho a decided disadvantage. To bring 
the highest price in most markets, timothy hay 
ought to be as pure as possible. Clover in a field 
of timothy grown for market is fimply a weed—a 

than he has useful and beneficial weed for the soil, it is true, 
but none the less detrimental to the value of the 
crop.

When clover is made the main seeding crop, the 
addition of a little timothy is not at all objection
able. The farmer need not delay cutting his clover 

But a a day on account of the timothy. Cut the clover 
when the blossoms begin to open, just the same as 
if there was nothing else on the field, as, in point 
of fact, with a good catch of clover there will be 
little else the first year. Early in the season the 
young timothy will be small and immature, but 
what there is will dry much more rapidly than the 

some coarser-stalked clover, and aid in curing the whole 
into hay. Farmers who grow pure clover are 
every year plagued by large quantities heating and 
sometimes rotting in stacks and mows, despite 
every care in curing. A little timothy mixed with 
the clover quickly becomes thoroughly dry and 
aids in absorbing superfluous moisture. Farmers 
who have dry straw can use it between layers of 
clover hay in the mow for the same purpose, and 
with excellent effect.

If timothy is sown in the spring with clover 
seed, it will not the first or second seasons inter
fere in the least with the clover. The farmer will 
get just as much clover as if there were no timo 
thy, and the additional grass will he so much clear 
gain. If the field is to be plowed the second sea
son, the clover will have benefited the soil just as 
much as if it alone occupied the soil. The timo
thy grass and roots only occupy spaces that would 
otherwise have been vacant or filled with weeds.
If, however, the timothy was sown the fall pre
vious to sowing the clover seed, there is danger 
that it will occupy the land and less clover will 
catch. In all cases where a crop of clover is de
sired, six quarts or a peck of clover seed should be 
sown, and the timothy seed, whatever the amount, .. 
be put in extra.

If for any reason the field cannot be plowed after 
the first clover crop has been taken off, the timo
thy will then come forward and occupy the land. 
Sometimes in very dry seasons the clover catch 
fails entirely, and then it is important that land 
seeded one or two years before should be kept in 
grass, and then the timothy with clover comes in 
good play. Clover is a biennial, dying out after 
the second year, unless under very exceptiona 
circumstances. Timothy may not be a profitable 
grass for farmers with arable land, but it is a great 
deal better than nothing. It is also better for 
fields soon to be plowed than blue grass, which will 
inevitably gradually creep in where dying clover 

treble what it heretofore has, be sure it will pay. has found no better heir to fill its place. Hence 
If you have any doubts, sow the inferior grain side we advise farmers, when sowing clover this spring, 
by side with the other for a series of years and note to add a little timothy, unless they are quite cer- 
tho results. Keep a correct account, and you will j tain that the clover is to be plowed under the year 
find that the inferior grain will constantly bring | following. Even then it will do no hurt.—Rural 
you tn debt, while the plump grain, getting better j World.
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A low price for wheat relieves the American 
farmer from much foreign competition, and it is 

rdly probable that we shall see the price of 
wheat advance much above the present rates, un
less as a consequence of a light yield, 
doubled yield is equal to a doubled price, and wo 
can safely produce such a crop, inasmuch as with 
the high rents paid by English farmers, and the 
greater profit iu grazing, wheat growing in that 
country, which is our best customer for wheat, is 
yearly decreasing in extent. To produce this 
doubled crop is not impossible; the fact that 
farmers do it proves that others may do it also.— 
Am. Agriculturist.
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; ii !' i1: The Yield of Wheat.

. The wheat crop as the chief food grain of the 
world, ought certainly to be grown with profit. If 
this staple crop is by universal consent admitted 
to be an unprofitable one, there must necessarily 
be something wrong in its management. No other 

p can take its place under our present system 
of farming, for it is in the vast majority of cases 
made the vehicle for bringing in grass and clover, 
and its place in the usual rotation cannot well be 
filled by any substitute. But there is a universal 
complaint that there is no profit in growing wheat. 
This is very generally true, but it does not follow 
that the blame belongs to the wheat, for with some 
farmers wheat is by far the best money crop they 

But those farmers raise far more than the

Sowing Extra Seeds.
A discussion was lately held at one of the English 

Farmer’s Clubs, upon the merit of saving and sow
ing extra seed. One gentleman present showed 
heads of wheat, of the year 1870, containing eleven 
rows on a side; those of 1871 with twelve rowp; 
those of 1873 containing fourteen rows; and those 
of 1874 with fifteen rows. Sixteen rows had been 
reached. The varieties displayed were, 1874, 
Hallet's Red, Hunter’s White, and Hallet’s Pedi
gree Golden Drop, and the exhibitor said : “On 
my poor clay this extra grain produced six quarters 
and seven quarters per acre,” or from 48 to 56 
bushels. There was also shown a sample which 
has been kept in a bag since last August, and you 
see 105 heads growing on one root, on which more 
than 8,000 grains were growing at once.

This of course eannot be reached with 
systems of cultivation unless in exceptional years, 
and with extra cultivation, but—and we have 
often called attention to the fact- we can nearly, 
if not quite double our yield by carefully selecting 
our seed and paying proper attention to the sowing 
and after care.

Let us now see how we may make a beginning in 
this direction, and that at little ex ira cost. Ii 
you have not got a good fanning mill, it will pay 
you to take your grain to some one that has a mill 
that will separate the large plump grain from the 
smalles and shriveled ones. After having cleaned 
the grain so far as you can thus, you may still 
further improve it by selecting a wide barn floor, 
and casting the grain from side to side, savins; 
only that which flies the farthest, which will be
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low average of 12 or 15 bushels per acre. V

It may be taken as a general rule that a yield of 
less than 25 bushels of wheat per acre is grown at 
a loss, at least in those localities where it is neces
sary to use manure to produce this grain. Where 
the “ virgin soil ” is still unexhausted, and manu e 
is left to rut idly in the yards, or to be washed in
to the streams, there may still be some little profit 
in 20 bushe s per acre. But where 10 to 20 loads 
of manure per acre is used every four years, and 
lime, superphosphate, or other fertilizers are ap
plied periodically, in addition, a crop of even 25 
bushels is hardly profitable. Still a larger yield 
than this is the exception ratherthan the rule upon 
well cultivated farms.

I
if our

Sf !
i
i:

An elaborate effort has been made recently by 
the Secretary of the Board of Agriculture of Ohio, 
to ascertain how frequently 40 bushels of wheat 
per acre has been grown by farmers in that State. 
A circular was issued to the Secretaries of the 
County Agricultural Societies, requesting the 
names of those farmers who had within their 
knowledge grown 40 bushels of wheat or over per 

From Champaign County five names were 
reported; three of these farmers had grown 40, 
one 45, and one 51 bushels per acre.
County, two names were obtained. Mercer County 
furnished six names; Morgan County, one; Put-

!
.

the plumpest and heaviest.
If the seed thus obtained cost you double or

. acre.
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phosphates. These substances, when absorbed by 
, the animal, are never returned to the soil, and con-

„ The following essay on the above subject was ^equently each year the soil diminishes in its pro*
and valued as a fertilizer. They presumably con- I delivered by Mr. Appleton Eljioat, at a late meet- auctive power, and the profits of the fanner are 
tain all the mineral substances found in plants, and I ing of the Tuckersmith Farmer’s Club :— lessened. Modern agriculture tells us that all
it is these which are most generally deficient in I jn order to create a starting point we must have matters contained in the animal comprise a large 
soils long cropped. Nitrogen is found in unlimited a farm 0f say 90 acres of clearing. To stock this proportion of phosphates, and when the offal, the 
quantities in the atmosphere, and it is now generally I the farmer should have five cowsandtheii offspring, bones, and the other parts of the animals that are 
conceded that soil, or plants, or both, have some which will give him five head of cattle to sell at daily slaughtered for consumption, are applied to 
means of utilizing or and retaining it. With this I three years old every year, bringing say $30 each, the land in a form not too concentrated, they add 
element supplied, the chief probable deficiencies 1 He wilValso require two mares and one colt one year materially to its productive power. It is these 
would be in phosphate of lime and potash. I 0jd and another two years old, and by raising a substances properly prepared that take the form of 
Ordinary wood ashes supplies both of these elements, colt every year he will always have one three years manufactured fertilizers. They have been tried 
notably the potash, of which, when unleached, it 0id for disposal, which should be worth $100. He and tested and found of the greatest service in the 
usually contains six to twelve or more per cent. can ala0 fatten half a dozen hogs till they weigh increased production of the crops where it has 
The phosphate of lime in ashes is not in very about 250 lbs each, two of which it will be neces- been applied to the land. It contains not only a 
soluble condition, and it is retained with very slight I aary to keep for his own use, while the other four large proportion of phosphates reduced to 
loss after leaching, while there is also a consider- can be g0]d at $7 per cwt. In addition to this it is condition as best fits it for the immediate 
able quantity of potash remaining^n leached ashes. algo desirable to have some poultry. The butter plants, but also a large proportion of ammonia or 

We have found some good farmers say they re- and eggg wdj beep the house in groceries and the nitrogenized substance which is peculiarly service- 
gard leached ashes fully as Valuable as those children in clothes. To keep this stock will able as one of the substances which enriches the 
unleached. They are good farmers, and their con- I reqUire 30 acres, part for hay and the rest for soil that it comes in contact with, and renders it 
elusion was based on the result of experience. I paafure- This will leave sixty acres for the crop, more adapted to grow plants. Hence this snb- 
They had found by trial that leached ashes pro- I 'pbe farmer must seed 10 acres down every year, stance is an ammoniated phosphate,a form of fertil- 
duced even better average results than ashes that and then he will have 10 acres of sod to plough. He izer whose action enriches and mellows th^land 
were fresh and unleached. Of course there must 3houl<l put his sod in with peas, his pea stubble in where it is employed, and is not a mere stimulant 
be a loss of potash and some other soluble elements with wheat, the wheat stubble with oats, which like fibster. This fertilizer should be one of 
in the former case, and a result so apparently con- I abould be well manured and afterwards put in with applications which the farmer may use with 
tradictory to the popular idea deserves examination wheat> the stubble of which will require the rest profit, 
and, if possible, explanation. We have given this of hig manure. He must also put in at least two 
matter some thought, and broach a theory which acrea o( potatoes, which will be worth $50 per acre, 
will at least set our readers to thinking, and may besides turnips, carrots and other green crops for 
develop ideas still nearer the exact truth. the use of the cattle. This field can afterwards be

While potash is always valuable, and particularly planted w;th barley and seeded down. This will 
so for some plants, the potash in newly burned ”ive a reguiar rotation of crops. There will be 10 
ashes is not m best condition to be available as acreg of peaa> 20 of wheat, 10 of oats, 10 of barley, 
plant food. It is just the thing for the soap-maker and 10 of rootg> &c p w,u now endeavor to give 
in its caustic state, as it wiU then eat the grease ^ estimate of the yield and value of
and make a good soap. But for growing plants, Uheae crops. Peas at 30 bushels would 
this caustic potash is not immediately available I acrgregate 300 bushels, 100 to be used for seed and 
its alkali needs to be neutralized, leaving its t=^at the hogg 0D| leaving 200 bushels to sell at 
mineral element in the form of a sulphate or nitrate I cen^a . 20 acres of wheat at 25 bushels per 
of potash. It requires no act of man to make this wou]d give 100 bushels for seed and bread, leaving 
change. Nature and the elements will do it in 400 bushels to sell at $1 prr bushel; 10 acres of 
very little time. Ashes kept in any confined place oata at 40 bushels per acre would produce 400 
where a current of air is i.ot constantly blowing buahei8) 0f which, after allowing 200 bushels for 
over them rapidly absorb moisture, and with that the horses and for seed, 200 bushels could be sold 
they have the faculty of uniting with the nitrogen for 3g centa. 300 bushels of barley, the product of 
of the atmosphere, forming from their potash a I jo acres at 30bushels per acre would give 20 bush- 
nitrate of potash or crude saltpetre, one of the most elg for geed and ieave 280 bushels to sell at 75 cents, 
valuable of all mineral manures, and freely soluble, xhen we have two acres of potatoes worth $50 per 
But this nitrate of potash is unfit for soap making. ^ Nowletussee how much we have made
Housewives have learned this, for they all know jrom tbe £arm .__
that they cannot make soap by leaching old ashes head of ^ at ?30 per head
that have become damp from long exposure to the one horse at ?100.........................
air. Why? They say the ashes have lost their Four hogs, weighing 260 lbs. each, at #7 per cwt....
strength; but there has been no leaching, so the 20O bushels of peas at oc1 cents per bushel................
mineral element must still be present. Nothing is bushels of o^t?at 35 cents per bushel" 
gone from the ashes. It is only the nitrate acid 280 bushels of barley at 75 cents per bushel 

p atmosphere which has neutralized the I Two acres of potatoes at $56 per acre — 
alkali of the potash and formed a nitrate. No 1 Total 81210
housewife would think of making soap from salt- . my way of cuitivating the
petre, yet this is what is attempted unless the L^por pels, plough about seven inches deep

d„P ,ro„ i™ -< ”ea‘her tt",lF‘Z«r!" E“e,aad
moisture from the air are just what the farmer “ Wh ei ht inches in the fall and then culti- lebruary.
wants for his crops They have lost most oftheir £ the spring. The land used for the root
caustic properties—their ‘‘strength for soap-but va*e in P f ghed twelvo incheg d in the
they are just what is reeded for manure. They £°P and, f ^e Dirnips are taken up, plough 
give the plant both nitrogen and potash, each in its ^’inch^s deep, and again in the spring, and seed 
most available form, and cause growing plants to ten 1 Th
shoot un with astonishing vigor. They are especi- Q0WU W1W J ____

împortantfdo we rejpircfit 25* thf ^s°hoS Ammoniated Phosphates.
be neutralized for immediate benefit to crops, that The use of prepared fertilizers by the farmers of 
we would have a house built of stone and, if pos- I this State is yet in its infancy. Ihe service 
sible, partly under ground for storiug ashes. Here which they would render its agriculture is almost 
the change to nitrate of potash would go forward I unknown, yet if the growth of crops and of live 
rapidly, and once a year when cleaned out it would I stock is to be earned out so that the land will 
furnish a considerable quantity of valuable manure, continue to yield all that it is capable of producing,
The same building could be used as a smoke-house, they must come into the service of those who cul- 
and being of stone would not be liable to be burned, tivate it. The experience and successful practice 
Under some circumstances not well understood, of agriculturists who depend largely upon them 
moist ashes are liable to spontaneous combustion, cannot much longer be ignored. It is but a few 
and would be dangerous if left in contact with years since their use became a part of the practical 
wood 6 work of the farmers, and now it is well understood

It is not doubted that fresh ashes will be good that thtir application to the land has become
cessity. Every farmer knows that his live stock 

It is increases in size and weight by feeding, because 
they assimilate in their bones and tissues sub
stances extracted from the soil by vegetable 
growth. The very grasses, the commonest of all 
productions of the farm, yield the substances 
which form the animal, and the greater the pro
duction the more they take of these valuable mat
ters in the soil. Some of these substances are of 

value than those which form the bone, for

How to Make a Farm Pay.Ashes as a Fertilizer.
From time immemorial ashes have known?

\
such a 
food of

Good Seed.
How important is parental influerfbe! and how 

unreasonable is the practice (still pursued by 
some) to sow inferior or unsaleable seed 
ter of economy! Admirably as our dressing ma
chines now separate superior seed, still the more 
powerful blower which follows soon exhibits a 
selection of light or comparatively imperfect ker
nels or seeds. A light ordinary sample of dressed 
grain passed through a powerful blower comes out 
in a very improved condition. I invariably blow 
all my seed and grain, and by doing this with oats 
often extract one-fourth as unfit for sowing. The 
same remark applies in some degree to grass and 
other seeds. In the case of peas or beans, a riddle 
or screen gets rid of the scri gelings. How forci
bly and clearly docs Liebig, in his “Natural Laws 
of Husbandry,” enforce the necessity for care in 
the selection of seed. The development of a plenty 
depends upon its first radication, and the selection 
of proper seed is therefore of the highest import
ance for the future plant. Poor and sickly seeds 
will produce, in a great measure, the same charac
ter. The horticulturist knows the natural relation 
which the seed bears to the production of a plant 
which is to possess all or only some properties of 
the species, just as the cattle breeder, who, with a 
view to propagation and increase of stock, selects 
only the healthiest and best formed animals for his 
purpose. J. J. Much 1.

as a mat-
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120
400

70
200
100of the dam

The Farmer (England) says:—We experienced 
fairly seasonable weather in February, although 
the weather was somewhat changeable. A few 
cold winds helped" to dry the ground, and the 
mildness of the temperature at other times was 
favorable to the development of young com and 
early seeds and grass. Reports from the country 
show that the weather has been, on the whole, fav
orable for resuming field work; On light soils the 
“ground teams" have been afield busy at work 
ploughing for oats and barley, and doing other ne
cessary field work. The autumn sown wheat is 
doing well, and the plant is strong and healthy. 
Wheat more recently grown spears thickly, and 
will now grow apace if the mild weather continues.

S Artificial grasses look well, and the pastures are 
(in g9pd condition for this time of therÿear. What 
“hipping frosts we may yet experience to cut down 
the thriving wheat plant, none can tell, but we 
hope for the best. Hay and straw are abundant 
in most districts, and will last out the winter, and 
as far into the spring as necessary. Roots also 
being a good crop last year are generally plentiful, 
although from some places reports reach us that 
the wet winter has considerably damaged their 
keeping qualities. All kinds of farm stock con
tinue to thrive well, except where those lamentable 
contagious diseases, foot-and mouth and pneumo
nia, are prevalent. The lambing season progresses 
fairly, certainly with average success to the flock- 
master, who is deeply anxious just now for a con
tinuance of mild, open weather for his flock, both 
old and young.

a ne-
manure. This change to a nitrate can and does 
take place in the soil as well as elsewhere, 
quite probable that it does occur soon after the 
ashes are washed down into the soil, and only after 
the ashes are washed down into the soil can they 
do any good. But the question arises, Does not 
the nitrogen in the soil uniting with potash detract 
so much from the soil’s fertility, while if the com
bination was made above ground it would be so 
much addition thereto? This subject involves 
many interesting questions well worthy the atten
tion of thoughtful farmers and scientific men.— 
Itural New Yorker.

more
the greater part of the matter they contain are 
composed of the phosphates. So with the grain 
crops—they too contain a large amount of the
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the straw retains its succulence. Oats so treated, 
is hay and oats combined. A span of horses that 
got no other feed, we saw come into this town, 
heavily laden, and their spirit and excellent 
dition were clear demonstration of the value of 
sheaf oats for horse feed.

Alfalfa or Lucerne.
have had another enquiry about alfalfa. We 

spoke before now of the nature and valuable quali
ties of this forage plant, and treated of its culiva- 
tion and of its profitable adaptability to our soil 
and climate, but as every year adds to our readers 
so many subscribers, who have not had an oppor
tunity of reading the back numbers of the Advo
cate, we give, as a reply, the following article, in 
which a correspondent of the Rural World relates 
his experience in raising alfalfa. The State of Mis
souri, where he made the experiment, differs, it is 
true, from that of Canada; but there, too, the 
winter brings its severe frosts, and plants grown in 
a warm climate, as that of Missouri, are less hardy, 
and consequently less able to bear the rigours of 
winter than if grown in the seed bed in our Cana
dian climate. If our correspondent would sow on 
a small scale, as an experiment, he might, at the 
approach of winter, spread over it some litter, as 
it would protect it from the freezing and thawing 
that sometimes winter kill our hardiest plants, and 
it would nourish the young plants when the winter 
has passed away.

“Southing over a year ago, I ordered one hun
dred pounds of alfalfa seed from a dealer at Marys
ville, Cal., to be certain of getting true seed, as I 
had heard of common red clover seed being sold 
for alfalfa. I paid 19 cents per pound, gold; and 
after paying exchange, freight, &c., my seed cost 

about 30 cents per pound. I sowed it very 
evenly with the timothy sower of my Buckeye 
wheat drill; had the ground well plowed and har
rowed; it was again harrowed by the drill teeth, 
during the sowing; then rolled the land; sowed 
sixty pounds on eight acres, and forty pounds on 
three acres; secured a good catch in each case. 
But the eight-acre lot was a very foul piece of land 
(bottom), that had for a long time been in the 
hands of a bad tenant. The season of 1875 was 
the wettest known here for many years, and the 
weeds grew twelve feet high, and very thick, but 

cut off and removed, when the lops of the 
alfalfa were found bleached and dead, but the new 
shoots were appearing around the crowns, and both 
fields are now (March, 1876) giving promise of a 
good crop (perhaps two or three) this season. I 
sowed the seed on the 1st and 6th of April, 1875, 
and after it came up, but before it made much 
growth beyond the second or third leaf, we had 
several severe frosts which did it no harm, al
though friends in California had warned me not to 
sow it, as it would come up before the frosts ceased, 
and frosts would injure or kill it while young. It has 
stood the winter well. The crowns are shooting 
out wonderfully, some having twenty to forty 
shoots. I pulled up a couple of roots yesterday 
to show to a friend (small sized ones, where there 
was a thick stand), and they measured two feet 
nine inches each, going straight down—evidently 
hunting the level of the mineral fork. As seeing 
is believing, 1 send you one with this. I think you 
will agree that it bids fair to stand frost, drouth 
or grazing, and that is what is wanted in a forage 
plant for this region. I can tell better after trying 
it a few years, but present appeal ances indicate 
that two acres well set in alfalfa will furnish more 
pasturage than two hundred of common wood pas
ture. N.W.B.”

We would add that the seed of lucerne is large 
—twice the size of red clover—and a greater num
ber of pounds of seed will be required to the acre 
of clover seed. Another reason in favor of thick 
seeding is that the stalks are inclined to grow 
strong, anil cattle do not or cannot cat very strong 
stalks. For this largeness of the stalks the best 
remedy is thick seeding. Sow not less than 20 
pounds of lucerne seed to the acre. If the plants 
live through the first winter,you need have no fear 
of its perishing afterwards. It is perennial, and 
will give three heavy cuttings in the season.

C/omsponiientt,
Superpl 
phosphi 
good sa

con-
Beans for Feeding Stock.—It has long been 

a study with our scientific farmers as to what kind 
of food will produce the most beneficial results with 
respect to particular kinds of stock. If you will 
give the following detail a space in your valuable 
columns, it may be the means of suggesting new 
thoughts to some of your numerous readers.

year I had a quantity of beans so badly 
injured by the early frost as to render them almost 
worthless for the market I intended them, and 
feeling rather “ blue” over the loss, I mentioned 
the matter to a friend (an American gentleman well 
versed in agricultural and horticultural pursuits). 
He told me that if I would boil or steam the beans 
until they were thoroughly cooked and then feed 
them to milch cows, I would be satisfied with the 
results. I accordingly did so, and, Mr. Editor, 
the results are as follows: — The cows fed with 
the beans began rapidly to increase their flow of 
milk, and up to the present time continue to give 
a good supply, although some of them will calve in 
April. One cow gives more milk daily than at any 
time last summer.

These cows are not stabled, and are fed at pres
ent on hay, but during the greater part of the 
winter were fed with straw. The quantity of beans 
given each cow daily equals about two quarts of 
dry beans. Allow me to add that although the 
quantity of milk produced has amply repaid both 
trouble and expense, the cows are also in good 
condition, some of them almost fit for the butcher’s 
stall.

I believe if the beans had been ground, and the 
meal given instead of the cooked food, the result 
would have been still more satisfactory.

Although bean haulm produces an inferior quan
tity of manure in comparison with the straw of 
wheat, oats, &c., it should be remembered that the 
beans grown exhaust the soil much less, the succu
lent stems and leaves absorb much nourishment 
from the atmosphere, and both carbon and mucil
age are restored to the soil by the leaves falling off 
and decaying.

It is frequently advocated that the soil upon 
which beans are to be grown should be worn out, 
but if the advocates of this theory will manure the 
ground well before planting, and take the trouble 
to keep their ground well cultivated and free from 
weeds until the vines begin to blossom, they will 
find the crop not only greatly augmented, but after 
the crop is removed, the land will be in excellent 
condition to receive fall wheat. In fact, some of 
our “American Cousins” prefer this preparation to 
a fallow.

According to Einhoff, the proportionate amount 
of nutriment matter,in comparison with other grain, 
is as follows:—Wheat, 47 ; rye, 39 ; barley, 33 ; 
oats, 23; beans, 45, and peas, 49. This calculation 
is based on equal measurement.

Thus whilst raising a kind of grain highly 
nutritious, the grower is not heavily taxing the 
soil, and, by judicious cultivation, the land is made 
free of weeds, and fitted to receive other grain.

I did not intend to say anything with respect to 
the growth of beans when I commenced writing, 
my object being merely to write about them as 
food for milch cows. Yours, &c., Economist.

Aylmer, March 22.
We had purposed to include an article on the 

cultivation of beans as a field crop in the contents 
of the next number, feeling assured that its value 
was not sufficiently appreciated. Would our 
Aylmer correspondent let us have an article 
descriptive of his mode of culture.
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Illness in Juvenile Swine.—I have for some 
years back lost several young pigs by some disease 
that I do not understand. When from two to four 
weeks old they gant up in the belly, their ears 
hang, their breathing is quick and short, and they 
die in one or two days. If you can tell me the 
disease and what will prevent it, you will greatly 
oblige. My pigs are the Improved Berkshire breed. 
In ’73 I fed pea meal, and last spring I fed shorts, 
but with no better result. Samuel Staples.

Cavan, March 22.
The disease of young pigs may be caused by 

confining them to too great a sameness of diet. 
Were you to give them some other food, it might 
have a good effect. Cooked potatoes might be of 
service. It would be a great change, and especi
ally if they be in any way costive, cooked roots 
would serve them. Or the cause mi >ht originate 
from the sow. Young pigs sometimes die in con
sequence of their dams being in too high condition. 
We would thank any of our readers, who have 
experience in the matter, to write to us about it.
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On the Mode of Treating Cows.—Kindly 
give me some information on the treatment of cows 
a short time before and after calving. What is to 
be done if they do not “clean,” as the term is with 
us farmers, and much oblige, etc., S. E. Hunting- 
ton.

■?me

[The best advice or information we can give on 
the above subject is to take good care of your cows 
before and after calving. Keep them in a healthy, 
thriving condition up to the time of calving as 
well as after. There is a heavy strain on the sys
tem of the cow in calf for two or three months 
prior to calving, and hence the necessity of great 
care and good feed, with a w'arm stable or tight 
enclosed shed, which will protect them from the 
cold and storms. Give them plenty of good hay, 
wdth some roots and bran or meal. Cows treated 
in this way are seldom any trouble. At the time 
of calving, keep them as quiet as possible, and 
give them warm bran mashes, with luke warm 
water. On no condition allow them to drink cold 
water for a couple of days. Some dairymen give 
their cows a half-dozen or more ears of corn that 
have been scorched or smoked slightly over the 
fire, or a sheaf of oats that has been treated in the 
same way. But should the after-birth not come 
away properly, the best thing to bo done is to let 
nature take its course, giving the cow warm feed, 
with some boiled flax seed and a little salt
petre. Being disturbed and worried at the time of 
calving, and allowing them to drink ice cold water 
is the frequent cause of trouble.]
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crojRotation of Crops.—I wish you to publish in 

your paper a regular rotation of crops for general 
farming purposes. Aliiert E. Mf.nthorn.

Oakwood, March 22.
Rotation of crops has been already fully treated 

iu our columns; but as there is a numerous addi
tion to the list of our subscribers, they who have 
been reading our paper but a comparatively short 
time may need information on some topics that we 
had previously written of. We will, therefore, 
take u

rod
bus
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tliap the question in the May number. Mean- 

Mr. M. may, as a commencement of the trewhile
rotation system, sow a plot with peas and oats 
mixed. They make a very good cattle feed before 
corn can be sufficiently grown for cutting. We 
have not found a better summer feed for the farm 
stock, and, more than others, for milch cows. The 
varieties of both that give most fodder should be 
selected if they can be had. The earliest soiling 
in the seuson is fall rye, but any one commencing 
in spring or summer, without previous fall prepara
tion, cannot have the profits of soiling earlier than 
the oats and peas are grown.

Odessa Wheat.—In your last Advocate you 
speak of the Odessa wheat. Last year I procured 
four ounces of it from the northern part of Wis
consin, I sowed in a field with other wheats, it 
stood up first-rate, it filled well, did not rust, the 
quality I believe to be excellent, it yielded con
siderable better than other wheats in the same 
field, I cannot say exactly how much more as I did 
not measure the land sown by either variety, but 
the four ounces of Odessa yielded five pounds of as 
good spring wheat as I ever saw ; every one that 
has seen it tries to get a few grains, in fact I 
would not have a grain to sow if I had not put on 
the breaks pretty strong. James Sherlock, 
Thamesford.
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Winter Feed for Horses.—I feed my horses 
sheaf oats, cut with the straw-cutter. It makes a 
cheap and wholesome feed for horses working on 
the farm. One good sized sheaf makes a good 
feed for each horse. The oats should be sowed on 
clean ground, and more seed to the acre than if 
sowed for other purposes; they should be cut on 
the green side. The manger should be made 
close, and the bottom eighteen inches higher than 
the floor. I use no other feed for my horses from 
the time the fall ploughing commences until the 
month of March, and they always look and feel 
well. It is also excellent for calves.

Ai
aliNova Scotia claims the honor of possessing tho 

first piece of railroad laid down on tho American 
continent. It is the coal road from the Albion 
Mines in Pictou County to their shipping wharf. 
When first built the rail was flat with a groove in 
the centre iu which ran the beveled wheels of the 
engine and cars. The modern rail has since been, 
substituted. There may yet be seen daily plying 
on this road,the third steam engine that was ever 
manufactured. It was built by Stephenson in 
England. His first was an open cylinder boiler, 
his second was an experiment in introducing tubes 
into the boiler to get more heat, his third was a 
perfect machine, after this manner, and was pur
chased by the Coal Company and sent to l’ictou, 
Nova Scotia, where it may yet be seen in splendid 
working order. — Col. Standard.
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inC.W.R., Markdale.
teWe endorse C. W. R.’s recommendation of sheaf 

oats as provender for horses. We used it for that 
purpose for years. Oats for this use should al
ways be cut when the grain is merely commencing 
to change color. The grain having then been 
fully grown, possesses its nutritive properties, and
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is the secret of its great value in dry countries, and, as a consequence, business of all kinds has 

Hollin, March 9. Vassess. suffered. The wheat sown last fall got a fine start,

realizes our expectations it will ^ a very great ciroumst/n eannot now wholly recover. On 
acqmstion to farmers. The only doubts we at all the who, however> our farmers have little cause 
entertain is as to it its ha^dm^,bf ”rer^.h.a8^r for complaint. The fruit crop of last tall was un- 
tabhshed sufficiently m the soil to u8ual in quantity and quality, and commanded a
Canadian winter The suggestions on the subject J pork ha, been very high, and has
m the letter above, are very seasonable. In an- trouent to the pockets of the farmers of Senawa

County a very bountiful return for the cost. The

Superphosphate.—In the last number of the 
Farmers Advocate I saw an article on Brock ville 
__ 1 |I have used the above super
phosphate for the last six years; it has given me 
good satisfaction, when worked in the sou, but it 

well when applied ai a top-dress- 
r»f <rrp.it advantace on land that I

Superphosphate, 
nhosnhate for th

Butseason.
has not done so well when applied ai a top-dress
ing. I find it of great advantage on land that I 
am seeding down, even if it is in good condition; 
the young grass will get such a start that it will 
live through a drought, I will also get a good 
crop of grain. I find it a particular advantage in 
market gardening, as it will cause vegetables to 
ripen a week or ten days earlier. You know 
when you were here last year that my potatoes 
was that much ahead of any you had seen. I 
would like to see a number of your readers give 
the Brockville superphosphate a trial this spring, 
and report the result in the Advocate. In giving 
it a trial, I would advise them to use a barrel. 
One pound or five pounds is too small a quantity 
to be a fair test. Let them try every alternate 
row on potatoes, com, or a ridge of grain. I have 
used other superphosphate, but it has not given 
me the satisfaction that the above has.

Brockville, March 15. Albert Abbott.

it7 Thank, to ontVnnn.» ta»?,

weighing every iveek that poor corn which was not 
I marketable at all was made to pay 27o per bushel 

Chinese Yams.- -1 have been asked to give I fed to hogs—at the prices pork has commanded, 
explanations how the Chinese yams are cul- The oat crop showed a cost of only 16^0 to 18oper 

tivated. If you plant the tubers in the spring bushel; coni, from 9c to 15c in the crib. lhiB 
they will have small roots in the fall. I leave club held its third anniversary meeting a couple of 
mine in the ground all winter. The first year’s weeks ago, and, from the report of its histonan on 

owth will frizzle up, a new sprout will spring that occasion, shows remarkable results. Iho 
rom that one and become a large yam in the fall benefit lias been of uptold amount, and with no 

of the second year, and if I leave them in the I signs of abatement, far out-doing the results of any 
ground until the third or fourth year, they will be grange in our county. This wo are sorry to have 
fine large yams. The upper part, which is called I to acknowledge, for we had looked to the grange 
the neck, should be cut off close to the yamv I movement for a grand result to the interests of 
cut them in small sections, 1 i inch in length. I agriculture. There seems to be a general lethargy 
plant them in drills six inches apart, in the drill I gradually but surely spreading itself over the en- 
cover two inches deep; I do not let any fresh tire organization—a sort of general disappointment 
manure come in contact with them at the time of in what was expected of it at the beginning. There 
planting. They should not be planted in a deep was no doubt an over estimate on the part of the 
soil, as it is difficult to get them out. They should agitators of the idea, and farmers got their etan* 
be taken up about the fast of October for winter dard of money returned too high. They were in- 

I have some tubers and roots to spare. I duced to believe more than was possible to accom-
G. Embury. | plish, hence their disappointment. The social 

benefits of the grange cannot be as well appreci
ated by the masses as is that of the club, for the 
meetings are private, and no reports of their work 

Smut in Oats —I would like to know if you I made public, and, as a consequence, benefiting only 
could tell me what is the cause of so much smut the few, while the club has thrown open its doors, 
being in the oats the past two or three years; or if and all its discussions have been reported in the ,sierra K aitsss ssrjapæws slüsyour’nest ie.uc. J. Bu,„. Burn. P. O. wU.hr, ol

past season has | the or(ier that 8hall revive it, and yet prove that

country. :

some

Lands Open to Settlers. —Observing your re
valuable Equest for subscribers to wr.te to your 

paper, I concluded to pen a few remarks, for 
which I hope you may find room. There are many 

of moderate means, who do not know 
exactly how to procure a home, thinking there is 
no possibility of doing so in Ontario. To such, I 
would Bay that there are still places in this 
Province, in which they could secure comfortable 
homes, without any very great expenditure. There 

farms in this country, which, if cleared and 
cultivated, would 

ominion.

I
;menyourg

are
properly cultivated, would, vie with any in the 
Dominion. This country, in the vicinity of 
Colpoy’s Bay, has been vastly misrepresented, by 
individuals coming from old settled countries, and 
expect to find things the same as in townships 
which have been settled for forty years. Others 
get discouraged on seeing so much rock, as there 
is along the shore, and never think of travelling 
inland at all; which, if they did, they would find 
land that would satisfy their highest expectations.

wishing to settle in a 
have their children

use.
They have done well with me. 

Thornburg. March 1.

I would advise people 
country, where they < 
around them, to give this country a trial, beloro 
going to those far-off places, of which we hear so 
much. Thomas F. Rothwell.

Albemarle, March 12.

can

The unusual humidity of the __ ullc uluvl „„„„ ___t... r________
been the cause of more smut than is usual in our j.kere 18 „00fi jn it. There is now on foot the or-

l l * j  Til — Annm I*/» iwaidtii r o vi l*n - I O — t tgenerally dry climate. Excessive moisture pro- ganjzation ( f a county farmers’ institute, to be 
motes the growth and dissemination of rust, mu- kepj quartCrly at the city, which promises to bring 
dew and smut. The same remedy as for smut in , re8ults Wo hope it may.

| ™- ■ M"rc“ «*•
then spread it on the barn floor and mix it with 
quick lime, to dry it before sowing. We treated 
the subject of smut in wheat in a previous number 
of the Advocate.

;

!
British Columbia Ahead.-We have raised 

900 bushels of turnips per acre; we have seen a 
field yield 1,000 bushels. We have had reports 
of 11, 12, and 13 hundred bushels of turnips per 
acre, but Mr. Adam Innés, of Longley P. O., 
British Columbia, writes tc Mr. Shearer,of West
minster, saying that he purchased seed from the 
Agricultural Emporium, London, and harvested a 
crop of 1,600 bushels per acre. He measured one 
rod, and they weighed 000 lbs., equal to ten 
bushels. He has sent again for more seed for 18/b.

I.

Rye and Oats for Horses.—I have -been in 
habit of sowing spring rye with oats, and find it 

.1 pays well, as there are 00 or 70 bushels to the acre.
I It makes good cut feed for horses. The rye ttraw 

Reply to Subscriber, St. Lawrence P. O., is strong, and the oats are better on that account, 
y _a subscriber of Jeff Co., N. Y., will see Two bushels of rye seed mixed with the oats is 

in the April number of our Journal a brief notice enough for eight or ten acres. Mix the seed on the 
on barley its yield, &c. It had been written be- barn floor. Both ripen well. It is best to cut 
fore our receipt of his letter. A farmer assured green, -la- one of your subscribers, >nd getting 
us a few days since, that he found it the profitable I valuable information from you, I wish to say you 
cereal grown on his farm. New York farms may may recommend this mixed crop to any person, 
produce as large a yield, but of this we cannot I have tried it five or six years, so I can speak from 
five an opinion; but in quality, our Canadian experience. Thomas J. Dunn.
barley is much superior to any other offered in the Hope, March 22.
U. S. markets. We hope that with the improve- qav0 mafie trial of several mixtures of grain
ment in agriculture, the yield in barley and other ^ tko different varieties, and, in every instance 
farm products will increase at least lo per cent. I ^ COnfirmecLour opinion that when mixed tho 
in a few years. 1 yieifi waa greater than that of either kind separate

ly; but we have not tried the experiment of sowing 
New Wheat.—In your seed report for March, I I rye with oats, as recommended by our Hope cor- 

noticed the several varieties of wheat recommend- respondent. The result of his experiment, (if we 
ed Permit me to give you a description of a new can use such a term for a course pursued for six 
variety of wheat which I introduced from Minne- years) will, we expect, induce many to follow the 
sota some three years ago. I commenced with 100 example. The mixed grain must make good feed, 
lbs. at a cost of $11.25. Sowed that year, and as each, by itself, is rich m nutritive properties, 
only threshed 1(5 bushels. Sowed the 16 bushels Taking it on the whole, there is no one grain for 
the following year, and sowed Fife wheat in another I the horse to equal oats—nothing to give him such 
part of the field; had 23 bushels per acre of the | high spirit and power of endurance, 
new variety, and only 11 per acre of Fife. I did
not eow any other variety last year, and threshed Roaring in a Horse.—Could you, or some of 
302 bushels of clean wheat from 11 acres of fall I vour correspondents, tell me, through the columns 
wheat stubble land. Also last year I sold several r per| 80mo cure for what is generally
small lots, which have done well as far as heard kn^wn a8 roaring in a horse. I have a horse—a 
from, averaging from 15 to 22 bushels from 1 bushel d working on», too—that is troubled with
sowing. It is named the Minnesota Brooks Wheat, j L^ciaUy in winter. When on pasture, ft is 
has talen the lead in prizes wherevershown, weighs ‘^1 pJceaWe. l-\ Elliott,
64 lfie. to the bushel, and makes good flour. I uichfnonfi Hill, March 22.
ÏSS£.,-bSiSi *. 4ÏU-S2Z In another column Mr. K .ill « th. i*—

March 22 B. H. Rosser, Itivnhe asks for.

ithe

Trees.—The 
Mr. Cowan,

FruitSuperphosphate for 
following communication from 
in reply to a query from one of our correspondents, 
forwarded to him by us, needs no comment—it 
speaks for itself : Your postal of the 8th mst. is to 
hand. Without knowing precisely, I should judge 
that superphosphates would be good for fruit 
trees, if not put on too strongly. Bone dust can
not be injurious if put on in the same proportion 
as would do for a field crop. I fancy parties use 
about 20 times as much, and hence the mischief. 
This is simply my opinion, without a practice or 

A. Cowan, Manager B. C. and S. W. 
Brockville, March 10.

!

test.

Alfalfa or Lucerne.—Having noticed in the 
Advocate from time to time some inquiries about 
alfalfa, I thought I would send you what informa
tion I could upon the subject. I have seen it 
erown in northeastern California and in south
western Nevada, with very good results. The 
winters of those places are as cold as that of Can
ada, but much shorter. A good catch of alfalfa 
meanfl grass forever after. The older it gets the 
better it is; I have examined its roots, and find 
them as large as manigolds; it sends up a large, 
thriftv bush of clover; it is the first thing green 
in the spring, and the last in the fall. It is also 
tenacious of life. I have known it to live ma 
milking corrcll for years, and to grow up through 
the dust from morning to night. It is very tender 
the first year, and will heave out if sown in a 
place where water and ice stands all winter. I 
would advise sowin it on the dryest land that
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courage large importations, and secure cheap goods 
to the people at large. After paying the taxes 
necessary for the support of the Government, what 
money is left to us is our own, and we have a right 
to spend it in the best and cheapest goods we can 
find, whether manufactured abroad or at home. 
Every grange in Canada should unite in protesting 
to Parliament against all this miscalled protective 
legislation as hostile to our interests and our 
rights. John Granger.

shall have our own country to supply, as well as 
Europe. Our cattle trade will not be hurt, as we 
can now send them to England, both dead and 
alive, and make more on them than in the States. 
Our barley trade will not be hurt, as the States are 
only to glad to get it, as they cannot grow good 
barley themselves. Our horse trade will not be 
hurt; as the time has come when we can profit
ably ship them to the Old World. I do not know 
of a single thing that is produced on our farms 
that will be hurt by protection, and I will go on 
to show many things that will be directly fcenifit- 
ed as well as all being indirectly benefited. W e 
should have a market at our doors, instead of hav
ing to ship everything. What I have said about 
the Halifax carpet factory applies as much to 
nearly all the factories in Canada, and far more to 

Brother farmers, let us come forward like 
men, hold our own, and say we will no longer give 
bonuses to manufacturers if the Government fights 
against us. The Government is gradually bearing 
the farmer down, and when he is down the coun
try will be down. Let every Grange in Canada 
put a bold face on rind show what their good is.

Westminster. A Farmer.

A Farmer on Protection.—I take the liberty, 
Mr. Editor, of asking you to give me a small 
space in your valuable columns to try and 
show that protection is the best policy for the 
farming interests in this country. I will do it 
under two headings. 1. By reference to some of 
the strongest free traders who advocate protection 
in some cases. 2. By showing what things the 
farmer most requires protecting. Under the first 
heading, I shall refer to Canning, J. Stuart Mills, 
and the Westminster Review of January last. 
Canning, at the time when vessels were admitted 
free from Holland into English ports, saw the 
folly of it, wrote to the minister at the Hague, 
and said we will tax the Dutch flat-bottoms

John Stuart
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Notes from Vick’s Floral <5nitle.
principal insect enemies of the rose are the 

green-fly, the leaf-hopper, sometimes called the 
Thrips, the rose-slug and the rose-bug. The green
fly is easily destroyed by syringing the infested 
plants with a weak solution of tobacco ; take a 
quantity of tobacco or tobacco1 stems and let them 
stand in water until the strength is soaked out of 
them. If the water is too strong it will burn the 
foliage and turn it yellow; therefore, before using 
it, it should be tested by dipping into it some green 
foliage, and if it burns it is too strong, and must 
be reduced by adding water. When sufficiently 
diluted, the plants can be syringed with it.

The leaf-hopper can be destroyed by the same 
means, but we have always preferred to use a weak 
solution of whale-oil soap for it—say one pound of 
soap to five gallons of water. The plants can be 
syringed with it, and care should be taken to throw 
the water upwards against the under side of the 
leaves, as well as on the upper side, as the insects 
are usually in greater numbers beneath.

The rose-slug, which eats the upper surface of 
the leaf, and is often very destructive, can be 
effectually destroyed by the use of whale-oil soap, 
as described above. Our own experience is that, 
with good soil, good cultivation and the timely and 
proper use of whale-oil soap, there is 
culty in raising roses and keeping then#^hjifty, as 
there is in raising beets or turnips. The tose-bug 
can only be successfully attacked by hand picking 
or brushing off into a dish of wüter, where they 
can be scalded or otherwise destroyed.

Air-slaked lime and carbolic acid seem the most 
effective in destroying the cabbage worm, that has 
lately taken to eating mignonette. The pansy can 
only give its best flowers when the plant is young 
and vigorous. It does not flower well in hot and 
dry weather. If you get plants from the florist, 
see that they are young and vigorous — the younger 
the better. Do not pick out the oldest, largest 
plants; if you do you will make a bad selection.

Sowing Flower Seeds.—The time of sowing 
the seed is of great importance, it being better to 
wait till all danger of frost is past and the weather 
is mild. The depth of sowing varies with their 
size, some of the larger seeds, as lupins, sweet 
peas, nasturtiums, &c., may be sown three-fourths 
of an inch deep; asters, balsams, &c., half an inch; 
mignonette, &c., quarter of an inch. A great 
many require to be merely covered, and otheis that 
are very small require to be sown at the actual sur
face, a slight pressure being sufficient to imbed 
them properly.

equally as they tax our vessels.
Mills says in certain cases a new and rising coun
try requires protection, to enable them to free 
themselves from older countries. His reasons for 

ying this are, that protection encourages home 
manufacture, and partly excludes foreign manu
factured goods. Are we a young and rising coun
try ? Most decidedly we are. 1 say that is con
clusive evidence that the greatest free trader of 
the present day advises protection for this coun
try. As far as I can make out what the policy of 
the Government is, they claim to follow John S. 
Mills, and if they do they must have forgotten the 
part that refers to Canada. The Westminster 
Review says : “ We hope we shall not be pre
mature in pointing out the changes in this direc
tion, (referring to free trade), when we read in 
public print that tires are being delivered in 
Sheffield far lower than they can be produced 
there; that American cotton is sent for sale to 
Manchester at 13d a pound, while the same quality 
cannot be produced there under 13id. (Now I am 
coming to the point which affects Canada.) That 
a Halifax carpet factory has removed to the 
United States, where they expect to make their 
goods more quickly and profitably.” This paper is 
the chief organ of the Cobden and Bright free trade 
principles. If we go further into the reasons that 
made the Hilifax carpet factory remove to the 
States, we shall find that they had a heavy duty 
to pay for all goods sent by them to the States, 
that the States could send goods in here at a very 
slight duty, and supply us with their surplus 
stock, which of course they sell cheaper than our 
manufacturers can sell their main stock, with no 
outside market open for their surplus stock. 
What benefit will they get now ? They will be 
able to sell their main stock for a good price, and 
send their surplus supply of second-rate stuff to 
undersell our hrst-ratc, and everyone. knows that 
in a country like this, where money..is scarce, the 
cheap article has to be bought, however bad, that 
is by the mass. Ought we to let that go on ? No; 
but the question is how are we to stop it. By 
protecting our own manufacturers, and then we 
should have competition enough in this country to 
get the good article at the price we cow pay for 
the inferior. There is another great point that 
must not be lost sight of by the farmers, and that 
is how much each family dependent 
facturing businc s is worth to them per annum. 
It is worth at least $200. So if a factory with 
fifty families dependent on it leaves the country, 
it is a loss of $10,000 to the farmer alone, without 
the loss to other businesses, and it is not a very 
large business that has fifty families dependent 
it. If such a business as Redpath & Co., who 
employ 300 hands, were to leave this country it 
would be a lose to the farmers of $40,000 per 
annum. There is not the slightest doubt that 
they must leave; they have shut down now and 
will not open again with the present tarith I 
would much rather see them leave and take the 
hands with them than shut down. Because if 
they shut, down the hands are thrown out of em
ployment, and have to be kept by charity, which 
is the heaviest tax possible, as we never know 
where it is to end. At the present time we clasp 
the Americans to our breasts and say we will
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Free Trade vs. Protection.—Do the farmers 
of Canada understand what the manufacturers are 
aiming at when they hold meetings to urge the 
Parliament of the Dominion to afford them more 
protection to manufacturing industry? Either these 
manufacturers have, of their own accord, engaged 
in some business naturally unprofitable under their 
circumstances, and now want the Government to 
interfere in their special favor, and make it profit
able to them by artificially raising their prices, or 
else they are engaged in profitable undertakings 
and desire the Government to make them more 
profitable by legislation for their special benefit.

Free competition is the mother of skillful work 
and moderate profits. But the manufacturers seek 
the high profits of monopoly; and they urge the 
Government to shut out by higher duties those 
commodities which can be produced cheaper and 
better abroad than in Canada. The manufacturers 
want the monopoly of the home market, whatever 
this may cost the rest of the country.

Are the farmers content with the home market 
for their crops? Do they not know that their best 
markets are abroad; and that the foreign consum
ers of Canadian faim produce are the more able to 
buy and pay a full price, if their manufactured 
goods are freely admitted into the country from 
which they purchase their food?

We farmers are scattered all over Canada—not 
assembled in a few large towns—and our occupa
tions afford few facilities for uniting to look after 

common interests. The master manufacturers 
meet together and plot, and we cannot readily 

combine to counter plot their selfish schemes for 
enriching themselves at the cost of all other classes. 
Yet something we can do: we can combine in peti
tions to Parliament, protesting against every cun
ningly-devised taxation or duties that would raise 
the price of manufactured articles for the special 
benefit of the manufacturers, at the cost of the 

and purchasers of their articles.
Moreover, we must watch and question those 

busy and scheming politicians who are so anxious 
to represent us in Parliament. Examine their 
promises, speeches and votes. When they talk of 
protecting the industry and developing the re
sources of the country, ask them if they will vote 
against every attempt to foster particular interests 
by taxation and duties which raise the price of the 
commodities they deal in on all other classes, thus 
taxing the whole country for a special interest.

Cheap goods are not an evil but a good to all ex
cept those who sell them, and no one else 
complains of their cheapness. But there 
is another question which the manufacturers 
continue to mix up with this question of 
cheap foreign goods. The narrow and erroneous 
policy of a neighboring people seeks to exclude 

produce from their country by high duties on 
them. No one can dispute the right of the Cana
dian Government to retaliate against this selfish 
and illiberal policy; but I believe it will be found 
that, even under these aggravated circumstances, 
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The Apple Tree Hover.
A writer in the Turf, Field and Farm says:—It 

is almost impossible to save a tree unless taken 
early. At first the insect may be taken out with 
the point of a knife. If deeper in the wood, it 
may be extracted by a flexible barbed wire, or 
punched to death in its hole by a flexible twig. To 
prevent the insect from emerging and laying its 
eggs, it is doubly important that this be done 
early in the Spring; but the trees should be ex
amined at other periods of the year.

The perfect insect is a brown and white striped 
beetle, about three fourths of an inch long, which 
flies at night. It deposits its eggs late in the 
Spring or the first of Summer, in the bark near the 
surface of the ground, and sometimes in the forks 
of the branches. A The first indication of*ts pre
sence is the appearance of numerous small holes, as 
if tbe bark had been perforated by buckshot. 
These holes will soon become visible by the ejected 
dust. The best account of this insect is given by 
Dr. Fitch, the gist of which is herewith appended.

The beetle goes abroad in June and drops its 
eggs under the loose scales of the bark, low down 
near the surface of the earth. The worm which 
hatches therefrom eats inward through the bark
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treat you as brothers, though you treat us as 
enemies. They put heavy duties on our produce 
and we put light duties on theirs. Does that seem 
reasonable, when we are just as able to supply 
ourselves as they are. If we had a protective 
tariff we should not see in every paper we read 
thousands of dollars voted as bonuses to factories, 
because they ooulel stand without them. At the 
present time farmers voluntary tax themselves by 
giving bonuses, and the Government are doing 
their best to tax us heavier by driving the people out 
of the country who we expect to buy our produce. 
It is a false idea to suppose that if we retaliate on 
the States they will still put on higher duties, as 
they know full w-ell that if we build up a manu
facturing country wo shall not cate for them; we

.1

our

t

to our presentwe are the gainers by 
policy of comparative free trade, and would gain 
more if we made our trade with the whole world 
freer than it is.

The grangers should remember that low duties 
encourage importations and facilitate the payment 
of good prices for their exported crops—that low 
duties yield a large revenue to Government, en-
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turned slowly around in front of a strong lamp, or 
candle-light, the air-bladder will bo discovered. 
In the course of a week this air-bladder enlarges, 
and at two or three weeks attains the size of an 
old-fashioned penny. Such eggs will be thin and 
watery, not fit for boiling, and their incubation 
very questionable. It would be well for those 
purchasing eggs of precarious dealers, to give a 
thorough examination before setting, when they 
purchase them for fresh eggs1. Eggs will hatch 
when three or even six weeks old, in cool weather, 
if only fertilized and not allowed to become chilled; 
but, as a general rule, success is not certain with 
old eggs.

There is no established theory whereby the sex 
of the egg can be determined before hatching. I 
had heard that if the air-bladder be directly across 

of the egg, the chick would be a 
side, the result would

until it comes to the wood. It there remains 
feeding upon the soft outer layers of the wood, 
and thus excavating a shallow round cavity under 
the bark, the size of a half dollar; though where 
two, three or more worms are lodged in the same 
tree, as they always preserve a narrow partition 
between their cells (one never gnawing into that of 
another), the cells, by crowding upon one another, 
become of an irregular form, and almost girdle the 
tree. The cell is always filled with worm dust, 
crowded and compacted together, some of which 
becomes crowded out through a crack in the bark, 
or through a hole made by ths worm; and it is by 
seeing the sawdust like powder protruding from 
the bark that we detect the presence of these 
borers in the tree. The worm continues to feed 
and enlarge its cell under the bark for about 
twelve months,J. until it has become half grown, 
and from a half to three-fourths of an inch in 
length. Its jaws have now acquired sufficient 
strength for it to attack the solid heartwood of 
the tree, and it accordingly bores a cylindrical 
hole from the upper part of its cell, upward to the 
solid wood, to a length of three or four inches or 
more, this hole inclining inwards towards the 
centre of the tree, and then curving outwards till 
its upper end again reaches the bark. It then 
stuffs the upper end of this passage with fine chips 
or worm dust, and its lower end with short fibres 
of wood, arranged like curled locks of hair, thus 
forming an elastic bed on which to repose during 
its pupa state. These operations being completed, 
it throws of its larvie skin and becomes a pupa, 
usually at the close of the second summer, or 
about fifteen months after it is hatched from the 
egg. In this state it lies through the winter, and 
changes to its perfect form the following spring, 
but often continues to be dormant several weeks 
after its final change. Awakening then into life 
and activity, it crawls upwards, loosening and pul- 
ling clown the chips and. dust that closes the up- 
per end of its burrow till it reaches the bark. 
Through this it cuts with its jaws a remarkably 
smooth round hole of the exact size, requisite to 
enable it to crawl out of the tree. The sexes then 
pair, and the female deposits its crop of eggs.

Various remedies have been prepared to prevent 
the beetle from laying its eggs in the bark. A 
mixture of tobacco water, soft soap, and flour of 
sulphur, applied to the bark in the form of a wash; 
or soft soap alone, used in the same way, has been 
attended with partial success. The application 
should be made towards the end of spring, and re
peated for a few weeks if washed off by rains. 
But the best and most perfect remedy is the exa
mination of the tree, and the destruction of the 
young insect as above described.

Orchard Grass.
We have had more enquiries about orchard 

grass. Is it hardy? Is it good for pasture? Is it 
good for soiling and for hay? It is hardy—it is 
indigenous in Canada, and so it must be well able 
to endure the climate. We have not seen the 
Cocksfoot (orchard grass) in some years—not since 
we left Europe—till we met it growing among 
other natural grasses and weeds in the angle of a 
snake fence, here in the county of Middlesex. It 
had been self-sown, grown without culture, eaten 
close and tramped by the hoofs of cattle; it had 
borne the scorching heat of the dog-days and the 
frigid cold of the winter; and despite all, it contin
ued growing and flourishing. It is a perennial, 
not short-lived, as some o', her grasses, and main
tains possession of the ground till ploughed er dug the t or crown 
out. It is good pasture. It starts earlier in its 0Ock. if considerably at one
spring growth than any other grass. After eaten be a Uet j experimented on this theory pretty 
close to the surface it is again fit for pasture in a e£fectuany the past season I set only those eggs 
very short time. It stands the drought remark- kaving tke bladder decidedly at one side, discard- 
ably well, and it bears frequrnt cropping or cut- ■ tbose directly over the crown. The result was 
ting. It is succulent and nutritious, but must not ag near anq decidedly one-half male, and the 
be allowed to grow too strong before it is cut other femai0i as one might wish, where I expected 
down, as the stem might become hard and tough. onjy femalea, I exchanged a sitting with one of 
If cut for soiling, -it will give two or three heavy my neighbors, giving him what would be termed 
cuttings in a season. A farmer who grows it says cock eg;T,) with the 
he can keep a cow on a half acre of orchard grass all aroun(f 0n the top.
during the summer, and have some hay for winter onjy three of which proved to be cocks. This 
use on the same plot of ground. This must, we farj;kor and decided evidence, which went to con- 
think, be taken to be an exceptional case. The vjnc0 me that no d ipendence whatever can be 
farms must be few on which the yield of orchard lac0q on the bladder theory. This experiment 
grass, though more productive than any other w tried with Brown Leghorn eggs, and the par- 
grass, will afford pasture for a cow to the half en^birds were both young. Some years ago I 
acre, and have some to spare. If cut for soiling it ra;a0q a brood of twenty-three Spanish chicks, 
will do all that is claimed for it. It makes good twenty-one of which proved to bo pullets. I did 
hay, but it should, for hay, be cut before it is ripe, not i0k the eggs, but set them as they were laid, 
and then the stalk becomes hardy and fibrous, and j have never met with such luck since. I had a 
is less nutritious. Ripening the grass is, besides, a qn0 q0=k 0f breeding hens, and a magnificent 
injurious to the future growth of the plant* cock. Both hens a id cock were of an age—two

years. I find, where a majority of pullets is de
sired, it is more successful to breed from old birds, 
and from those as near of an age as possible. They 
give finer, stronger, larger chicks, that better with
stand the diseases to which early chickenhood is 
more or less subject.

In selecting birds for breeding purpose, secure 
only the very best, discarding all weakly ones and 
those with bad or indifferent points. Mature birds 
give larger eggs, and the chicks will be more uni
form in size and plumage. When long silvery 
hairs are discovered extending beyond the feather
ing on the thighs and lower part of a bird, be as
sured it is a direct indication of health and hardi
ness. I have observed that long-pointed eggs do 
not hatch as much per cent, as short, round ones; 
they are very seldom fertilized. Why it is so I 
have never yet been able to ascertain for a cer
tainty, but have attributed it to some weakness of 
the bird producing them, which renders her in
capable of breeding. The shape is rather un
natural. Eggs that arc gathered for the purpose 
of setting should be as even-sized as possible, and 
if placed under the hen before the animal heat 
escapes, will hatch a day earlier, and produce bet
ter, stronger birds. Where one has a breeding 
flock of twenty or more hens, this can readily be 

An egg is a little house filled with meat, contain- done. Birds laying eggs for hatching should not 
ing also the germ of a new life, provided with an. ))e kept in too high a condition or forced. If so, 
air-chamber for the perfection aTid vitality of this the eggs arc not so wall fertilized ; the shells are 
life. (I had been told that an egg without an air- apt to be thin, and consequently cannot go through 
chamber visible would never hatch; I tried it, but the period of incubation.
it did hatch.) An egg consists of white and yelk. Hens should run at large as much as possible 
Properly speaking, there are two albumens or wh0r0 it ja convenient, and they arc not in danger 
whites in a newly-laid egg. ihe first is thin and { the approach of breeds different from their own, 
watery; the second consists of a thicker fluid, more or ex()osed to an indifferent cock. This must be 
jelly-like, which serves to hold the yelk in place, avoiq0q With the black Spanish, one active cock 
which in a new egg is the centre of the whole jg Hufiieient to impregnate the eggs of twenty hens; 
mass, with two treads reaching out lengthwise th gmaner early maturing breeds, about eight or 
through the second albumen Ihe shell is fur- . h u’mit
nished with minute pores, which convey a certain 
moderate degree of moisture and air to its con
tents, which keeps the embryo germ in a natural 
state. The shell is lined with a thin skin, which 
in all fresh eggs is of a delicate sea-shell hue.
During the process of incubation their skin thick
ens and toughens, and grows stronger than even 
the shell itself, holding the moisture about the 
growing body. This skin is soft and elastic, while 
the shell grows mere stiff and brittle and smooth.
The air-chamber is situated between this skin, or 
sack, and the shell, and in a newly-laid egg is 
about the size of a three-cent piece in some ; in 
others hot larger than a pea, while in others it can
not be discerned; still the egg will hatch. If an 
ggg be taken in the hand, between the thumb and 
two forefingers lengthwise, placing the thumb 
the small end and the fingers on the large end, and
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air-bladder evenly balanced 
He hatched five chicks, 
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English Oak Trees.
We have before us a statement of an English 

planter that he has two acres of oak timber, plant
ed in 1845, now with trees fifty feet high. We 
have seen English oak do better than that in this 
country, and believe the timber, from some few 
observations we have made, to be better than any 
of our own species. We believe the time will soon 
be when a plantation of English oak will be one of 

most profitable parts of one’s farm. In less 
than ten years it would play no small part in fenc
ing.—Gardener’s Monthly.
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I find that all tar compositions do more harm 
than good. They form a waterproof covering, it 
is true; but if the surface is broken and the water 

gets into the wood, the tar covering prevents 
its exit.—English Mechanic.

Liquid Grafting Wax.
Mr. L. Houme Lefort invented, not many years 

ago a grafting composition which is very cheap, 
very easily preserved, and keeps, corked up in a 
bottle with a wide mouth, a*least six months un
altered. It is laid on in as thin a coat as possible 
by means of a flat piece of wood. Within a few 
days it will be as hard as a stone. It is not affect
ed by severe cold; it never softens or cracks 
when exposed to atmospheric action. When 
applied to wounds in trees, it acts as an artificial 
cuticle. After a few days exposure to the atmo
sphere in a thin coat.it assumes a whitish color and 
becomes as hard as stone, being impervious to water 
and air. As long as the inventor kept the prepara
tion secret, it was sold at very high prices. It is 
made after this formula: Melt one pound of resin 
over a gentle fire; add to it an ounce of beef tal
low, and stir it well; take it from the fire; let it 
cool down a little, and then mix with it a table
spoonful of spirits of turpentine, and after that, 
about seven ounces of very strong alcohol (9o per. 
cent.-), to tie had at any druggist s store. rhe 
alcohol cools it down so rapidly that it will be 
necessary to put it again on the fire, stirring it 
constantly. Still the utmost eare must be exer
cised to prevent the alcohol from getting inflamed. 
l*o avoid it, the best way is to remove the vessel 
from the fire, when the lump that may have been 
formed commences melting again". This must be 
continued till the whole is a homogeneous mass,
similar to honey. . . T .is undoubtedly a valuable recipe. 1 have 
heard that gum shellac, dissolved in alcohol, was 
one of the most useful of preparations that a gar
dener could have, and it should always be kept on 
hand and used like paint, to coat over any wounds 
in trees. In budding, it is a good saving o labor
when you wish to cut away branches to give the
new one from the bud an opportunity to grow, as 
it excludes the air until the wound heals.
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Eggs nnd Chickens.
lii t

I

Turkeys and Ducks.
The sunflower seed is used extensively in the 

best Western henneries for fattening turkeys and 
ducks. It has been observed that fowls carefully 
fed on this seed and fattened for the holiday mar
ket in thé Western States, are tenderer, sweeter, 
and command a higher price than those which are 
fed on other food.

No soil or climate in the world is better adapted 
to the cultivation of the sunflower than that of 
California, especially the southern counties. Fine 
hedges can be made of the plant as well, and the 
seed may be used profitably for feed. People who 
complain of the lack or hig price of feed for their 
fowls, would do well to try his experiment.
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It was not far to Bennett’s Place, and on getting to the 
right house I asked for Mrs. Murray, and was directed to the 
second floor, where, as I reached the door, I could hear the 
clincking of my sewing machine, and whoever was there was 
so busy over it that she did not hear me knock; so I opened 
the door softly, and looked in upon as sa.' a scene as I shall
ever, I dare say, see. ____

There in the bare room sat, asleep in her chair, the widow 
lady who came about the machine, and I could see that in 
her face which told plainly enough that the pain and suffering 
she must have been going through for years would soon be 
over; and, situated as she was, it gave me a kind of turn.

“It’s no business of yours,” I said to myself roughly; and I 
turned then to look at who it was bending over my machine.

I could see no face, only a slight figure in rusty black; and 
a pair of busy white hands were trying very hard to govern 
the thing, and to learn howto use it well.

“So that’s the gal, is it?’ I said to myself. “Ah ! Luke, my
boy, you’ve gotto the silly calf age, and I dare say-----”

I got no farther, for at that moment the girl started, turn
ed round, and turned upon me a timid, wondering face, that 
made my heart give a queer throb, and I couldn’t take my _ 
eyes off her.

“Hush!" she said softly, holding up her hand; and I saw it 
was as thin and transparent as if she had been ill.

“My name’s Smith,” I said, taking out a screw-driver. 
“My machine; how does it go? Thought I’d come and see." 

Her face lit up in a moment, and she came forward eagerly. 
“I’m so glad you’ve come,” She said, “I can’t quite manage 

this.”
She pointed to the thread regulator, and the next minute I 

was showing her that it was too tight, and somehow, in a 
gentle timid way, the little witch quite got over me, and I 

pped there two honrs helping her, till her eyes sparkled 
with delight, as she found out how easily she could now 
make the needle dart in and out of hard material.

“Do you think you can do it now?’ I said.
“Oh, yes, I think so; I am so glad you came.”
“So am I,” says I, gruffly; “it will make it all the easier 

for you to earn the money, and pay for it.”
“And I will work so hard,” she said, earnestly.
“That you will, my dear,” I says, in spite of myself, for I 

felt sure it wasn’t me speaking, but something in me. “She 
been ill long?’ I said, nodding towards her mother.

“Months,” she said, with the tears Starting in her pretty 
eyes; “but" she added, brightly, “I shall have enough with 
this to get her good medicines and things she can fancy;” and 
as I looked at her something in me said—

Mutual confidence and a determination to over
come whatever has conduced to the evil, are the 
true remedies. Let all resist whatever has been a 
means whereby the financial depression has been 
originated or promoted, and Canadians can again 
repeat the oft-heard sound, “All’s well.”—An Ob
server of the Times.

Lameness in Fowls.—In the March number of 
last year I enquired through the Advocate regard
ing lameness in fowls. I read a response, but still 
found my fowls dying after trying remedies com
mended. I noticed a black gummy substance 
ooze out of the openings between the scales on the 
legs. I tried an experiment on a hen that I gave 
up as lost ; I took a sharp knife and cut all the 
sea'es off the legs, wrapped the legs in cotton- 
batten and moistened the batten with coal oiL 
The hen got well, and that is the only hen that 
recovered. Perhaps some of the many professional 
poultry men, or some of the secretaries of poultry 
exhibitions would give us farmers a little informa
tion on this subject ; they might do good. I send 
this, if you think the information is worth pub
lishing print it, if not bum it James Sherlock, 
Thamesford.

Pekin Ducks.—If you can give me a little infor
mation in your next issue about the Pekin ducks, 
their qualities, price, &c., and where obtained, 

will confer a favor on W. A Moore.
[We do not know any who have the Pekin 

ducks in Western Ontario, but if any of our sub 
scribers have them we would be obliged if they 
would give Mr. W. A. M. fall particulars of these 
ducks. ] _____________________________
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notes on the garden and farm
I

An Alflbama Society has appointed a committee 
to visit the farm of each member of that Society, 
and. to report in writing the state of the growing 
crops; condition of farm and fences; quality and 
condition of stock; methods of cultivation; rotation 
of crops; kinds of crops raised, and the varieties of 
each; varieties of fruits raised, and the condition 
of farm buildings. These reports are not for pub
lication, unless the owner desires, but are to form 
the subjects for discussion at future meetings. 
Such good work cannot but be profitable to tne 
community in which it is is situated, and could be 
imitated by other Societies with much benefit.
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A New Turnip Lifter.—On the 7th of January 

a turnip lifter invented by Mr. Thomas Hunter, 
Maypole, England, was tried on a field of turnips 
on the farm of Dowhill near Grirvan in the pres
ence of some of the most practical and experienced 
farmers in the district. The land operated upon 
was sloping ground, and stiff soil, and, in addition, 
there was a slight crust of frost, yet the machine 
was of light draught, and went on smoothly and 
steadily. The cutting of the tops and the roots of 
the turnips was as near perfection as possible, and 
elicited the approbation of all present. The 
machine leaves the turnips, after being operated 
on, standing on the drill, an advantage when cart
ing them off the ground. It can easily lift five 

per day. The great benefit derived from this 
machine is at once recognized when we take into 
consideration the scarcity and expense of out-door 
workers.—Farvier, E.
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The Depression In Trade.
This has been for some time the topic of conver

sation, the leading question in newspapers, the 
subject of anxious enquiry and keen debate in the 
houses of Parliament. Of the existence of the 
depression there can be no doubt, but of. the 
of this depression there are diverse opinions.

It is held by some that depressions in financial 
affairs must occur in’ the course of years; that there 
is no available precaution that can prevent their 
recurrence, for that, after a few years of prosperity, 
a year or years of adversity are sure to come, guard 
against it as we may. But, in reply, we ask—Why 
should this be the case in the affairs of nations 
more than of individuals. As timely precaution 
and the exercise of common sense carry individuals 
unscathed through trials and difficulties, may not 
a like prudence guard against the evils of extreme 
depression in the affairs of a community? Have 
we not councillors? Have we not skilful helms
men to guide the State.

Another of the causes assigned for the depres
sion is an over-abundance of money. Specie, they 

y, fias become too plentiful, too easily acquired, 
and hence the hard times. But has the complaint 
not been heard from every part of the Dominion, 
Slid been general among all classes, that money has 
been so scarce that it is not to be procured for the 
ordinary purposes of trade—that debts long over
due have not been paid; that people have been dis
charged from every branch of manufacturing and 

tile industry, and are standing at the cor- 
of the streets idle, because employers cannot
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“God bless you, my dear. I hope you will:” and the next 
minute j was going down stairs, calling myself a fool.

They thought I didn’t know at home, but I did; there was 
the wife going over and over again to Bennett's Place: and all 
sorts of little nice things were made and taken there. I often 
used to sec them talking about it, but I took no notice; and 
that artful scoundrel, my boy Luke, used to pay the half- 
crown every week out of his own pocket, after going to fetch 
it from the widow's.

My 1acres
" My 1; ! k1 ■ My 1}r My i

My i
MyThere is an enormous, and, it is reasonable to 

suppose, highly remunerative, trade to be done 
with England, and perhaps with France too. There 

prejudice here against Canadian cattle, nor 
here be against the b’eef when it reaches us 

in joints. But there is a very strong and just 
prejudice against the Australian “canned” meats, 
which, to use a homely if vulgar phrase, are “done 
to rags” before they leave the antipodes, and have 
no flavor of “ fish, flesh, fowl, or good red herring” 
left in them when “knifed” in England. Talking 
of a Canadian milk trade with France as a possi
bility of the future, food and the commodities of 
life are so dear there now that even masses have 
gone up fifty per cent. The Avenir de la Vendee 
says that in consequence of high prices the Bishop 
of Lucon has decided on raising the price of masses 
in his diocese from a franc to a franc and a half 
The new tariff began with this year.—London Cor. 
Olobe.

My who] 
composed t:

1And all the time I told myself 1 didn’t like it, for I could 
sco that Luke was changed, and always thinking of that girl 
—a girl not half good enough for him. I remembered being 
poor myself, and hated poverty, and I used to speak harshly 
to Luke and the wife, and feel very bitter.

At last came an afternoon when I knew there was some
thing wrong. The wife had gone out directly after dinner, 
saying she was going to see a sick woman—I knew who it was, 
bless you!—and Luke was fidgeting about, not himself; and 
at last he took his hat and went out.

“They might have confided in me,” 1 said, bitterly, but all 
the time I knew that I wouldn’t let them. “They’ll lie spend
ing money—throwing it away. I know they’ve spent pounds 
on them already.”

At last I got in such a w ay that 1 called down our fore
man, left him in charge, and took my hat and went after 
them.

Everything was very queit in Bennett’s Place, for a couple 
of dirty, dejected-looking women, one of whom was in ar
rears to me, had sent the children that played in the court 
right aw ay, because of the noise, and were keeping guard so 
that they should not come back,

I went up the stairs softly, and all was very still, only as I 
got nearer to the room I could hear a bitter, wailing cry, and 
then I opened the door gently and went in.

Luke was there, standing with his head bent by the sewing 
machine; the wife sat in a chair; and on her knees, with her 
face buried in the wife’s lap, was the poor girl, crying as if 
her little heart would break; while on the bed, with all the 
look of pain gone out of her face, lay the widow—gone to 
meet her husband, where pain and sorrow are no more.

I couldn’t sec very plainly, for there was a mist like before 
my eyes, but I know Luke flushed up as he took a step for
ward, as if to protect the girl, and the wife looked at me in a 
frightened way.

But there was no need, for something that wasn’t toe 
spoke, and that in a very gentle way, as I stepped forward, 
raised the girl up, and kissed her pretty face before laying her 
little helpless head upox my shoulder, and smoothing her soft 
brown hair.

“Mother,” says that something from within me, “I think 
there’s room in the nest at home for this poor, forsaken little 
bird—Luke, my boy, will you go and fetch a cab? Mother 
will see to what wants doing here.”

My boy gave a sob as he caught my hand in his, and the 
next moment he did what he had not done for years—kissed 
me on the check—before running out of the room, leaving me 
with my darling nestling in my breast.

1 said “my darling," for she has been the sunshine of our 
home ever since—a pale, wintry sunshine while the sorrow 
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command money to pay wages?
Another cause has been assigned for the depres

sion in trade in Canada. The business that her 
merchants and manufacturers expected, and were 
prepared to transact in their own markets, has 
been done by the people of another country, and 
the moneys that it was hoped would circulate 
among the people of Canada was carried off by the 
U. S. traders, who supplied those commodities 
that would, if produced and sold by Canadians, 
have prevented, or at least have mitigated, the 
depression.

And the depression was intensified by itself, as 
the frigid atmosphere receives additional frigidity 
from the cold it has communicated to the earth. 
Such a state of affairs has too often the effect of 
increasing our love of self. Each for himself, and 

for the common-weal is the rule too much 
acted upon at such a time. The general cry of 
hard times, caused many, who might, by a judi
cious expenditure, have done much in ameliorating 
the circumstances of the times, to hoard their 
money, or deposit it for safe keeping in hanks, and 
by so doing, they added greatly to the general de
pression. Millions have been lodged in bank 
vaults, and the banks have tightened the screw's.

The extreme rigor of some of our winters are 
beyond our control; we cannot prevent them; so 
also is it with the tempests that rage with terrible 
fury, and strew our shores with the wreck of many 
a noble vessel. But it is not so with depressions 
in trade. They are not always beyond the control 
of man. They can bo guarded against, and if they 
do come upon a people, their evils may be miti
gated, and, in a very short time, wholly removed.
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Ruth’s Stepfather.
“No,” he says hotly. “1 hadn’t the heart to take it.”
“Then that money yon paid was yours, Luke?”
•‘Yes, mother,” he says simply; and those two stopped look

ing one at the other, till the wife bent down and kissed him, 
holding his head afterwards, for a few moments, between her 
hands; for she always did worship that chap, our only one; 
and then
heavy and thinking.

4!■
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closed my eyes tight, and went on breathing
i For something like a new revelation had come upon me. I 

knew Luke was five-and-twenty, and that I was fifty-four, but 
he always seemed like a boy to me, and here was 1 waking up 
to the fact that he was a grown man, and that he was think
ing and feeling as 1 first thought and felt when I saw his 
mother, nigh upon eight-and twenty years ago.

1 lay back, thinking and telling myself I was very savage 
with him for deceiving me, and that I wouldn’t have him and 
his mother laying plots together against me, and that I 
wouldn’t stand by and see him make a fool of himself with 
the first pretty girl he set eyes on, when he might marry 
Mafia Turner, the engineer’s daughter, and have a nice bit of 
money with her, to put into the business, and then be my 
partner. u

“No,” I says; “if you plot together, I’ll plot all alone,” 
and then I pretended to wake up, took no notice, and had my 
supper.

1 kept rather gruff the next morning and made my self very 
busy about the place, and 1 dare say I spoke more sharply 
than usual, hut the wife and Luke were as quiet as could 
be; and about twelve I went out, witli a little oil-can and 
two or three tools in my pocket.
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ook at her. I’ve felt ashamed sometimes 

to think that she, a lady by birth, should come down to such 
a life, making me—well, no, it’s us now, for Luke’s partner— 
no end of money by her clever ways. But she's happy, 
thinking her husband that is to be the finest fellow under the 
sun; and let me tell you there’s many a gentleman not so 
well off as my boy will he, even if the money has all come 
out of a oncer trade.
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Httrte Horn’s impriment. 39.—
It’s seen in the stones, and dwells in the wood ;
It shuns the bad, but loves the good.
It’s often used when John is hurt, ,
It shuns not gold, though it does dirt.
It’s seen in you, and not in me,
And now its name you’ll quickly see. Francis.

40.—I am a word of 5 letters.
My third is one tenth of the fifth.
My fifth is one-half of the first.
My second and fourth stand for yourself.
The whole is what I hope you all are. R. W.K.

4L—
There is a little thing that’s found in many lands, 
Although it teaches, multitudes, yet nothing under

stands.
’Tis found in every kingdom, yet not in earth or 

sea;
’Tis in all sorts of timber, yet not in any tree;
And in all sorts of metals, but yet, as I am told, 
’Tis not in iron, brass, tin, silver, nor in gold.

Wild Africa this wonder wants, and so doth Asia, 
But yet, as travellers do inform, ’tis in America.. 
Germany enjoys it, yet does not France nor Spain; 
In Hungary and Poland you seek for it in vain.
In Amsterdam’tis common, yet Holland wants it 

stilL
It is in every mountain, yet not in any hilL

HUMOROUS.
A little fellow, who was at a neighbor’s house 

about noon the other day, watched tire prepara
tions for dinner with great interest, but, when 
asked to stay and eat something, he promptly re
fused. “Why, yes, Johnnie, you had better 
stay,” said the lady ; “ why can’t you ? ” “Well, 
’cause,” said the little fellow, “ma said I mustn’t 
unless you ask me three times.’’ They invited 
him twice more right off.

It takes the Chinese to bring out the inherent 
beauties of that favorite rhyme, “ How doth the 
little busy bee : ”

How belly small chin-chin sting bug 
Im-im-plove ebly sixty ml nit all a time,

Go, pickee up sting bug juice all day,
All kin’ places ’loun flowels just got busted.

What is the difference between forms and cere
monies?—You sit upon forms and stand upon 
ceremonies.

“ How long have yeu been in England?” 
question put by a young Englishman to a young 
American at a public dinner in London recently. 
“About two weeks,” was the reply. “Really ! ” 
was the rejoinder of ' young John Bull ; “ and I 
notice you talk our language as well as we do." 
“ Yes,” was the reply of Brother Jonathan, “ I 
have not been here quite long enough to forget 
how to speak it.”

“Well, my son," said a Detroit father to hie 
eight-year-old son, the other night, “what have 
you done to-day that may be set down as a good 
deed?” “Gave a poor boy five cents,” replied 
the hopeful. “Ah, ha, that was charity, and 
charity is always right. He was an orphan, wae 
he?” “I didn’t stop to ask,” replied the boy. “I 
gave him the money for licking a boy who upset 
my dinner-basket."

The rose of Florida, the most beautiful of 
flowers,''emits no fragrance. The birds of Para
dise, the most beautiful of birds, give no song, 
The cypress of Greece, the finest of trees, yielos 
no fruit.

Luck and Labor.—Luck is ever waiting for 
something to turn up.

Labor, with keen eyes and strong -Will; will 
turn up something.

Luck lies in bed, and wishes the postman would 
bring him news of a legacy.

Labor turns out at six o’clock, and with busy 
pen or ringing hammer, lays the foundation of a 
competence.

Luck whines.
Labor whistles.
Luck relies on chances.
Labor, on character.
Luok slips downward to indulgence.
Labor strides upward, and to independence.
Dear Sir,—A little incident came under my 

observation a few days since, which was so amus
ing and so characteristic of a large class here, that 
I thought I would rend it to you, though it does 
not come under the head of “servant-gal-ism." 
We were waiting at a small station for a train, 
when two girls (I should say young ladies, I sup
pose) came in, with that peculiar strut which 
they intend shall let you know “I am as good 
as you.” They walked about, makingall sorts of 
remarks in a loud tone, and at last came to a win
dow opening into the little telegraph office; though 
no one happened to be there, the machine was 
chiking away.

“What in the world is that?” cried the more 
modest of the two.

“La! don’t you know? That is a sewing-ma
chine; my sister has one just like it.”

“But it is going, and there is no one here."
“Oh, well, it is only spooling thread now; it 

does that itself. Don’t you see that gieen spool 
top?”

This was satisfactory, and the sewing-machine 
“went all by itself” called forth much admir

ation, much to the amusement of the waiting pas- 
An Old Subscriber.
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To our Nephews and Nieces.
A great many of our young friends have sent us 

puzzles, rebuses, enigmas, etc., and wonder why 
they are not published. We heartily thank those 
who have forwarded them, and make a general 
acknowledgment of those we have used and those 
we have not. We endeavor to select the best of 
them, though sometimes find it quite a task, as 
there are such a number to choose from. Some of 
our little" nephews and neices forget to send the 
answers, those we cannot publish; and some send 
those which have appeared in our columns before. 
Please remember these little mistakes in future. 
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Puzzles.
28.—DIAMOND PUZZLE.

My first is in green, but not in brown;
My next is in village, but not in town;
My third is in knife, but not in fork;
My fourth is in mutton, but not in pork; 
My fifth is in elbow, but not in arm;
My sixth is in field, but not in farm;
My seventh is in August, but not in May; 
My whole is a Township in County of Grey.

C. W. R.
29.—CROSS-WORD ENIGMA.

i easier

It never was in Italy, in Rome it still appears;
It comes in every moment, yet notin twenty years.
Old England cannot show it, nor Scotland, as men 

8aY»
Yet in Westminster and Cambridge you may see it 

every day. ,
And though you never th nk of it, ’tis never out of 

mind,
And always in its proper place, indeed, you may it 

find. Lizzie 8.
42.—pictorial rebus.

If, for I 
“She

■ pretty 
ÿh with 
y;” and My first is in live, but not in die;

My second is in wing, but not in fly;
My third is in come, but not in go;
My fourth is in tie, but not in bow;
My fifth is in lose, but not in find;
My sixth is in cross, but not in kind;
My seventh is in dirt, but not in clean;
My eighth is in saw, but not in seen.

My whole is the Christian name of the girl that
V. S. M.
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30.—anagram.
:!Arw dan vole rae egnarts cerspcom,

Raw heads oolbd nad ovel eshds earst, 
Wra sha wordas adn olve hsa tarsd,
Rwa keasrb dahes nad owl rebkas thares.
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A place in Canada.
43.— B A y 

X H
31.—

My first is in wood, but not in tree;
My second is in hive, but not in bee;
My third is in needle, but not in thread; 
My fourth is in blanket, but not in bed; 
My fifth is in night, but not in morn; 
My sixth is in shear, but not in shorn; 
My seventh is in mast, but not in ship; 
My eighth is in waist, bnt not in hip; 
My nineth is in reap, but not in mow; 
My tenth is in plain, but not in saw; 
My eleventh is in drag, but not in plow; 
My whole’s a name well known to you.

, but all 
e spend- 
pounds

Name of a place.'

Answers to March Puzzles.
16. —A lighthouse.
17. —The bells, because they ring when they are 

tolled (told); but the organ says, “ I’ll be blowed 
first.”

18. —David. 19.—Stone.
20.—There stands a castle by the sea,

With an ancient keep and turrets three,
And in it dwells a lady rare,
Rich and lovely, with golden hair,
By the wild waves splashing wearily.

21.—The Farmer’s Advocate.
22“—London. 23.—Carrie.
24. —Sir John Macdonald, Benjamin Disraeli, 

Prince Bismarck, William Ewart Gladstone.
25. —Minnie May’s Department.
26. —Lord Dufferin. 27.—Spider.
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T. M. T.
32.---DIAMOND PUZZLE.: sewing 
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My first is a vowel.
My second a number.
My third a relation.
My fourth an animal.
My fifth a vowel.

Why have chickens no hereafter ?
34.—A gentleman being asked by a lady how old 

ne was, answered, Madam, what you do in many 
things. Hew old was he, Rosa.
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Names of those who have sent cor; ;ct answers to 
puzzles in March number:—

Mrs J. Brown, Maria (demens, V dliam Jeffery, 
C Strono, Joseph Grant, J. C. Hunti r, Fred Niles, 
Lewis Van Sickle, A. J. Taylor, Mary Douglas, 
Francis Atkinson, Rosa McNames, Dunoan Mcln- 
tire Wm. Broughton, Sarah J. Sharpe, Mary Mc
Lean, Robt. Hyde, Margaret George H. Mctavish, 
Hattie Haviland, Geo. Wilson, Alice N icolson, 
Minnie Thompson, Geo. Woodhouse, W. J. Me- 
Brayne J. Palmer, Frank Lawson, P. Duart, 
John Blake, Albert Shier, Henry Parker, Stella 
M. Duart, A. E. Harvey, Thomas Taylor E. 
Elliott, S. Rudd, J. Day, B. H. Kerr, S. Wilson, 
Thos. Lemon, J. H. Houser, Vf. Adams, Mrs. *. 
RothweU, Libbie Poole, F. Washington J. H. 
Reesor, B. WoodhuU, Geo. Stenemagel, Norman 
Samis.

35.—RIDDLE.
What shoemaker makes shoes without leather, 
With all the four elements put together,
Fire, water, earth and air,
And every customer takes two pair. Hattie H.

36.—How many times will a black squirrel have 
to go to a corn crib that has one hundred ears of 

in it, and take three ears with him each time.
L. S. V.
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“What are you looking after, daughter?” said 

an old man at a Christmas party. “Looking 
after a son-in-law for you, father?” wae the reply.

corn

37.— Curtail a fish, and then transpose,
A well-known tree it will disclose. T.M.T.omeilmes 
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A Sweet Answer.—A little boy and girl, each 
five years old, were playing bv the roadside. The 
boy became angry at something and struck hie 
playmate a sharp blow on the cheek, where
upon she sat down and began to cry, The boy 
stood looking on a minute, and then said, “1 
didn’t mean to hurt you, Katie; I am sorry.” 
The little girl’s face brightened instantly, the 
sobs were hushed, and she said, “Well, if you are 
sorry, it don’t hurt me. ”

38.—NUMERICAL ENIGMA.

I am composed of eleven letters.
My 10, !), 7, 11 is part of the visage.
My 1, 9, 3, 11 is strongest of all sentiments.
My 1, 2, 5, 10, 11, 8 is a singing bird.
My 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 is a mineral.
My 7, 8, 9, 3, 11 is almost indispensible in cook- 

ing.
My whole is the name of a celebrated Arctic 

explorer. A. N.

b Fens,
Errata.—We regret that the printere made a 

few errors in printing eome of the puzzles last 
month, but hope they will be found correct m the 
future.
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SXAUMEIR’S ADVOCATE April, 187April, 1876asiti a
Si P?«t*- International Exhibition, Philadel

phia, 1876.
Rings which have stones in should always be 

taken off the finger when the hands are washed, or 
they Will become discolored.

pitroit i&ay's Stpartmetit.
b
;S

List ofThe Ontario Advisory Board are prepared to re
ceive entries of horses, cattle, and other live stock 
for the Centennial Exhibition. The entries will 
close on the 10th of April. We understand that 
four ex-Presidents of the Provincial Agricultural 
Society have undertaken the duty of making selec
tions of such animals as are likely to maintain the 
credit of the Province in competition. We hope 
the Dominion will fully uphold her credit in the 
pressure of the nations of the world. Her live 
stock and cereals stand high in the estimation of 
judges, and we cannot doubt that some of the ani
mals our stock breeders will exhibit, will not fall 
behind any on the continent. From all parts of 
Canada we hear the note of active preparation.

One mistake made by the greatest exhibition yet 
that of Vienna—will, we hope, be guarded 

Their admittance fees

A Few Words With Our Nieces. My Dear Minnie May,—Please accept the fol-
“ Dear me,” sighed a young friend, what a pile | lowing recipe from your niece and well wisher, 

of dinner dishes 1 have to wash ; it seems to me 
there can be nothing left on the shelves; every pan 
and dish seems to be dirty. Our friend did not Half a pint of new milk and one cup of yeast, 
accustom herself to the following rules : It is a add flour to make a batter, and set the sponge at 
good plan never to allow such a pile of dishes to night. In the morning, add half a pint of milk, 
accumulate, but to make a practice of washing one cup of sugar, one of butter, one egg, one nut- 
them as soon as you have finished using them. It meg, and flour to make it sufficiently stiff. Let it 
takes but a few minutes at the time, and then you rise, then roll it, and cut it out, let it rise again, 
escape having one of those immense piles that we and then bake- M. J., Inoersoi.l.
all detest so much. They wash much easier before 
they have stood an hour or two, and tins in par- Dear Minnie May;—I have become much m- 
ticular keep their brightness much better for this terested in your monthly department, and would 
practice. It is a poor principle to allow a pile of like to assist you a little. I think something 
unwashed dishes to be standing around drawing about the fashions now and then would not be 
the flies ; everything should be washed and put in amiss in you r columns. Some who live in the 
its proper place as soon as used ; it simplifies work country have not the advantage of magazines, 
a great deal to follow this rule. I therefore might derive some benefit from a little

So, too, in regard to mending, to sew on a but- description concerning the fashions occasionally, 
ton,lor dam a pair of stockings, in an odd minute or Mr. Weld may object to haying fashions in his 
two, and not allow your sewing basket to become full agricultural paper ; but “ tell him ’ that we belong 
the comfort and tidyness of a family is greatly to the farm, therefore wish to look as tidy as pos- 
benefited by following this simple rule. The sible, and, when he comes to see us, not to be 
kitchen never presents a scene of confusion with “ decked out ” in a dress that was made fashionably 

rything out of place and nothing in readiness perhaps eight or ten years ago, to receive him. 
when wanted. Minnie May. What is more mortifying than to go to town in a

------ nice new dress which cost forty or fifty cents a
Don’t Allow Talent to Rust. yard (fori must say as a general rule farmers

A. by T*mt «f »AfS S
polished, so by constant exercise is talent ever at I & mate/al which only cost a shilling or fifteen
its brightest. I cents though made fashionably, say one to the

Will our powers grow by use ? If we neglect other> « Do i00k at that dress, Lizzie, I believe it 
to cultivate the habit of observation we might as I belongs to her grandmother,” and another say, 
well walk through the world blindfold. « oh, Annie, how do you like the style of that
our faculty of what artists call our “ touch by I dress,” besides being stared at by all the curious 
neglect of practice on other things besides the pe0pje jn town. Now I will give you a few hints

1 370 Dunn—Petei 
S., Port Maitlai

371 Sunderland- 
S.t Ravenna.

372 Dumfries C 
Hugh Mitchell,

373 Central Br 
Ewald, S , Ore?

374 Hamburg- 
S., Hamburg.

375 Harris —W. « 
S, Bellville.

376 Beta—Davit 
Sec.. Bellville.

377 First Lenn 
Membery, S., J

378. Hawthorne 
Cowreson, S , ( 

370 Eden—Wm 
S., Beaverton.

380 Mariposa— 
S., Oak wood.

381 Hickling — 
Burns, S., Max

382 Mayfair—A 
S., Long wood.

383 Milbrook—' 
S., Mill Brook

384. Mount Si- 
Dynes, S., Prii

385 Banda—The
386 Fullamore- 

Richard Thom
387 Nobleton — 

S., Nobleton
388 Welcome - 

S., Welcome.
389 Egmondvil 

Adan, S,, Egi
390 Kinsade—J 

S., Kinsale.
391 Forest Be; 

Smith, S , U-.
392 Lily of Me 

topher Ogle, I
393 Hullett—I 

S., Londesboi
394 Stanley—( 

Brucefield
395 Wesleyvill 

cadden, S., W
396 Lyons—Ja 

Lyons.
397 Grand Ri 

Galt.
398 Port Dovt 

England, S.,
399 Crowland 

S., Port Rob
400 Seeley's 

McCutcheon,
401 Orchard 

Bain, S., On
402 Holstein- 

Holstein.
403 Hawkstoi 

liamson, S.,
404 Duntroor 

S., Duntroo
406 Manilla— 

ning, S , Ma
Heathcot 

tor, S., Hea
407 Corunna 

Fleck, S., C<
408 Maple 

Henry Hort
409 East Nis 

McKay, S.,
410 Whitflelt 

ing, S., Wh
411 Bear Isis 

N.B., J. H
412 Wainflee 

Priestman,
413 Williscrs 

ham, S., Pa
414 Alma—I 

S., Little 1
415 Star of 

S., Rosevill
416 Fairviev 

S., Black 1
417 Lavend' 

son, S., La
418 Wheatli 

Wallace, S
419 Eramos 

Caig, S., E
420 C^uinte- 

ford, S. Rc
421 Owen S 

Bell, S., O
422 Kilsyth 

syth.
423 Honeyv 

mont, S,
424 Star—1 

Bowman v:
425 Niagar 

Niagara.
426 Shetlai 

S., Shctla
427 McGill i 

Wright, S
428 Farmc 

Nichols, ^
429 Huron 

S., Pine I
430 Pine S; 

Pine Rive
431 Reacl 

Port Pen

i
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against at the Centennial, 
were so high as to prevent from being present 
those who would have gladly gone. We know 
many farmers are anxious to go to this exhibition, 
and we hope the charges will not be so high as to 
keep away a class whom it may greatly benefit. 
Many also are afraid that the expenses of boarding, 
and other expenses, such as hotel charges, will be 
extravagant. Could any members of the Advisory 
Board or Mr. Frazer let us have any information 
on the subject in time for the issue of the next 
number of the Advocate.
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Woods, grains, grasses, wool, flax cotton, agri
cultural machinery, and all objects except fruit 
and other perishable objects, and live stock, must 
be located previous to April 19th, 1876. Fruits 
will be admitted in their season. Vegetable and 
other perishable products will also be admitted in 
their season. Dairy products will be admitted on 
Wednesday of each week during the period of the 
exhibition.

The live stock exhibition will be held within the 
months of September and October, the periods de
voted to each class and family being fifteen days, 
as follows:—Horses, mules and asses, from Sept.
1 to 15; homed cattle, from Sept. 20 to Oct. 5; 
sheep, artîne, goats and dogs, from Oct. 10 to 25; 
poultry/wom Oct. 28 to Nov. 10. Animals to be 
eligible for the exhibition, must be, with the ex
ception of trotting stock, walking horses, matched 
teams, fat and draught cattle, of such pedigree 
that the exhibitor can furnish satisfactory evi
dence to the Chief of Bureau that:—As applied to 
thoro: ghbred horses, they are of pu:e blood; as to 
short-homed cattle, they are registered in either 
Allen’s, Alexander’s, or the English herd book. 
As to Holstein’s, Hereford’s, Ayrshires,Guernseys, 
Brittanys, Kerrys, and other pure breeds, they 
are either imported or descended from imported 
animals on both sides. As to Jerseys, they are en
tered in the herd register of the American Jersey 
cattle, or in that of the Royal Agricultural Society 
of Jersey. Exhibitors will be expected to furnish 
their own attendants, on whom "all the responsi
bility of the care of feeding, watering, and cleaning 
the animals, and also of cleaning the stalls, will 
rest. Forage and grain will be furnished at cost 
prices at depots conveniently located within the 
grounds. Water can be bad at all hours, 
animals must be entered according to the pre
scribed rules, as given in forms of entry, which 
forms will be furnished on application to the Chief 
of the Bureau of Agriculture. The exhibition will 
open on the 10th of May, and close the 10th of 
November following. All sheep offered for exhi
bition must he accompanied with a certificate to 
the efleet that they have been shorn since the 1st 
of April, and the date given. Poultry can only 
be exhibited in coops made after specifications fur
nished by the Bureau of Agriculture.

.Messrs. E. Caswell and C. E. Chadwick, of 
Ingersoll, and Thos. Ballantyne, M. P., of Strat
ford have been in Philadelphia completing ar
rangements for the exhibition of dairy products m 
the Canadian Department. Intending exhibitors 
or visitors can have any information required by 
applying to Mr. R. W. Fraser, Centennial Com
missioner, Scott street, Toronto.

We would call the attention of those interested 
in draining to Mr. Tiffany’s Brick and Tile Ma
chine advertised in this paper. It may be seen at 
work at E. Leonard & Sons’ establishment in this 
city. Mr. T. has shipped one machine tu W est 
Virginia, despite the high rate of duty on Cana
dian manufactures.
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letter to some absent friend, spends more time Skirts are made still more clinging and some 
over that than does a practised writer over a dozen elaborately trimmed ; one large pocket is almost 
pages of manuscript. Exercise of possessed talent always çut on the left side, the very tight skirt 
is absolutely necessary, then, if we would retain making it impossible to use a pocket inserted in 

gifts. For example, if our occupation is the dress. The curiass basques are still the 
sedantry, we need to plan for walks, tides and I favorite, they are made longer than they were 
active games to keep our muscles lithe and service- I three months ago, some extend at least two-eights 
able. But -if our employment gives us enough 1 0f a yard below the waist. The over-skirt is 
muscular action, we should plan for mental exer- cnt very long in front and very narrow, so that it 
cise, for employment enough of our memory and may be draped at the sides to fit closely to the 
our reasoning powers to keep them from rusting. I figure. The back consists of one breadth of double 
And in either case then life must provide exercise, 1 -width, material bunched up in the back to form 
for mind and body can alone bring us to the statue 1 puffs. Deep flounces cut on the bias, gathered and 
of the perfect man. M. M. | headed by a narrow knife-plaiting frill, flounces

plaited on two inches from the top to form a head- 
My Dear Minnie May,—I have often found 1 ing, to stand up. Ruffles, deep puffs and deep 

some very useful recipes and hints in your pages 1 scallops are the most fashionable trimmings. An- 
and have never seen a recipe of Scotch-bread, other new over-skirt is made quite long on the 
which is very nice and will keep for months. As left side and short on the right side. Now that 
you requested your nieces to help you and send two colors are worn, it is a good plan to make two 
you some good recipes, I embrace the opportunity I old dresses into one, make the under skirt trim- 
with pleasure. Will enclose one for Scotch-bread. I ming for the over-skirt and sleeves of the one, and 
From your friend. J. D. Hughes, Toronto. | over-skirt trimmings for the under-skirt and basque

of the other and you will have a fashionable dress.
Myra.
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GENUINE SCOTTISH SHORT-BREAD.

Take two pounds of fine flour, one pound fresh 
butter, halt pound fine sifted sugar ; thoroughly 
kneed these together, roll out the cake to half an 
inch in thickness, and place it over paper in a shal
low tin, and fire slowly until of proper crispness. 
It is usual to insert in upper surface a few caraway 
confections and small pieces of orange-peel.

J. D. H

All
.

Barley -Produce and Profit.
Barley has again proved a remunerative crop, 

though the season was unfavorable for harvesting 
it in the finest condition, and consequently there 
was a less quantity classed “Canadian No. 1” than 
in previous years. However, the demand for malt
ing barley continued brisk, and such brought 
a good price, while inferior samples sold at paying 
prices for feeding stock. The yield throughout 

good, and many will, no doubt, continue to 
grow it, as part of their crop of cereals, and let 
the soil rest from the’long-practiced succession of 
wheat crops. By growing barley as one of a rota
tion of crops, farmers would have their land in a 
less exhausted condition. Was such a system 
generally pursued there would be a regular supply 
of hurley in the market, not a glut one year and 

Peel and core two pound acid apples and put another year a dearth; and, with a regular supply, 
them in an enamelled saucepan with one pint of it would be more used for feeding, for which it is 
sweet cider, ora half a '-pint of pure wine, and very valuable; and there would he a constant de- 
one pound of crushed sugar ; cook them by a mand. A farmer in the neighborhood of Larma 
gentle heat three hours or longer, until the fruit is threshed, last season, 800 bushels of merchantable 
very soft, then squeze it first through the colander , barley from 1 (i acres of light land, that would not 
and then through a sieve. If not sufficiently ; have yielded 15 bushels of wheat to the acre; and 
sweet, add powdered sugar to suit your taste, and j this was not an uncommon yield. Much higher 
put away in jars made air-tight. It is delicious ! produce was had in the neighborhood of Kingston 
eaten with cream, hut very good without. j and the Bay of Quinte.

'ill
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14 ■ >Iv Dear Minnie May,- A great many people 

may find their supply of preserved fruit insuffi
cient to last until the fruit season. I am speaking 
ing from experience. I know we have, and are very 
glad to use apple marmalade, which is easily made. 
I will give the recipe I use for making the mar
malade for those who may wish to use it. 1 rom 
your friend. J. Cook, New York.
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APPLE MARMALADE.r
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THEE FARMER’S ADVOCATE: 88April, 1876

432 Altona—Hiram Rester, M., Glasgow; A. D. Spears, S„ 
Altha.

433 Earlton—John Buckingham, M., Feversham; John Doug
las, S. Feversham.

434 Stayner—John McColman, M., Stayner; John Brown, 8., 
Stayner.

Irvine—John Hunter, M., Alma; Robert Cromar, 8., 
Salem.

336 Tosorontio—John Holy, M., Arlington; David Nichol, S„ 
Aliston.

437 King—James Bomiar, M., Coventry ; W. J. Peatson, 8., 
Lloydtown.

patrons of5l-

LONDON, KNO., MARKETS.
Floating cargoes. Wheat rather easier. Com steady; quo

tations of fair average quality spring wheat, per 480 lbs., 42s
i, per qr. of 480 lbs., 
41s.

List of Subordinate Granges.

370 Dunn—Peter Grant, M., Byng P. O.; Francis Splatt,
5., Port Maitland.

371 Sunderland—Wm. Walter, M., Clarksburg; John Irwin,
8., Ravenna.

372 Dumfries Central—Robt. McCormick, M., Glen Morris;
Hugh Mitchell, S., Glen Morris.

373 Central Bruce—Allan Nelson, M., Greshan; Herman 
Ewald, 8 , Greshan.

374 Hamburg—Henry Huffman, M., Bath; Daniel W. Ball,
5., Hamburg.

375 Harris-W.J. Massey, M., Belyille; Thos. H.^Blanchard, . . , . ,, , . - ,, ..
S, Bellville. : J! A Patron enquires what was the tate ot the peti*

376* Beta—David Vandewater, M., Bellville; James Farley, tion to the Dominion Parliament for the protection

377SeC-Fi™Lx-Elias Clapp. M, Adolphustown; Fred, of agricultural products so that AmenoMi ^o. 
Membery, S.. Adolphustown. ducts might pay, on being imported into Canada,

Hawthorne—John Holbome, M., Ravenshoe; James a duty equal to that levied in the United htates 
Cowreson, S , Queensville. . Ton Canadian produce imported there. The peti-

«• Be a vëït wi^1* Br°°mfield’ M ’ Beaverton; John L68”6’ tion was numerously signed and forwarded to the 
380 ’ Mariposa—Alex . McKay, M., Cambray; Neil McCorvey, proper authorities to haver it presented. Was it 

S., Oak wood. presented? If not, what was the reason? Per-
38BurnsCkSin|laxweîîathan M” MaxwéU; P haps the officers of the Dominion Grange can give

Mayfair—Angus Campbell, M., Mayfair; John M. Cornell, J the required information.
S., Long wood. I —^ »

383 Milbrook—Thos. MoCannus, M., Bailieboro; H. Kenedy, .
s., Min Brook. w Seed Report.

384. Mount Sion—Wm. Avison, Sr., M., Primrose; Wm. The red fern wheat you sent me grew well. The
385>yBmdt-Th™riJohnson, M„ Banda." straw was strong and a great length. I had
386 Fullamore—Richard Hewson, M., Stanley's Mills P. O.; twenty-four large sheaves from one pound ol seed.

Richard Thomson, S , Fullamore. Mv Scott wheat was a grand crop, but I have
38S N°obMeton-Jame8 Bowman' M" Nobleton; John Bea9ley’ thirteen acres of it and nine of Treadwell. I like
388 'Welcome-John Gibson, M„ Port Hope; John Symons, to have plenty of fall wheat, as it divides the sow-

S„ Welcome. , „ ,, ing and the harvest. Some sow Scotch wheat,
389 Egmondville—Robt, Charters, M., Egmondville; G. Me- * the mud or Swamp, and some the Tea
3MdKin ’̂eEgJUamed8VIL Rogers, M„ Kinsale; J. W. Clarke, wheat; but the largest sowing is the Red Chaff.

8., Kinsale. ^ Yours, etc., Thos. Henderson.
391 Forest Beauty—Thos. Ricard, M., Aughnm; Oliver l. The red fern wheat I received from you I sowed
aTB>Soi S£S“Û?ÏS.,, Chrt.. on pen ™«.d, .ndIJR M

to|)her Ogle, 8., Blytheswood. , A _ . from the 4 oz. of seed. I think it a
393 Hullett—Hugh Radford, M., Londesboro; H. A. Baker, rp^e 4 oz 0f Egyptian wheat did not yield hall so
394" * Stanfey—Geo. Hart, M„ Brucefield; Wm. Murdock, S„ much on the same ground. It rusted and shrunk 

Brucefield „ „ I bad. A. B. POTTER.
395 Wosleyvillc—J. H. Lyall, M., Weeleyville; Robt. Cars-

cadden, S., Wesleyville. , , _
396 Lyons—James McCredie, M., Lyons; Jacob Sherk,
397 ^ Grand River—Francis Shiel, M., Galt; John Sipes, S

re
ck

435rill to 42s 0d, to 44s.
26s 9d. Canadian peas, per qr. of 604 lbs,

LIVERPOOL MARKETS.
Flour, 24s 6; Wheat, red, 10s; Wheat, white, 10s 5d; Bar

ley, 3s 6d; Oats,3s 6d; Pork, 81s; Cheese, 62s.
NEW YORK MARKETS.

Flour less active; Rye flour firm at 84 10 to 8610; Wheat 
uiet, without material change, 81 13, 81 26, 81 46; Com 
rraer, 864*c to 69c; Barley quiet and unchanged; Oats 43c to 

52c; Pork dull; Cheese, 6c to 13c for common to prime.
CHICAGO MARKETS.

Flour steady, unchanged; Wheat dull, declined 90c to 81 06c; 
Corn 40c to 46c; Barley steady, firm at 574c; Rye, 65c; Pork, 
$22 60; Detroit wheat firm at 81 23 to 8143; Oats 354c to 40c. 

MONTREAL MARKETS.
Markets dull and prices unchanged; Flour, bakers, 84 90S 

superfine extra, 85 26.

merican mixed com
iat
ral
ec-
;he DIVISION ORANGES

No 27 Huron—John Whitfield, M., Grey P. O.: Alex Stewart 
S., Grey P. O.z >

ive
jof

ni-
Eall

of i
378.

vet
led it
ees TORONTO MARKETS.

Wheat inactive, fall, 81 07; Spring, 81 03 to 81 04; Barley, 
68c; Peas 74c; Oats 35j; Hay, scarce, 815 to 810 per ton; 
Flour $4 20 to 84 60.

tent
LOW

■;
on,

to LONDON, ONT., MARKETS.

ifit. W heat, per 100 lbs, Delhi, 81 06 to 81 76; Treadwell, 8160 
to 81 68; Red winter, 81 66 to 81 66; Spring, 81 65 to 1 08; Bar
ley, 81 to 81 30; Peas, 81 04 to 1 08; Oats, 82c to 86c; Com, 81 
to 8110; Beans, 90c to 81 20; Rye, 40c; Buckwheat, 80c to 81; 
Butter, rolls, 30c to 33c; Crocks, 22c to 26c; tubs, 16c to 18c; 
Cheese, 11 to 111; Eggs, per doz., 15c to 22c; Hay, 810 to 812; 
Fleece wool, 30 to 32; Clover seed,86 to 6 60; Potatoes, per 
bag, 37c to 45c; Cord wood, 83 50 to 84; Dressed hogs, <8 to

mg,
l be 
icry 
lion 
iext

8 26.
Live Stock—Cattte, live weight, per 100 lbs, 83 to 83 60; 

Sheep, each, 84 to 85; Milch cows, 835 to 40; Lambs, each, 83 
to 84.
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ENGLISH GRAIN MARKETS.

March 11.—There is very little change in the general condi
tion of the trade. The weather continues, with very little 
intermission, wet and unfavorable for field work, and also for 
threshing out. All kinds of grain are purchased sparingly 
and for immediate requirements only. At Mark Lane and the 
country markets, the supplies have been very light, but, ow
ing to the bad condition, were difficult of sale, and went off 
slowly at. irregular prices. The imports of foreign haVe in
creased, and for good qualities the trade is firm, and a moder
ate demand exists. Matting barley, and especially good and 
fine qualities, continue to harden In value.

Holland.—The condition of the winter-sown wheat fields 
elicit no complaints. Seldom has so quiet a tone ruled lu our 
market Set rye.
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Correspondeiit’s Items.
In your March Issue of the destruction wrought 

’ I by borers among our shade and fruit trees in the 
398a Port Dover—Isaac Kitchen, M., Port Dover; Thos. M letter to the Prairie Farmer, tells us of a success- 

England, S., Port Dover. ful application of kerosene for the preservation ot
399 Growland—James Henderson, M., Crowland; M. Misner, I treegfrom the borers. First, I give my opinion as
400" Beelcy’s bRi8y — John Chapman, M„ Seeley’s Bay; J. to the effect of kerosene. I have applied-it for

McCutcheon, S., Seeley’s Bay.   „ I five years in the following way: Kerosene, 1
401 Orchard Union—James Dodds, M., Orchard; John t.. . j _jnt 0£ soap and 2 gallons of weak lye. It

H°l8tein;Jp * “wS'l wmU teherborars^eandveTukeaiyCkill the bee 

403 Hawkstone—Wm. Fell, M., East Ord P. O., John Wil I if used alone. I applied it last year to a
liamson, S., Hawkstone nn.vÆimt hunch of worms on a limb, and it killed the worms,

40S DUuntro0on ' 'but the limb died after. When they begin to
■’ Manilla—Wm. Ramsey, M„ Manilla; Henry Glendm- WQrk in trees, I find the tree is in an unhealthy 

ning, S , Manilla. I condition. In all cases I find them in trees that
tor1 satHeathëotom- P ’ ’ are bent over with the storm or wind. I find some

407 Corunna Line- George Needham, M., Coruliîia; Robert- treea that sit upon the ground, and have not earth
Fleck, S„ Corunna. _ . -J enough around to support the substance of the

408 Maple Avenue -Charles Horsman, M„ ThamesfordM thev are also effected by the borer. I

4(»enEMtNUs1o1uri—Frauds* Patterson, M., Thamesford; J. G. had’one particular tree which bore three or four 
McKay, S., Thamesford. sk I bushels of apples, and m a healthy condition, he

410 Whitfield—Thomas McKee, M., Whitfield, George hak korer8 stacked it, and as I could not prevent
4U SBear“eNB -Jesse Parent, M„ Upper Queensburg them from working in it, I examined it and found

o„,. g» r
n— or.-1 ;»d„lidm

j will prevent them in it. Yours, with respect, W. 
, J. Brown, Wyoming, Ont.
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•Vmîis;Kerosene
402

ONTAR.I O

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.
406

40G The Scholastic Year commences on the 18th April, 
when there will be openings for about thirty students.

As the staff now eonsists of a President, a Professor of 
Agriculture, a Professor of Chemistry, a Veterinary Sur
geon, and four practical instructors, the institution is pre
pared with the facilities at hand to give such an agricul
tural education as can be given by no oth er in the Dominion.

To those accustomed to farm operations whose work is 
valuable, the cost for a year will be nothing, or almost 
nothing. , , , .

For particulars, regarding entrance, etc., send for cir
culars to the undersigned, by whom applications for ad
mission will be received until April 16th.

i \]

WM. JOHNSTON,
President-

DD-i
414 Alma—Henry Yerex, M„ Little Britain; John Connell,

S., Little Britain. . ____415 Star of Hope-A. Marchell, M., Ayr; Minnie Hullman

416 ’ Fafrview—Abram Sevens, M„ Black Bank; Andrew Sirm, I I have two hives of bees and they are full of
S., Black Bank. , n honev which I think will be useless for them, and

417 Lavender-Peter McHaffie, M„ Lavender; W. D. Ander ^ )ik(. if you would be kind enough to in-
“"wtikuand^orge Elliot, M„ Woodbridge; George F. form me through your ADVOCATE whether it could 

Wallace, S., Woodbridge , rr.. M I be got from them without injuring them or caus
419 Eramosa Centre—Alex McQueen, M., Rockwood, D, Me 1 jn„ them not to swarm, as they would if the honey
420alQuhite—John A. Spencer, M., Rednersvillc; W. G. Staf- was not disturbed. AkcHY Le Boy.

ford, S. Rednersvillc. Owen Sound- Mex [You are fortunate in your bees haying too much
421 OwenSound-Wm. Meelands, Jr., M„ Oaen Sound, Ale ^ thig season. You do not say if your

422e KUsyth-Wm°UBrien, M., Kilsyth; R. A Stark, S.,Kil- hive be box or otherwise. Were they patent 
syth. , ,, T I Rives you would have no trouble in taking the

Honeywood-iVm. Tupling, M., Honeywood; D. C. La- > y If you smoke them, reverse the hive, put

42410Star—Edivani^Dawson, M , Bowmanville; T. Smale, S„ pother on top to receive the ^^en top the old 
425°%Nii^ara—A 1 ex Servos, M„ Niagara; Wm Shearer, S., I hqney you think they can spare.

«CEer*-* “ • s““; “ ruX»“‘s™.V"a.,thsl“whu” L ,=.■
427 McGillivray — John Robinson, M., Ailsa Craig, Wm. j verged [n bee keeping might perhaps give another 

Wright, S., West McGillivray. .
428 Fanners’ Home—D. McFarlane,

NiHuron^JKohn°SmRh, M„ Pine River; Wm. Montgomery,

S ’ Pinefiiver—George Blair, M., Surgan; John Willson, S.,

Pine River.
431 Reach—John 

Port Perry.

Guelph, March 8,1876.
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•ed by 

com-

Farmers and Cheesemakerb-
Send for prices and illustrated circular to

B. LEONARD & SONS., 
London Iron and Engine Works, 

LONDON, ONT.
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DBGold

CHEMICAL MANURES.

gsss&sppœwss ,îs?isrïkssaîs bums?
country.

;rested 
le Ma- 
seen at 
in this 

u West 
Cana-

M., Kinlougli; Jacob I method.]
Errata.—In S. Going’s letter, in April number, 

where “pea beetle” occurs, read “bugs. ’
Stock Sale.—Wm. Lackner, of Hawkesville, 

. . . „ i has sold his thoroughbred stallion. Dr. Butler, to
Tipm, M., Port Perry; Albert Orchard, S„ J jgJ.aej Ebz and Aaron Cressman for $1,000.
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jCANADIAN AGRICULTURAL EMPORIUM

I 1ni.„ ..-irfimv- .o**i*- _________

Choice Imported Seed from 
American and European growers

£ Lj

Best Selected Stocks of good 
Quality and Growth

RI;

cFlowerAgricultural utmd

SEEDS' SEEDS 5 w
~*mv ?fr.

VOL. XI.V

I- fl.Vi(k«9 1- to
, tenfl ; ."i> ....
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Destroys the Ticks, Cleanses the Wool
and Improves the Condition of the Animal.

The Fa:IAND

Seed Grain.
AND

Garden Seeds. PUBLISH! 
OFFICE: RICH V 

THE MARK 
ONT.
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; *A; ..

WHEAT— Kg' No flock master should be without it. PRICE— 
86o., 70o.« and SI per Tin.

r :f Terms.—SI per ai 
Sample copy ten ce 

We cannot chan 
gives us his forme 

Subscribers shot 
gistered letter, and 
full. Subscription 

Subscribers who 
are considered as v

Our rates for sir 
inch, space of no 
eight words).

Manufacturers’ 
“ Special List ” ai 

Condensed fanr 
mente, seeds, stoc 

exceed four lines,

Letters enclosing 
specially reouestec 
must be abridged a

ODESSA WHEAT. This variety has not yet been tried at 
the Emporium. Sample good. All reports received are 
most satisfactory. It has been tested in Canada and 
found first class in all respects. Our stock has been 
mported from the W estera States. It is a red, chaffed 
bald wheat................ „ .

BROOK’S WHEAT. Not yet tried at the Emporium. It is 
a bald, white, chaffed variety........................................

RED PERN. A bearded wheat, with long head, short gram, 
and very hardy; resists rust and yields well. It makes
first class flour .............. ..J....................-.....................
o ; Second quality. Good seed............

FARROW WHEAT. Yields well. Quality inferior...... . ...
FIFE WHEAT, RED RIVER WHEAT, and BALTIC WHEAT at market prices. p

:HUGH MILLER & CO.,
Agricultural Chemists,

167 King St. East. TQKONTO.By nail. By «press or freight. 
Per lb. 15 lbs. 50 lbs. 

25c $1 00 $3 00

do-3

SEEDS.

15o 0 50 1 50 m RENNIE’S CATALOGUE of FIELD, GARDEN 
and FLOWER SEEDS, &o., do., will be forwarded free 
toiill intending purchasers on application.

The several Departments 
> are extensive and 
f plete, comprising Veox- 

table and'Flo web Seeds, 
Pure Grain and Agricul
tural Seeds, Newest Pota- 

Ü toes, do., do., of superior 
quality and worthy the at
tention of purchasers.— 
The new

u a I

100 lbs.
3 0015c 0 50s, c2 50

: 2 00

We advise our patrons to try the new varieties. Although many other classes have 
been tried at the Emporium, the three first are highly commended. We do not commend

many other well known sorts.
»ATO.-AUSTML,A^,M^,ti^JS,g;5 Perlb. .mI'K

oauiah. First quality. .................................. ... . 20o 50c $2 00
Second quality.Vi............. .........

BLACK TARTAR. Imported.................................. 10 lbs., $1 From impo
BLACK POLAND. The blackest of all oats..................... 20c 50c

Second quality....,...-............  .........................................................
PEAS —CROWN PEAS, a variety of good quality, GOLDEN VINE, BLACK-EYED MAR

ROWFAT, WHITE MARROWFAT, at market prices.
1 lb. 15 lbs. 50 lbs.

SNOW FLAKE—One of the finest potatoes known................  . 25c $125 $3 00
EXTRA EARLY VERMONT—Very good.............
BROWNELL’S BEAUTY—Good and hardy 
COMPTON’S SURPRISE—Most excellent quality.
LATE ROSE—Good cropper. ............................ ............
EARLY ROSE—Surpassed by the above varieties.

Forty varieties were tried last year on the Emporium land, many of which are very high priced 
by some dealers, and the majority of them we cannot commend. The above named varieties were 
grown by us, and we safely recommend them as being really good and deserving cultivation.
ORCHARD GRASS.—Finest imported, per mail, free; best, 40 cents per pound. By rail 

30 cents per pound. This is a highly valuable grass for general cultivation.
CLOVER. — Alfalfa, or Chilian Clover, 50c per lb.; Lucerne, 30c per lb.; Bokhara, 40c per lb.; Tre

foil or yellow, 25c per lb. ; White Dutch, 40c per lb. ; Sugar Cane, 50c per lb.
MANGEL WURTZEL—Mammoth Long Red, 40c per lb ; Orange Globe (Fisher Hobb’s), 40c ; Carter’s Champion Yellow 

Intermediate, 50c per lb, KOHL-RABI—Purple, 91.25 per lb.; Green, $1.25 per lb.
RAPE or COLE—Broad-Leaved Essex, 13c per lb. , „ ,
TURNIPS (Saved from transplanted bulbs)—East Lothian Purple-Top Swede, 26c per lb ; Bangholm Improved Swede 

(Selected) 25c per lb : Hall’s Westbury Swede, 26c per lb ; Sutton’s Champion Swede, 25c per lb ; Marshall a Swede,
26c per lb; Shamrock Swede, 26c per lb ; Skirvlng’s Swede, 26c per lb ; Green Top Swede, 25c per lb ; Purple Top
Yellow Aberdeen, 25c perlb; Green Top Yellow Aberdeen, 25c per lb. . • .

BEET-Early Turnip Bassano, per oz, 10c. per pkt, 5c; Early Blood Turnip, 10c, 6c; Egyptian Blood Turnip, 15c, 5c;
CABBAGE—™avoy Drumhead’, per’oz, 15c, per pkt, 5c; Savoy Green Globe, 16c, 5c; Early Jersey Wakefield, 40c, 5c; Early 

Winningstadt, 20c, 6c; Early Largs Schweinfurt, 30c, 5c; Imperial French Ox-heart, 20c, 6c; Marblehead Mammoth,

CARROT—Early Scarlet Intermediate, per lb, 80c, per pkt, 5c; Large Red Altringham, 6rc, 5c; Long Orange, 65c, 5c;
Improved Long Orange, 70c, 6c; Large White Belgian, 40c, 5c; Green Top Orthe, 60c, 6c.

CAULIFLOWER—Extra Early Paris, per oz, $1, per pkt, 20c; Half-Early Pans, or Demi-Dur, 81, 20c ; LcNormand s 
Large (French Seed), §1,60, 20c; LeNormand’s Short Stem, §1.50, 20c; Veitch’s Autumn Giant, §1.50, 20c.

CELERY—Carter’s Incomparable, per oz, 25c, per pkt, 5c; Sandringham White Dwarf, 25c, 5c.
LETTUCE—Hanson, per oz, 60c, per pkt, 10c; Cut-Leaved, 20c.
ONION—New Giant Rocca, per oz, 40c, per pkt, 10c; New Queen, 70c, 10c.
PARSNIP—Hollow Crown, per oz, 10c, per pkt, 5c; Sutton’s Student, 10c, 5c.

McLean’s Advancer, 2* ft, 15c; McLean’s
Little Gem, 1 ft, 20c; Tom Thumb or t eck’s Gem, 10 in, 15c; Champion of England, 4 ft, 12c.

SOU ASH—Boston Marrow, per oz, 10c, per pkt, 6c; Hubbard, 16c,.6c; Mammoth, 16c, 6c; Marblehead, 30c, 10c.
TOMATO—Canada Victor, oz 50c, pkt, 10c; General Grant, 30c, 10c; Hathaway’s Excelsor, 50c, 10c; Trophy, 50c, 10c. 
Jonesville Grape Vine, 50c. Downing Gooseberry, 25c. Western Star Strawberry-, 25c. Most highly spoken of.
Extra fine strains of Balsams, Zinnias, Phlox Drummond!, &c. New Varieties of Mignonette—Parson's White Giant, New 

Dwarf Compact, New Tall Pyramidal, Pyramidal Bouquet, 10c per packet.
ORDERS will be filled in rotation as sent in ; you need not be disappointed if you do not get your ordçr filled by return 

mail, as many request ; you shall all bare your orders attended to in good time, or yo« will have your cash refunded. 
We pay postage ou all packages sent by mail. All large lots of heavy seeds must be sent by express or freight, and we de 

not pay charges on such. Bags extra at the following rates ; Peek bags, 10c ; bush, 20c ; 2 bush, 30c to 38c. Cash 
must accompany Orders. Registered Letters at our risk. For further Particulars see Catalogue, which may be had 
post-free ou application.

OFFICE AND SEED WAREHOUSE t—360 Richmond Street, London. Ont., between K. W. R j 
Slntton and Market.
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Postalffl-^ 1'■ :

Arrangements$2 25
2 25 irted seed Enable my sending of seeds, 

parcels, Ac., to any poet 
office throughout, ? Do
minion of Canac' . and 
United States of America, 
at the rate of one cent for 
four ounces (4c. per lb.) 
prepaid postage.

SEED STORE—Corner 
ADELAIDE and JARVIS 
Streets. Please write for 

t the Catalogue.
WILLIAM RENNIE, Toronto, Canada

2 00
2 60
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! POTATOES.
1 250 5025c

37Jc 0 50 1 25
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GUELPH SEWING MACHINE COMPANY.
«:

-
'■

: or express,
I

.

1111 tII
. i|! livgfsutt itmmrio*

OSBORN .A..$

; i After a very heavy expenditure of money and time, we 
are happy to be able to put on the market the most perfect 
Sewing Machine ever offered the j ublic. Can be 
from any of our numerous agents. PLEASE EXAMINE 
IT- Shuttle, Tensions, Stitch Regulator are unequalled, 
for which we have secured patents in the U. S and Can
ada. The cheapest first-class machine in the market.— 
AGENTS WANTED where none are already appointed.

WILKIE & OSBORN,
MANUFACTURERS,

Ir r had
[

' ■

L
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1l
Common varieties, 5c.i Ont., Canada.Guelph,, 20c.&

11:ii

. HIGHLAND HARDY.
THE MOST PROFITABLE RED RASPBERRY 
1 grown. Produced last year over $1,000 worth of fruit 
per acre Canes need no protection in winter. Has with
stood 30 ° below zero.
TS cents per doz,., postpaid, $3 per 100, and $1$ 

fier 1000.
Send for Catalogue and Prices of our Trees, Seeds and 

! Plants-

!
.

i■V:
'4! i

W. L. FERRIS, Jr., & CO.,
Poughkeé®5Ïee N. Y.

DD-IDuchess Nurseries, 
Established 1863. 1W. H. BROWNE, Manager.M
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